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ABSTRACT
Selective routing of information between brain areas is a key pre-
requisite for flexible adaptive behaviour. It allows to focus on rele-
vant information and to ignore potentially distracting influences.
Selective attention is a psychological process which controls this
preferential processing of relevant information. The neuronal net-
work structures and dynamics, and the attentional mechanisms
by which this routing is enabled are not fully clarified. Based on
previous experimental findings and theories, a network model
is proposed which reproduces a range of results from the atten-
tion literature. It depends on shifting of phase relations between
oscillating neuronal populations to modulate the effective influ-
ence of synapses. This network model might serve as a generic
routing motif throughout the brain. The attentional modifications
of activity in this network are investigated experimentally and
found to employ two distinct channels to influence processing:
facilitation of relevant information and independent suppression
of distracting information. These findings are in agreement with
the model and previously unreported on the level of neuronal
populations.
Furthermore, effective influence in dynamical systems is in-
vestigated more closely. Due to a lack of a theoretical underpin-
ning for measurements of influence in non-linear dynamical sys-
tems such as neuronal networks, often unsuited measures are
used for experimental data that can lead to erroneous conclu-
sions. Based on a central theorem in dynamical systems, a novel
theory of effective influence is developed. Measures derived from
this theory are demonstrated to capture the time dependent effec-
tive influence and the asymmetry of influences in model systems
and experimental data. This new theory holds the potential to
uncover previously concealed interactions in generic non-linear
systems studied in a range of disciplines, such as neuroscience,
ecology, economy and climatology.
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1MOTIVAT ION
Research of the human brain has an eventful history. From be- history of
brain
research
ing hypothesized by Aristotle as a cooling device for the blood
heated by emotions [AriBCb; Gro95], in contemporary science it
evolved into the primary seat of intelligence and information pro-
cessing in the body. It was established that it is made up of neu-
rons, specialized complex cell types, that form highly connected
networks [Caj94; DB55], and that information can be transmitted
between the neurons by electrical discharges [HH52]. The brain
receives input through different sensory pathways and can affect
the actions of the body by muscle activation. Several subnetworks
within the brain are crucial for formation and retrieval of mem-
ories, performing calculations, planning, and reasoning. In short:
it is a biological manifestation of a generally intelligent system.
The vast majority of scientific approaches towards the brain is
guided by the materialist view that its capacities emerge from the
interaction within neuronal networks, and that every behaviour
or cognitive state correlates to a state of these networks (see e.g.
[Jan08]).
Not surprisingly, analogies to the functioning of the human artificial
Intelligencebrain permeate the underpinnings of the field of artificial intelli-
gence [McC+06]. Most recently, fertilized by results from neuro-
science research [Has+17], impressive and media-effective feats
have been accomplished, such as the passing of the Turing test
[Tur50] in a number of domains [LST15; Owe+16], which was
designed as a yardstick to asses whether human and machine
behaviour can be discriminated. But not only can human perfor-
mance be mimicked, it can also be surpassed: The game of Go,
seen by many players as an art form due to its impressive combi-
natorics and hence necessary reliance of players on keen intuition,
has been mastered at a super-human performance level without
the need of any human teaching [Sil+17].
2 motivation
In light of these developments, it seems that understandingflexibility
of the inner workings of the brain has gone a long way. So, fol-
lowing the "build it, then you understand it" credo, one might
ask: what is left to do? While there is certainly a multitude of an-
swers to this question, I want to focus on one issue in this thesis
which I deem of special importance: that of flexibility. Humans
effortlessly adapt behaviour to changing context, react quickly to
unexpected events, and reallocate resources to process informa-
tion which is of importance for the current situation. In fact, this
flexibility is in most parts what still sets humans apart from intel-
ligent machines, which are typically very adept at one task but
unable to perform similarly well under different circumstances
and task demands: an artificial neuronal network trained to de-
tect faces can match human performance [Tai+14], but will typi-
cally be bad at detecting anything else, whereas a normal human
has no problem to take in a complex visual scenery and flexibly
change what they are looking for, one moment a face, the next
maybe a car or a tiger. How do human brains achieve this flexi-
bility?
Formally, flexibility can be defined as the ability of a system
to generate different output, such as an action, in response to the
same input, depending on the task demand. In a very simple ex-
ample, which is close to the experiments analysed later, subjects
could be shown a video where streams of numbers are displayed
at several different locations, and asked to press a button if a 4 ap-
pears at one location which was specified beforehand. Now, the
same video could be shown, but a response to the appearance of
a 4 at a different location could be required. It is clear that the
input to the neuronal network, here the visual scene, is the same
in both tasks, whereas the output differs.
Understanding how flexibility under these circumstances isvisual
hierarchy achieved in neuronal networks is constrained by the brain’s ar-
chitecture. The network processing the visual input can be ap-
proximated as having a feed-forward, fan-in structure, meaning
several neurons in one layer project to the same neuron in the
next layer. This leads to a visual hierarchy where neurons higher
up in the network have access to more information than neurons
at the bottom. As a consequence, while neurons in early layers
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Figure 1.1: Hierarchical network organization of visual processing. A)
Different numbers are shown at four locations in the visual scenery. The
area in visual space which evokes responses in each neuron in the lower
layer is symbolized by the black circle. Several neurons project to the
same neuron in a higher area. The lines connecting neurons symbolize
directed information flow to the ones higher up in the hierarchy. The
decision neuron at the top can potentially represent information from
all four locations in visual space. B) If the task is to detect a 4 in the
upper left location, the neuronal network must route information to the
decision stage such that competing information from other locations is
attenuated. This is achieved by increasing the effective influence of some
connections, symbolized by thicker lines, and decreasing the effective
influence of others, symbolized by thinner lines.
only represent information of small areas in visual space, this
area grows when ascending the hierarchy. At the top of the hier-
archy, a decision stage can be postulated which has potential ac-
cess to information from the whole scene and controls the output
of the network. This hierarchical network is illustrated in figure
1.1 A).
4 motivation
An important implication of this structure is that it creates ainformation
routing
bottleneck
"bottleneck". The diagram in figure 1.1 A) shows that the neuron
at the top of the hierarchy can potentially represent information
from all possible locations. However, for the task of detecting
a 4 at one location, only the information from this location is
relevant and should be routed to the decision stage. Information
from the other locations, which could interfere at the decision
stage, should be gated out. This can be achieved by changing the
impact, or the effective influence, of neurons onto the decision
stage: The effective influence of neurons which carry information
about the task-relevant location should be increased, whereas the
influence of neurons processing task-irrelevant locations should
be decreased. This situation is depicted in figure 1.1 B).
In psychological terms, the process which controls the flow ofattention
guides
information
flow
information at this bottleneck, and hence is a prerequisite for flex-
ible behaviour, is selective attention. Attention is typically loosely
defined as a "spotlight" or "zoom lens" emphasizing defining fea-
tures of stimuli that are important for the task while diminish-
ing potentially distracting influences [Von67; Jam90; BK15b]. In
the example task, the location of interest would be put in the
"spotlight" such that things happening here are clearly visible,
whereas the other locations can be dimmed down because the
events at these locations are not important at the moment.
The effects of attention can be observed in the activity of sin-
gle neurons and neuronal populations in the visual system of
the brain. Several studies, where the activity of neurons during
an attention demanding task was directly recorded, showed in-
deed that neurons higher up in the visual hierarchy, which can
respond to several locations, behave as if only stimuli at attended
locations are present although others are shown at the same time
[MD85; Gro+12; Bos+12].
To summarize: in hierarchical feed-forward neuronal networks,flexibility,
information
routing and
attention
flexibility can be achieved by changing effective influences among
neurons, which allows for selective information routing. This chang-
ing is controlled by a psychological process called attention.
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The first part of this thesis now revolves around two specific
questions:
1. Which network structures and dynamics naturally support
selective information routing?
2. How and where does attention intervene to bring about
selective routing in the network?
The first question is addressed by building on previous theo-
ries and proposing a network structure that is shown by simula-
tions to perform selective routing with minimal interventions. By
global parameter optimization this structure is verified to be an
optimal routing configuration under realistic neurophysiological
constraints. For the second question, neuronal activity of the pri-
mate brain is analysed from a specifically designed experiment,
where a direct prediction from the model is tested. Attentional
effects are in accordance with previous results and with the pro-
posed attentional mechanism embedded in the model. The re-
sults are further used to refine the model of selective routing
networks.
In a second part, the quantity that needs to be modulated for effective
influence in
dynamical
systems
selective routing to take place, the "effective influence", is scruti-
nized more closely. Up to this point, a somewhat intuitive defini-
tion of effective influence will suffice. Here now, a theoretically
solid quantification is sought. This endeavour leads away from
the details of biological neuronal networks and to a broader per-
spective of non-linear dynamical systems, which encompass neu-
ronal networks. Currently most experimental studies rely on mea-
sures of effective influence developed for linear stochastic sys-
tems, which can lead to erroneous conclusions when applied to
non-linear dynamical systems. For the lack of a comprehensive
theory for non-linear systems, a novel approach is introduced.
First, it is developed purely theoretically based on a fundamen-
tal mathematical theorem of non-linear dynamics. Successful ap-
plicability to complex model systems and experimental data is
demonstrated in a first test. Furthermore, the merits in compar-
ison to other established measures and theoretical links are dis-
cussed.
6 motivation
Taken together, in the course of this thesis a new networksummary
model of selective routing underlying flexible information pro-
cessing is proposed, the understanding of attentional mechanisms
in the primate brain is advanced, and a novel theory of effec-
tive influence for non-linear dynamical systems in general is pre-
sented.
Part I
ATTENT IONAL MECHANISMS OF
INFORMAT ION ROUT ING

OUTL INE PART I
This first part of the thesis covers selective routing in biologically
realistic neuronal networks and the necessary attentional inter-
ventions. It is organized in three chapters.
In chapter 3, a model neuronal network representing two suc-
cessive stages in the visual hierarchy is developed, adhering to
known properties of biological neurons and networks. It is shown
that a specific recurrent connectivity structure among neurons
of the same layer, along with attention dependent input to the
first layer, is instrumental in selectively modulating the effec-
tive influence of connections to the following layer. In addition,
the model faithfully reproduces several electrophysiological at-
tention related results from the experimental literature for the
first time in a single framework [HEP15].
Further, in chapter 4 a simplification of the network model
is introduced, which allows to optimize the model parameters
to route information most effectively, and to investigate whether
there may be networks which route information in a fundamen-
tally different way to the one presented in chapter 3. It turns out
that the network previously discussed is indeed optimal to route
information, given some reasonable biological constraints.
From the type of routing networks modelled in chapters 3 and
4, a prediction is generated on the exact relation of activities of
neurons in the first layer under attentional conditions. In chapter
5, analyses of experimental data are presented that was recorded
to test this prediction. The experimental findings are in agree-
ment with this proposal, underlining the explanatory power of
the model approach. Furthermore, the data suggests that atten-
tional changes of neurons’ activities are brought about by two in-
dependent processes, which are shown to be easily incorporated
in the model network.
These three chapters, are written in a paper-style format, each
having an own introduction and discussion section, where the in-
troduction provides more specialized information needed for the
10 motivation
understanding of the chapter. At the end, a general conclusion
will place the research contained in this part in a wider scope
and summarize the scientific achievements.
The three main chapters are preceded by a short overview of
the physics of neuronal networks, introducing some tools of the
trade of the theoretical neuroscientist.
2PHYS ICS OF NEURONAL NETWORKS
2.1 neurons and synapses
The following paragraphs will briefly introduce the morphology
and functional properties of neurons to an extent which is suffi-
cient for understanding the research presented in later chapters.
More comprehensive accounts can be found in any standard neu-
roscience textbook, e.g. [Kan00].
The neuron is a specific cell type found in the brain and the neuron
morphologywhole nervous system including the spinal cord and the enteric
nervous system. Morphologically, it consists of a central cell body
(soma) housing the cell nucleus and other typical cellular compo-
nents, usually highly branched appendices called the dendrites,
and one longer and less branched appendix termed the axon.
When the neuron is embedded in a network, connection sites
(synapses) between the axon of one neuron and a dendrite of an-
other are formed. Figure 2.1 A) shows a schematic drawing of
neurons and synapses.
The functional state of the neuron depends on its membrane electrical
propertiespotential, the potential difference between the inside and the out-
side of the cell body separated by a lipid bilayer membrane. Note
that the terminology is a bit confusing from a physical stand-
point, where it should rather be called the membrane voltage, but
the term "membrane potential" is so deeply engrained in neuro-
science that I will keep with the tradition. It is determined by
Na+,K+ and Cl− ion concentrations that differ across the cell
membrane. The concentration of Na+ ions and Cl− ions is higher
in the surrounding liquid, whereas the one of K+ is higher on the
inside of the cell.
These ions are in principle capable of slowly diffusing through
the membrane and eventually abolishing the concentration gra-
dient. However, in the resting state, the membrane potential of a
cortical neuron is held at ≈ −65 mV due to an active process that
12 physics of neuronal networks
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Figure 2.1: Morphology of neurons and synapses. A) The cell body
(soma) houses most of the typical cellular components. Axons and
dendrites are appendices which allow contact points between neurons,
called synapses. B) At the synapse, neurotransmitter can be released
from the axon terminal. Opening of transmitter-gated channels allows
the flow of ions (here Na+) across the membrane, changing the poten-
tial of the post-synaptic neuron.
preserves the concentration gradients: sodium-potassium pumps
transfer Na+ ions from the inside of the cell to the surround and
at the same time K+ ions in the reverse direction.
The membrane potential of a neuron is subject to change
by selective activation of ion channel proteins in the membrane,
mostly through the binding of a chemical substance, a neuro-
transmitter, to the channel protein. In an activated state, the chan-
nel protein forms a pore in the membrane and by virtue of its
electrostatic and spatial structure becomes selectively permeable
for one or a few ion types (see figure 2.1 B)). An increase in mem-
brane potential (depolarization) is mediated by sodium channels,
whereas a decrease (hyperpolarization) relies on chloride and
potassium channels. Most channel proteins are located at the den-
dritic or post-synaptic site of a synapse, whereas the axonal or
pre-synaptic site contains vessels filled with neurotransmitters.
If the membrane potential is depolarized sufficiently to sur-spikes
pass a threshold, a spike is triggered. This sharp and short pos-
2.2 networks 13
itive peak in the potential is initiated at the axon hillock, the re-
gion where the axon branches off from the soma. It arises from
a sequence of opening and closing of ion channel proteins at
different time scales, first leading to a rapid increase of the lo-
cal membrane potential followed by a strong hyperpolarization
which brings the membrane voltage back to the resting potential.
In contrast to the transmitter gated channels described before,
the channels responsible for the spike are voltage gated, i.e. open
and close as a function of the membrane potential.
The spike travels along the axon and arrives at the axon ter- synaptic
weights and
Dale’s law
minals where the release of neurotransmitter is triggered. The
released transmitter in turn activates ion channels located in the
membrane the post-synaptic neuron. Transmitters are selective
for a specific kind of ion channel, and most neurons only express
one type of transmitter, hence it exerts either a depolarizing (ex-
citatory) or hyperpolarizing (inhibitory) influence on other neu-
rons. This principle is often referred to as Dale’s law. The weight
of a synapse, i.e. the amount the membrane potential changes in
the post-synaptic neuron when the pre-synaptic neuron spikes,
can vary strongly and is subject to dynamic changes.
2.2 networks
By these basic principles of interaction, neuronal networks are
formed throughout the brain that convey information with spikes.
The topology and interaction strengths within a network are cru-
cial in shaping its functional properties, as well as the time con-
stants that govern the dynamics of single neurons and synapses.
In terms of dynamical systems, a neuronal network of size N mathemati-
cal
formulation
of neuronal
networks
can be formalized as
τ
dVi
dt
= f (Vi) + frec ({A1, ..., AN}) + Ii
Ai(t) = h(Vi) .
The membrane potential Vi of neuron i changes with a time con-
stant τ (by units a capacitance) as a function of the external in-
put current to each neuron, contained in Ii, a function f () of
the membrane potential modelling passive diffusion and voltage
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gated processes, and on a function frec() of activity of the net-
work modelling synaptic interaction. The variable Ai reflects the
activity of neuron i which is generated by passing Vi through a
non-linearity h().
The complexity of the functions f (), frec() and h() is guided
by the level of abstraction at which a network is studied. Choices
vary from very detailed, biologically realistic models which take
much of the cellular and synaptic machinery into account [HH52],
to more coarse grained descriptions that focus on the average be-
haviour of larger cell groups [WC72].
2.2.1 Diffusion and voltage gated processes
For a detailed description, let f () be given asHodgkin-
Huxley type
model
f (Vi) =
L
∑
l=1
gl(Vi)(Vi − El) , (2.1)
where gl is the conductance of the membrane for ion type l and El
the reversal potential for that ion type. The conductances are con-
stant if they model passive leak conductances, can also be func-
tions of Vi if voltage gated channels are modelled and even itself
be described by differential equations. A prominent example for
these conductance based models is the classical Hodgkin-Huxley
formulation of spike generation in the squid giant axon [HH52].
In this class of models, the variable Ai reflects the spiking
activity of neuron i. A spike of neuron i is detected when Vi
crosses a chosen threshold Vthr from below, i.e. Ai can be written
as
Ai(t) = δ(Vi(t)−Vthr)Θ
(
dVi
dt
(t)
)
(2.2)
where δ() denotes the Dirac delta function and Θ the Heaviside
function. Since a spike is a stereotypical positive excursion of the
membrane potential way above the typical range of Vi, followed
by setting back to the resting potential, any value Vi which is
exclusive to spikes can be chosen for Vthr.
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The description of f () can be simplified by a polynomial ap- integrate
and fire
model
proximation, i.e. setting
f (Vi) =
K
∑
k=0
pkV
k
i , (2.3)
which comes at the expense of losing the voltage gated spike
generation. Instead, spikes are then not only detected, but also
elicited by a threshold mechanism. this means that equation 2.2
still applies, but Vthr has to be set to the typical value of Vi at
the onset of a spike. Also, to mimic the behaviour of biological
neurons, Vi has to be manually reset to the resting potential Vrest
after a spike occurred. This model class is called integrate and fire
neurons. The most widely used variant is the linear integrate and
fire model with K = 1. In chapter 3, a quadratic version (K = 2)
is used. A detailed and mathematically stringent reduction of
conductance based neurons to integrate and fire models can be
found in [AK90].
2.2.2 Synaptic interaction
In a biologically realistic setting, the recurrent interaction term conduc-
tance based
synapse
can also be modelled in a similar way to equation 2.1:
frec ({A1, ..., AN}) =
L
∑
l=1
gl(xl)(El −Vi) (2.4)
xl =
N
∑
j=1
wlijAj(t− dij) ,
with l now as the synapse type. Every type has a corresponding
non-negative weight matrixW l with entries wlij, and the matrix D
composed of dij contains the delays associated with each synapse
due to the conduction speed of spikes and the distance between
neurons i and j. If El is greater than the maximum of the range
of V(t) (excluding spikes), the corresponding synapse type is ex-
citatory, and if El is smaller it is inhibitory. The conductance gl
is typically modelled as a convolution of the weighted summed
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spike train xl of the pre-synaptic neurons of a synapse type l with
a causal kernel κl(t):
gl(xl) = (xl ∗ κl)(t) .
A popular choice is a negative exponential kernel, which is also
used in chapter 3.
If a detailed account of synaptic dynamics is not necessary,weight
based
synapse
equation 2.4 can be simplified to
frec ({A1, ..., AN}) =
N
∑
j=1
wijAj(t− dij) . (2.5)
This equation is obtained by assuming κl(t) = δ(t) ∀l, replacing
(El − Vi) by sgn(Vi − El), and absorbing it into the weights wlij.
Then the set of weight matrices W l can be collapsed into a single
weight matrix W with entries wij. Thus the impact of a synapse
is completely described by its weight.
Using both a linear approximation of f () (equation 2.3) withintegrate
and fire
neurons
with weight
based
synapses
p0 = 0, p1 = −1 and the simplified frec() from equation 2.5 leads
to a network model given by
τ
dVi
dt
= −Vi +
N
∑
j=1
wijAj(t− dij) + Ii (2.6)
A(t) = h(V) .
Here, dVi/dt turned into a simple linear differential equation
which yields some numerical and analytical advantages.
2.2.3 Population models
If furthermore the activity of neuronal populations, i.e. a large
number of similar neurons, is rather of interest than the behaviour
of single neurons, the same equations 2.6 can be used for this
purpose, albeit with different interpretations for the variables. Vi
can be loosely related to the average membrane potential of neu-
rons in population i, and h() becomes a function that maps Vi to
the now average firing rate Ai(t). The activity Ai(t) thus turns
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into a continuous variable. Typically, h() is chosen as a bounded,
monotonously increasing function of positive range, such as a
sigmoid or a piecewise linear function. That these models are ac-
tually valid descriptions of the activity of neuronal populations
was pioneered in [WC72]. A model of this type is used in chapter
4.
This concludes the short introduction to the modelling of neu-
ral networks. The last few paragraphs took a quite condensed
mathematical tour through several decades of research in the-
oretical neuroscience and modelling. Should more background
knowledge be required: a more extensive introduction to the de-
scription of neuronal networks can be found in [DA01].
2.3 neuronal oscillations
Oscillations are one among many interesting behaviours neu- functional
role of
oscillations
ronal networks can exhibit. Emerging from synchronization of
spikes or firing rates among a group of neurons, oscillations are
ubiquitous in biological neural networks [BD04]. They naturally
occur in different frequency bands and are hypothesized to play
important roles for brain function. For example, the prominence
of oscillations in the 7− 12 Hz range (so called α range) is cor-
related with wakefulness. The interplay of oscillations in the θ
(5− 7 Hz) and γ (40− 100 Hz) range in the hippocampus is mod-
ulated during memory recall [Tor+09]. γ oscillation have also
been hypothesized to play an important role in selective infor-
mation routing throughout the cortex, which will be discussed
and investigated in depth in chapters 3 and 4.
In principle, γ oscillations can emerge in a neuronal network emergence
of γ
oscillations
by a strongly interconnected inhibitory population of neurons
(interneuron network γ (ING) mechanism), or by an excitation -
inhibition loop, where excitatory neurons activate inhibitory neu-
rons which in turn inhibit the excitatory population (pyramidal-
interneuron network γ (PING) mechanism) [BW12]. In both cases,
the network frequency depends on the conduction delay and
synaptic time constants of the involved neurons.
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2.4 early visual system
In the studies described in chapters 3 and 5, activity was mod-
elled respectively recorded in areas of the early visual system,
which is why a short introduction into the relevant anatomy and
physiology will follow.
In humans and primates, whose conscious percept of the world
is largely dominated by vision, the visual system is among the
largest and most complex structures in the brain. The visual sys-
tem, apart from the eyes, consists of various subcortical and cor-
tical visual areas, and considerable effort was and still is directed
towards uncovering their exact function and interactions. As def-
inition of a visual area, a set of neurons, grouped together by
spatial proximity and similar response properties shall suffice at
this point.
2.4.1 Anatomical structure
The first stage of the visual system is the eye. Here, a two-dimen-the eye
sional image is projected onto the retina, which contains an ar-
ray of specialized receptors reacting to electromagnetic waves
in the visible spectrum. By these receptors, physical properties
of light are transformed into electrochemical signals. Following
some early processing, signals are ultimately passed on to the
ganglion cells, neurons whose axons are bundled in the optic
nerve and later in the optic tract. These axons terminate in the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN).
The LGN is a structure that resides in the sensory thalamusLGN, V1, V2
and V4 and its main feed-forward projection target is the primary visual
cortex (V1). From V1, directly and via visual area 2 (V2), the sig-
nal ultimately reaches neurons in visual area 4 (V4). These early
visual areas are the biological counterparts of the networks mod-
elled in this thesis. It shall be noted though that the hierarchical
feed-forward structure is a simplification, since feed-back connec-
tions from higher to lower cortical areas exist [FV91]. For a more
comprehensive account of the early visual system see [Kan00]
chapters 26 and 27.
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2.4.2 Receptive fields and tuning
As noted earlier, neurons can be classified into areas by their receptive
fieldresponse properties. The response property of a neuron is typ-
ically characterized by its receptive field. The receptive field is,
in an abstract definition, the n-dimensional subspace or lower di-
mensional manifold of an n-dimensional physical stimulus space
in which a significant deviation of the neuron’s firing rate from
baseline is observed. The baseline firing rate is the rate which is
measured in the absence of external stimulation. For some neu-
rons, the receptive field can be subdivided into an excitatory part,
that elicits a higher firing rate than the baseline activity, and an
inhibitory part, that suppresses the activity of the neuron. The
excitatory part of a receptive field is also sometimes referred to
as the classical receptive field. Dimensions in which the visual
stimulus space is typically described encompass two spatial di-
mensions of the image that is processed (spatial receptive field),
spatial and temporal frequency (e.g of a grating with alternating
luminance), colour, contrast, and others. Throughout this thesis,
mostly the spatial receptive field will be considered and thus the
term "receptive field" on its own will refer to the spatial receptive
field.
Retinal ganglion cells typically exhibit a circular centre - sur-
round receptive field organisation, meaning that presentation of
a stimulus in the centre elicits a strong response, whereas a stim-
ulus in the immediate surrounding of the centre suppresses the
response (on-centre cell) or vice versa (off-centre cell). This can
be understood by a simplified picture in which receptors cov-
ering the spatial centre of the receptive field have an excitatory
(inhibitory) synapse onto the on-centre (off-centre) ganglion cell
and receptors in the surrounding have an inhibitory (excitatory)
synapse.
From the previous example it becomes clear that the recep- convergence
and
receptive
field growth
tive field of a neuron can be shaped by its afferent connections. A
common motif in the visual hierarchy is that several neurons in
a lower area form feed-forward synapses with the same neuron
in a higher area, entailing that receptive field sizes tend to grow
along the visual hierarchy (also compare figure 1.1): The size of
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a receptive field of a retinal ganglion cell close to the fovea is sev-
eral arc minutes of visual angle ([Kan00] p. 517), around 0.8 de-
grees for a V1 neuron [CBM02] and approximately 2 degrees for
a V4 neuron [Mot09]. Neurons with receptive fields in the visual
periphery, i.e the visual space far away from the fovea, show an
even more pronounced growth in receptive field size, such that
several V1 non-overlapping receptive fields fit into a V4 receptive
field (see e.g. [MD85]). A general observation is that receptive
field sizes approximately double at any given eccentricity when
going from V1 to V2 and also when going from V2 to V4 [GGS81;
GSG88].
Another aspect of this convergent connectivity is that the neu-retinotopy
rons in one area that synapse with the same neuron in a higher
area are typically in spatial proximity. Given that this principle
holds more or less strictly for all connections from the retina up
to V4 leads to retinotopy in early visual areas [Mot09], which re-
lates the location of spatial receptive fields to the visual space:
neurons close by in V1, V2 and V4 likely have a similar spatial
receptive field.
As the size of receptive fields grows when ascending the vi-
sual hierarchy, so does the complexity. Where retinal ganglion
cells show mainly on-centre or off-centre receptive fields, a class
of V1 neurons responds best to oriented line segments, e.g. gener-
ated by a luminance Gabor filter. This receptive field structure is
presumably due to the neurons receiving afferent input from gan-
glion cells via LGN that cover this oriented region with their ex-
citatory centre. This concept also holds for the transition from V1
to V4, where some neurons respond best to shapes that are made
up of combinations of oriented line segments [Mot09; PC99]. This
simple model of feed-forward shaping of receptive fields is not
uncontested (e.g. [HV06]), but further details are of no impor-
tance for all intents and purposes in this thesis.
The concept of tuning is closely related to the receptive field.tuning
A neuron is considered tuned with respect to dimension d of
the receptive field if the function mapping the receptive field to
the neuron’s activity is not flat in this dimension. For example, a
stimulus can elicit variably strong responses at different location
within the spatial receptive field. The corresponding neuron is
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thus spatially tuned. On the other hand, if the stimulus evokes
the same response at every location inside the receptive field, it
has no spatial tuning. A tuning many visual neurons share is
that for contrast, where a stimulus typically evokes a higher re-
sponse at a higher contrast irrespective of other tuning properties
[Alb+02].
It shall be noted that the terms "receptive field" and "tuning
curve" are not consistently defined in the literature and are some-
times used interchangeably, so the definitions given here are rel-
atively general and encompassing, but not agreed upon.
2.5 electrophysiology
Since this part of the thesis navigates the cross section between
theoretical neuroscience and electrophysiology, also containing
data analysis from experiments, a short introduction will follow
on how the data is obtained.
Invasive electrophysiological recordings involve insertion of
an electrode into the brain tissue. For this work, only extracellular
recordings are important. Here, the electrode is placed in the area
of interest, presumably in between intact neuronal cell bodies,
as opposed to patch clamping techniques where the membrane
of neurons is punctured and intracellular fields are recorded.
The electrical field the electrode measures contains contributions
from spikes, synaptic currents and other electrical processes of
neurons close to the electrode position.
Since spikes are very rapid excursions in the membrane po- spikes and
MUAtential on a millisecond timescale, they can be extracted from the
recorded signal by high pass filtering above ≈ 500 Hz. Approx-
imately 100 neurons in the neighbourhood of the electrode tip
contribute to this filtered signal [Buz04]. By thresholding, a spike
train can be generated which is called a multi unit activity (MUA),
since up to 10 neurons generate spikes of sufficient amplitude to
be clearly distinguishable from background noise. The spikes of
pyramidal cells, which are named for the shape of their central
cell body, are overrepresented in this sample because transmem-
brane currents mostly flow along the axonal-dendritic axis, they
are aligned which each other, and have large cell bodies [Buz04].
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Figure 2.2: MUA and LFP signals extracted from experimental data from
a recording in V1. The top shows the high pass filtered raw data above
500 Hz. Spikes can be readily seen against the background noise. The
right plot shows a zoom onto one single spike in the signal. The lower
plot shows the low pass filtered raw signal below 500 Hz. Data recorded
by Eric Drebitz.
Pyramidal cells are excitatory. On the other hand, inhibitory neu-
rons have smaller cell bodies and less clear cut geometry. In addi-
tion, pyramidal cells are more abundant in the cortex, at a ratio
of approximately 4:1, than inhibitory cells [Bea+92]. Due to these
reasons, the MUA can be interpreted as an averaged activity of a
small local population of excitatory neurons.
The local field potential (LFP) is extracted as the low frequencylocal field
potential
(LFP)
component of the raw signal below ≈ 500 Hz. The LFP is thought
to mostly represent an average over synaptic currents within a
local population, since the high-frequency spikes are filtered out.
However, it cannot be clearly identified with the input from other
populations, since the output of a population can partially be-
come its input again due to recurrence in local networks. Also,
when neurons spike approximately synchronously, these "popu-
lation spikes" considerably contribute to the LFP. Thus, the LFP is
not as defined as the MUA, and there is still research into how
exactly it is composed under different network states and over
which spatial region it averages [Ein+13]. Leaving this aside, in
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the common interpretation it is a measure of the average activity
of a local population bigger than the one represented in the MUA.
Figure 2.2 shows examples of MUA and LFP signals extracted
from experimental data.
Extensive reviews of the biophysics of extracellular fields and
the contributions to the LFP and MUA are given in [BAK12; Buz04].

3THE R I SER MODEL OF ATTENT IONAL
SELECT IVE ROUT ING
3.1 introduction
The following chapter is adapted with permission from D. Har-
nack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional
information routing through coherence predicts biased competi-
tion and multistable perception". The Journal of Neurophysiol-
ogy. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American
Physiological Society.
It is a wide-spread belief that the brain has limited resources
available for information processing [MI05; BK15b]. Selective at-
tention provides a means of efficient and flexible operation un-
der this restriction by allowing preferential allocation of process-
ing resources to a particular area or feature in the visual scenery
while ignoring distractors.
In several experimental studies, the effect selective visual at-
tention has on neuronal activity was probed in a paradigm where
two stimuli are presented within the receptive field of a recorded
neuron in V4, but far enough apart to be represented by two sep-
arate populations in V1. By the arrangement of receptive fields, it
is assumed that the two activated populations in V1 project (pos-
sibly indirectly) to the population in V4 (see figure 3.1).
This experiment was performed in two variations. In the first, biased
competitionthe two stimuli were chosen to be a preferred stimulus for the V4
neuron, i.e. eliciting a high firing rate, and a non-preferred one,
eliciting a low firing rate. It was found that presenting both at
the same time results in an averaged rate between the rates the
stimuli would elicit if presented alone. Attending one stimulus
biased the response towards the rate the attended stimulus would
evoke if presented alone [MD85]. This effect was dubbed biased
competition.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup to probe effects of selective attention. Two
stimuli, here coloured oriented bars, are presented in the receptive field
of a V4 neuron, symbolized by the big circle. The stimuli were separated
enough to be processed by distinct populations in V1, whose receptive
fields are symbolized by the small circles.
In a second variant, two equally preferred stimuli for a V4 neu-information
routing ron were presented. By independently varying the luminance of
the two stimuli, it was found that the luminance modulation of
the attended stimulus was represented in the activity of the V4
population, the modulation of the non-attended stimulus how-
ever to a much lesser degree [Gro+15]. This effect will be termed
information routing.
Assuming that the triangle network setup sketched in figure
3.1 is accurate, the results could be explained by "silencing" the
population in V1 processing the distractor. However, such drastic
firing rate effects in V1 have not been observed. Thus, both studies
suggest that the effective influence of the V1 population process-
ing the attended stimulus is increased, whereas the influence of
the V1 population processing the non-attended one is decreased.
Following the experiments on biased competition, it was sug-
gested that the effect could be explained by a five-fold increase of
synaptic weights from the attended V1 population to V4 [RCD99].
However, known mechanisms that change synaptic weights, such
as long term potentiation, are by far not fast enough to serve
as a possible explanation for changes on the time scale of sev-
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eral hundred milliseconds on which selective attention operates
[WAH00].
One hypothesis about how synaptic efficacies could be mod- communi-
cation
through
coherence
(CTC)
ulated dynamically and quickly is based on the idea of binding
by synchrony [Sin99; Mal81]. After finding that presentation of
stimuli elicited a strong oscillatory response of both firing rate
and LFP in the visual cortex in the γ frequency range [GS89], it
was hypothesized that phase-locked oscillatory activity of several
neurons forms transient ensembles that are engaged in the same
computational task. The concept of CTC [Fri05; Fri15] builds on
this theory: a neuron with oscillating membrane potential can
be driven to fire by relatively weak input when it is close to the
threshold, while if it is in a phase of low excitability, i.e. directly
after it spiked or when the membrane potential is far from thresh-
old, even stronger input might fail to elicit an action potential.
Thus, shifting relative phases of oscillating sending and receiv-
ing populations, thereby changing the effective influence of the
synapses, could be utilized to gate information.
Experimental support is provided by the findings that atten- experimen-
tal support
of CTC
tion increases the synchrony of γ oscillations within V4 [Tay+05;
Fri+01; Fri+08], that communication between different popula-
tions oscillating in the γ band is most effective for a specific
phase relation [Wom+07], and that the γ coherence between neu-
ronal ensembles in V1 and V4 is elevated under attention [Gro+12;
Bos+12]. Also, in [Gre+09] it was shown that CTC might be used
for effective communication between the frontal eye field and V4.
Simultaneous recordings of single neurons in V1 and V2 with over-
lapping receptive fields furthermore showed that spikes in V2 are
most likely to occur when afferent V1 spikes are synchronized
[ZK15]. In [Ni+16], γ oscillations were artificially enhanced in
V4 by optogenetic stimulation, leading to a stronger response of
neurons to visual input.
Several models were conceived that exploit oscillatory dynam- models im-
plementing
CTC
ics to explain information routing or biased competition [Mas09;
AK10; BK08; BEK08; TS10; WS12; ZFG08; MKW12; MFS06; WT17].
However, there is no model that has been shown to reproduce
both key experimental findings of biased competition and infor-
mation routing in a unifying framework while implementing a
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phase shifting mechanism in a biologically plausible manner. In
this study, it is hypothesized that feed forward networks of re-
currently coupled, mixed excitatory and inhibitory neurons with
distance dependent lateral interaction are capable of achieving
just that.
By constructing a two-layered, fan-in feed-forward system in-
cluding lateral connectivity, which mimics the convergent archi-
tecture of the visual system, it is shown in this chapter that in-
trinsically generated oscillations self-organize their relative phase
relations to optimize information transmission for attended stim-
uli. This enables the model to reproduce both biased competition
and information routing. Querying the robustness of the findings
confirms that both effects are observed over a broad range of rele-
vant model parameters. Furthermore, different working regimes
of the model are identified, enabling both mixed and bistable rep-
resentations of the competing stimuli, which establishes a link
to the occurrence of multistable perception phenomena, such as
binocular rivalry.
3.2 materials and methods
3.2.1 Neuron and synapse model
Both excitatory and inhibitory neurons were modelled as quadra-
tic integrate and fire units with a membrane potential described
by
CmV˙ = p2V
2 + p1V + p0 + ge(Ee −V) + gi(Ei −V) ,
where the membrane capacitance Cm is calculated as
Cm = 1
µF
cm2
A .
A denotes the surface area of the neuron. The surface of excita-
tory neurons (Ae) is bigger than the surface of inhibitory ones
(Ai). Numerical values for Ae and Ai are in accordance with
[Pos+08] (see table 3.1). The dynamic equations for excitatory
and inhibitory neurons only differ in the value of Cm. The param-
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eters p0,1,2 were found by mathematical reduction of a Hodgkin-
Huxley type model following [AK90] similar to the one used in
[Bar+02] to model inhibitory neurons generating γ rhythms in
the cortex. The variable ge (gi) is the excitatory (inhibitory) con-
ductance with respective reversal potential Ee (Ei), governed by
ge(t) = we
ne
∑
s=1
Θ(t− ts,e − d) exp
(−(t− ts,e − d)
τe
)
gi(t) = wi
ni
∑
s=1
Θ(t− ts,i − d)
[
χ1 exp
(
−(t− ts,i − d)
τ1i
)
+
χ2 exp
(
−(t− ts,i − d)
τ2i
)]
.
Here, ts,e denote the times of presynaptic excitatory spikes,
and ts,i the times of inhibitory ones. Θ is the Heaviside function.
The synaptic delay is symbolized by d. Furthermore, in accor-
dance with [Bar+02], the synaptic weight wi of inhibitory con-
nections is generally taken to be stronger than the weight we of
excitatory synapses and the response to an inhibitory spike has a
fast and a slow component, where relative contributions are con-
trolled by χ1,2 with χ1 + χ2 = 1. The values of we and wi were
chosen such that the network is in an oscillatory activity regime
under visual stimulation. If the membrane potential crosses Vthr,
a spike is generated and the potential set back to Vrest. The model
parameters and their default values can be found in table 3.1. If
not stated otherwise, the default values were used.
3.2.2 Local network structure
Local populations were formed as recurrent networks of 800 ex-
citatory and 200 inhibitory neurons (ratio of 4:1 [Bea+92]) with
sparse connectivity probabilities pieloc and p
ii
loc, i.e. recurrent con-
nections only exist within the inhibitory population and from
the inhibitory to the excitatory population. It is assumed that
neurons making up a local population represent a patch of vi-
sual cortex that is activated by a circular stimulus of one degree
diameter. With retinotopy and a cortical magnification factor of
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1 deg/mm [Alb75; TPR78], this translates to a stimulated corti-
cal area of 1 mm diameter. All recurrent connections within the
local population are inhibitory, which were found to have a con-
duction speed of approximately 0.1 m/s [SP96]. Thus one would
expect conduction delays to range from 0 to 10 ms. For simplicity
all delays d are set to the mean of 5 ms. Figure 3.2 A) shows a
schematic drawing of the basic local circuitry.
Input to the population is delivered via afferent synaptic con-
nections that impinge onto both excitatory and inhibitory neu-
rons [Zem+13; HM07; Lee+14]. This setup can be seen as an ex-
tended implementation of the dynamical network motif of feed
forward inhibition, which is frequently encountered in local cor-
tical, cotico-cortical and thalamo-cortical circuits [Wom+14]. The
most stripped down version of this motif only has an inhibitory
connection onto the excitatory subpopulation and common in-
put driving both excitatory and inhibitory subpopulations. The
functional interpretation is that potential oscillations in the in-
put stream are selectively extracted: the inhibitory subpopula-
tion resonates with the input oscillation, and, with a certain con-
duction delay, rhythmically inhibits the excitatory subpopulation.
Since the excitatory subpopulation receives the same input as the
inhibitory one at the same time, but is inhibited with a delay,
the peak that causes the inhibitory population spike is passed
through the excitatory subpopulation. Consequently, such circuit-
ry is prone to selectively gate oscillatory input in a certain fre-
quency range, depending on neuronal time constants and the de-
lay of local inhibition. The present implementation is extended
in the sense that the inhibitory subpopulation generates a local
γ oscillation via recurrent inhibition, which is imposed onto the
excitatory population, even in the absence of oscillations in the
input. The design of this inhibitory subnetwork stems from a
model of γ generating circuits in the neocortex [Bar+02].
Figure 3.2 B) shows example mean firing rate traces and rate
distributions of the excitatory and inhibitory subpopulation when
driven by 135 independent Poissonian spike trains, each at a
rate of 13 Hz, revealing stable γ oscillations. Whereas most in-
hibitory neurons fire slightly below the population frequency of
the network, the excitatory neurons fire typically at markedly
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Figure 3.2: Local network setup. A) A local population consists of exter-
nally driven, recurrently coupled 800 excitatory and 200 inhibitory neu-
rons. Recurrent synapses in the inhibitory subpopulation, instantiated
with coupling probability piiloc, generate a γ rhythm, which is imposed
onto the excitatory subpopulation via connections with probability pieloc.
B) A local population generates a stable γ population-rhythm, seen in
the exemplary time courses of activity of the inhibitory (grey) and exci-
tatory (black) subpopulation (top). Inhibitory neurons fire at markedly
higher rates than excitatory ones (mean firing rate histogram, bottom).
Adapted figure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K.
R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information routing through co-
herence predicts biased competition and multistable perception". The
Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015
by the American Physiological Society.
lower rates, as observed in electrophysiological studies [Csi+98;
Csi+99; Ker+10; Hof+11; Vin+13; CWG02; MSR07].
3.2.3 Global network structure
To emulate the converging feed-forward characteristic of the vi-
sual system, four local populations A,B,C, and D are arranged
in two layers. In the first layer, populations A and B are driven
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by stimuli SA and SB. The excitatory subpopulations of A (Aexc)
and B (Bexc) project to C and D in the second layer. Pairs AC and
BD are connected by equal probabilities pAC = pBD, whereas the
strength of "crosstalk" between pairs AD and BC is determined
by pAD = pBC = µ · pAC, with µ ∈ [0, 1]. The mixing variable µ
controls the relative preference of the stimuli to the populations
in the second layer. The fact that in the first layer, the populations
are driven directly only by one stimulus, but by both in the sec-
ond layer, reflects the growth of receptive field sizes along the
visual stream [KE13].
Lateral interaction is implemented within the layers as struc-
tured according to the tuning properties of populations. Feature
specific lateral coupling has been proposed to account for var-
ious computational effects, for example iso-feature suppression
in V1 [Li05] or contrast invariance of orientation tuning curves
[BLS95]. For a variety of features, specificity of lateral connections
in visual cortex has been confirmed, showing that columns with
similar tuning properties are more likely to be interconnected
[Bos+97; CF04; Mal+93].
Here, the same is presumed to hold true when the feature is
visual space. Hence, lateral coupling between populations with
overlapping receptive fields should be different from lateral cou-
pling between populations with non-overlapping receptive fields,
following the reasoning in [DR05], where a similar model setup
to study biased competition with spiking neurons in the absence
of oscillations was used. In that manner, I assume that between
A and B with non-overlapping classical receptive fields, lateral
interaction is mediated by cross-coupling from excitatory to in-
hibitory subpopulations. Lateral interaction in the second layer,
where receptive fields overlap, is implemented by coupling the
inhibitory subpopulation of C to the inhibitory and excitatory
subpopulations of D and vice versa.
This particular choice is made for two reasons. Firstly, the
lateral coupling between populations C and D is similar to the
coupling within a local population (compare figure 3.2 A)), albeit
at lower strength, which is consistent with assuming that popu-
lations with overlapping receptive fields become closer to act as
one single rather than two separate computational units. On the
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Figure 3.3: Global network setup. A) Four interconnected local popula-
tions form the two-layered global setup. First layer populations A and B
are driven by Poissonian spike trains representing two different stimuli
SA and SB. Both A and B project to both second layer populations C and
D, whereas A and C, respectively B and D, are connected with the same
coupling probability pAC = pBD. The strength of cross-talk between A
and D, respectively B and C, is regulated by µ, i.e. pAD = pBC = µ · pAC
with µ ∈ [0, 1]. The value of µ determines the relative preference of SA
and SB to C and D: if 0 < µ < 1, SB (SA) will be a non-preferred stimu-
lus for C (D). Intra-layer lateral interactions differ between the two layers
and depend on connection probabilities peiAB, p
ie
CD and p
ii
CD. Populations
C and D are assumed to act as similar computational units due to the
partly overlapping receptive fields, thus the lateral connectivity is the
same as within local populations (see figure 3.2 A)) at lower strength
(pieCD < p
ie
loc and p
ii
CD < p
ii
loc). Attention is introduced as an additional
input ∆+att to one first layer population (here A). All coupling proba-
bilities and model parameters can be found in table 3.1. B) Simplified
layout diagram of the full setup used in following figures. Adapted fig-
ure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik.
"A model for attentional information routing through coherence predicts
biased competition and multistable perception". The Journal of Neuro-
physiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American
Physiological Society.
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other hand, populations A and B process different stimuli, and
can be interpreted as two separate computational units. Thus,
the lateral coupling between A and B is different to the coupling
within a local population. Secondly, if the layers in the model are
retinotopically organized, the distance dependent lateral interac-
tion in visual space translates to distance dependent interaction
in cortical space. The connectivity scheme proposed here is then
in line with the finding that in early visual cortex, lateral con-
nections reaching beyond the local column are usually mediated
by excitatory neurons [RL83], whereas inhibitory projections are
confined to the same or neighbouring columns [HSF09].
The delay d of the lateral synapses between C and D is also
set to 5 ms, consistent with the assumption that both populations
are in close vicinity and act similar to one population. In the first
layer, it is assumed that A and B are populations directly adja-
cent in cortical space, thus processing different stimuli in their
classical receptive field while lying in each others suppressive
surround. Following the same reasoning as above, the mean dis-
tance between neurons in both populations is approximately 1
mm. With a higher conductance speed of pyramidal axons which
is set to 0.2 m/s [MGI93; NK95; HG91], this distance also trans-
lates to a delay of 5 ms.
The difference in the implementation of the lateral connectiv-
ity results in a differential effect on the phase relation between the
populations in the first and second layer. In the second layer, Cexc
and Dexc will tend to oscillate in phase, since the lateral coupling
is conceived as similar to the coupling within each local popula-
tion. In the first layer however, Aexc and Bexc will tend to oscillate
in anti-phase. This can intuitively be understood by considering
Aexc and Bexc as mutually inhibiting oscillators, where Ainh and
Binh merely serve to convert the excitatory output of Aexc and
Bexc to inhibitory signals and add an additional time delay. The
travelling time of the inhibitory signals between Aexc and Bexc is
about 14.2 ms (5 ms from Aexc to Binh + 5 ms from Binh to Bexc
and vice versa. In addition to this, there is also the rise time of
inhibitory (1.2 ms) and excitatory (3 ms) conductances). Roughly
speaking, if the travelling time of the signal is close to the period
of the oscillation T, Aexc and Bexc will tend to push each other
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out of phase, since this is the configuration in which the impact
of the mutual inhibition is lowest. More precisely, the anti-phase
steady state solution of two inhibitory pulse coupled oscillators
is stable for delays approximately in the interval from 34T to
5
4T
[KN11]. This situation is given with populations A and B oscil-
lating around 70 Hz, resulting in a period T of approximately 14
ms.
The layer specific lateral connectivities also lead to distinctive
effects on the mean firing rate. If populations A and B are both
active, they will suppress each other, since the lateral coupling
from excitatory to inhibitory subpopulations increases the over-
all inhibition in the layer. Thus, A and B can be interpreted as
acting as each others suppressive surround. In the second layer,
populations C and D do not have a strong mutual suppressive ef-
fect. The lateral coupling mainly synchronizes Cinh and Dinh and
overall inhibition remains largely unchanged.
Figure 3.3 A) shows the global setup of the model and figure
3.3 B) a simplified layout diagram used in following figures. The
values of the connection parameters can be found in table 3.1.
3.2.4 Stimuli
The first layer populations A and B are driven by different input
stimuli SA and SB. These stimuli are modelled as firing rates from
which Poissonian spike trains are drawn. Every neuron (excita-
tory and inhibitory) in A and B receives 135 input synapses, that
each transmit a Poissonian spike train at a mean rate of 13 Hz.
Around the mean, the firing rates of SA and SB are independently
modulated by a uniformly distributed random process with an
amplitude of 2 Hz, where every 10 ms a new value is drawn.
This models the effect of the luminance "flicker"-signal used in
the information routing experiment [Gro+15].
3.2.5 Attention
In accordance with many experimental studies showing that di-
recting attention towards a stimulus leads to a moderate increase
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variable Ae Ai p0 p1 p2
(default) value 2.88x10−4 cm2 1.2x10−4 cm2 3.90x10−9 A 1.30x10−7 AV 1.08x10
−6 A
V2
variable Vthr Vrest τe τ
1
i τ
2
i
(default) value −56.23 mV −67.00 mV 3 ms 1.2 ms 8 ms
variable χ1 χ2 Ee Ei we
(default) value 0.9 0.1 0 mV −75 mV 0.4 nS
variable wi p
ie
loc p
ii
loc pAC µ
(default) value 1.2 nS 0.2 0.2 0.1125 0.5
variable peiAB p
ie
CD p
ii
CD
(default) value 0.08 0.10 0.10
Table 3.1: Default model parameters. Symbols: Ae,i: Surface area of excitatory respectively inhibitory neurons. p0,1,2:
Parameters of the quadratic integrate-and-fire model. Vthr: Firing threshold. Vrest: Reset potential. τe: Excitatory synap-
tic time constant. τ1,2i : Inhibitory synaptic time constants. χ1,2: Relative contribution of fast and slow components to
the inhibitory response. Ee,i: Excitatory respectively inhibitory reversal potential. we,i: Excitatory respectively inhibitory
synaptic weight. pieloc: Connection probability from inhibitory to excitatory neurons in a local population. p
ii
loc: Connec-
tion probability between inhibitory neurons in a local population. pAC: Connection probability from excitatory neurons
in local population A to all neurons in local population C. µ: Cross talk parameter (pBC = µ · pAC). peiAB: Connection
probability from excitatory neurons in A to inhibitory neurons in B and vice versa. pieCD: Connection probability from in-
hibitory neurons in C to excitatory neurons in D and vice versa. piiCD: Connection probability between inhibitory neurons
in C and D.
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in firing rate in early visual neurons driven by that stimulus (e.g.
[Cha+10; MCW08; Thi+09; Her+08]), both in putative excitatory
and inhibitory neurons [MSR07; Vin+13], attention is manifested
as a supplementary input ∆+att to both excitatory and inhibitory
subpopulations in the respective local population (A or B) that
processes the attended stimulus. More specifically, the supple-
mentary input raises the mean rate of the Poisson process repre-
senting the attended stimulus by 1 Hz to 14 Hz.
3.2.6 Simulation and analysis
Neural activity of networks was simulated in epochs of 2.4 s
with a time step of 0.1 ms. The simulations were realized in
the framework of the BRIAN neural network simulator (V1.4.1,
http://briansimulator.org/) [GB09]. Every simulation for each
set of parameters was performed 50 times with randomized ini-
tial conditions. The trial length and number of trials per condi-
tion are chosen to approximately match the original information
routing experiment [Gro+15].
When rates of neurons in response to a stimulus are consid-
ered, it refers to the firing rates averaged over time, trials and
neurons within excitatory subpopulations.
To quantify the biased competition effect, two different scores intermedi-
ate response
factor (IRF)
are introduced. The intermediate response factor (IRF) quantifies
the relation of the rate at which neurons fire when both stimuli
are present (rb) to the rate observed when only the preferred (rp)
or the non-preferred (rnp) stimulus is present as
rb − rnp
rp − rnp .
A value of 0.5 thus describes the situation when the response
to both stimuli is exactly between the two rates elicited by the
preferred respectively non-preferred stimulus alone. Here, infor-
mation about both stimuli is represented to the same degree in
the firing rate, concurrent with the biased competition effect.
The biased competition score (BCS) indicates the effectiveness biased
competition
score (BCS)
of rate recovery under attention. The cases of "attend preferred"
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and "attend non-preferred" are considered separately. In the for-
mer case, the biased competition score is defined as
r
att p
b − rb
rp − rb ,
in the latter case it is
r
att np
b − rb
rnp − rb ,
where r
att p
b (r
att np
b ) is the rate when both stimuli are present and
the preferred (non-preferred) is attended. For perfect rate recov-
ery, a value of 1 would be observed, and 0 if attention had no
effect at all on the rates.
To investigate the phase relation between two neuronal pop-population
phase
relations
ulations or subpopulations, a measure is constructed that is 0
if both populations are in-phase and pi/− pi if they are in anti-
phase. Due to the conduction delays in the network and a phase
lag between membrane current and population spikes, it is not
feasible to directly compare the population rates. Instead, first
the analytic signal cas (t) of the mean incoming current cs(t) from
all sending neurons is calculated:
cas (t) = F−1(F (cs(t)) · 2Θ(2pi f )) = cs(t) + i · H(cs(t)) ,
where i is the imaginary unit, F denotes the Fourier transform
and H the Hilbert transform. Θ is the Heaviside function and f
symbolizes frequency. In the same way, the analytic signal car (t)
of the mean total incoming current cr(t) to all receiving neurons
is computed. The instantaneous phase of a signal can be deter-
mined as the angle of the corresponding analytic signal. Thus,
the phase difference ∆φ(t) between cs(t) and cr(t) can be calcu-
lated as
∆φ(t) = arg
(
car (t)
cas (t)
)
,
where argument is mapped to the principal value, resulting in
∆φ ∈ [−pi,+pi). In the course of this study only phase differ-
ences between excitatory subpopulations are considered. As an
example, a phase difference ∆φ of 0 between A and C means that
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the peaks of the mean current to Cexc originating from Aexc co-
incide with the peaks of the total mean current flowing into Cexc
(i.e. the sum of the mean currents to Cexc originating from Aexc,
Bexc, Cinh and Dinh). In the same way, a phase difference ∆φ of
pi/− pi occurs when the current peaks from Aexc coincide with
the troughs of the total incoming current to Cexc.
The spectral coherence is a measure that was used to quan- spectral
coherence
score (SCS)
tify information transmission between luminance signals and the
activity of neurons in V4 in the information routing experiment
[Gro+15]. For two signals x(t) and y(t) it is defined as
SCxy( f , τ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑k ∑iW
k∗
x ( f , ti)W
k
y ( f , ti + τ)
∑k ∑i |Wkx( f , ti)|∑i |Wky ( f , ti + τ)|
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Here, Wkx denotes the wavelet transform of signal x(t) in trial k
(the Morlet mother wavelet was used with width parameter 6), ∗
denotes complex conjugation, f symbolizes frequency, τ a time
delay, and i the time index. The spectral coherence is collapsed
to a single spectral coherence score (SCS), independent of f and
τ, by taking the mean over the full frequency spectrum and a set
of τ for every frequency f . The width of this region of interest
of τ (see non-hatched area in figure 3.11 A)) as a function of f is
6
f . The centre of the region was found ad-hoc by taking the mean
of the maxima of SC( f , τ)∀ f ∈ [25 Hz, 65 Hz], and was the same
for all frequencies f .
Chance levels are calculated by the same procedure, pairing
luminance signals with firing rates from different trials.
Error bars are obtained by bootstrapping. 50 simulated trials
for every parameter combination from which the spectral coher-
ence score is calculated are assumed to be a representative sam-
ple of the distribution. Bootstrap case resampling [Efr79] was ap-
plied 100 times for every parameter combination and the spec-
tral coherence score calculated for each. Thus for every point in
parameter space a distribution is obtained of 100 values of the
spectral coherence score. The shaded areas in the plots show the
95% confidence interval.
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The phase coherence (PC) at a specific frequency f and time tphase
coherence
(PC)
between two population rates x and y is also determined, which
is given as
PCxy( f , t) =
1
Nk
∣∣∣∣∣
Nk
∑
k=1
ei[arg(W
k
x ( f ,t))−arg(Wky ( f ,t))]
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Wkx( f , t) denotes the wavelet transform of the rate x at the fre-
quency f and time t in trial k, Nk the number of trials, and arg()
the argument function mapped to the principal value. Possible
values of the phase coherence lie between 0 (random phase rela-
tion) and 1 (complete phase locking). Note that this value does
not give information on the actual value of the phase lag between
x and y, only on how stable this phase lag is over time and trials.
This method is also used in [Gro+15].
Data analysis and visualization was performed using IPython
[PG07], Numpy and Scipy [Oli07], and Matplotlib [Hun07].
3.3 results
When the first layer populations are stimulated, by construction
they engage in γ oscillations. If only one stimulus is presented,
say SA, the second layer populations receive input according to
their feed forward connection probabilities and show respective
firing rates, i.e. a high rate for a preferred and a low rate for a
non-preferred stimulus. The first layer population processing the
attended stimulus, in this case A, entrains both C and D, setting
a favourable phase relation for information transfer (figure 3.4).
Upon simultaneously presenting a second stimulus SB, the in-
hibitory interaction in the first layer reduces mean rates of Aexc
and Bexc and drives the populations out of phase. Simultaneously,
the interactions between C and D bring both in phase, entailing
that if one stimulus is in a favourable in-phase relation, the other
will be forced into a non-favourable anti-phase relation with re-
spect to both populations in the second layer. Which first layer
population is in a favourable, and which is in a non-favourable
phase relation to C and D changes over time, depending on tem-
poral fluctuations in the firing rates of Aexc and Bexc. It follows
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Figure 3.4: The mechanism of information routing and biased competi-
tion. A) In the presence of one stimulus, both C and D are entrained
by the corresponding first layer population. The phase is suitable for
information transfer and the mean rates over time of Cexc and Dexc,
symbolized by the bars on the right, scale monotonously with the feed
forward connection probabilities. The width of the lines connecting the
first and second layer corresponds to total input to the second layer over
the respective connection. B) Example traces of mean rates of the exci-
tatory subpopulations, where the line colour corresponds to the colour
of the populations in the model diagram. The vertical black lines mark
the peaks of oscillations in Aexc. For better visualization, the firing rate
traces in the first layer are shifted to account for transmission delay and
the phase shift between incoming currents peaks and rate peaks in the
second layer, such that rate peaks in the first layer are aligned with the
corresponding peaks caused in the second layer. Please note that the
phase differences are calculated between currents, as described in section
3.2.6. Adapted figure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and
K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information routing through co-
herence predicts biased competition and multistable perception". The
Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015
by the American Physiological Society.
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Figure 3.5: The mechanism of information routing and biased competi-
tion. A) Showing two stimuli brings Aexc and Bexc out of phase, whereas
Cexc and Dexc tend to stay in phase, due to the respective lateral inter-
actions. The stimuli compete for representation in the second layer. The
outcome depends on temporal fluctuations in the peak rates of Aexc and
Bexc. Thus the phases between the first and second layer populations
vary over time, favouring either SA or SB. Mean firing rates lie at approx-
imately the mean of the two rates of Cexc and Dexc observed in figure 3.4.
B) example traces as in figure 3.4. Adapted figure with permission from
D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional
information routing through coherence predicts biased competition and
multistable perception". The Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-
1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological Society.
that both rates of Cexc and Dexc show approximately the same,
normalized rate (figure 3.5).
Attending to one stimulus, e.g. SA, breaks the symmetry by
raising the firing rate of Aexc and thereby reducing the rate of Bexc.
The higher output of Aexc to the second layer results in a bias for
Aexc to be in a favourable in-phase relation to transmit informa-
tion to C, for which, in case of µ < 1, it is the preferred stimulus.
At the same time, due to the in-phase relation between C and
D mediated by the lateral interaction, it also enters a favourable
phase relation with D. Consequently, the weaker output from Bexc
will be in a non-favourable phase relation to both C and D, hence
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Figure 3.6: The mechanism of information routing and biased competi-
tion. A) If two stimuli are presented, symmetry is broken by adding an
additional input ∆+add representing the influence of attention. The higher
rate of Aexc driven by the attended stimulus SA more likely entrains
populations C and D and thus renders input from B ineffective. The
mean firing rates of 3.4, where only the attended stimulus is present, are
partially recovered. B) example traces as in figure 3.4. Adapted figure
with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A
model for attentional information routing through coherence predicts
biased competition and multistable perception". The Journal of Neuro-
physiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American
Physiological Society.
less likely to elicit spikes in the second layer. Thus it is possible
that if a non-preferred stimulus is attended - here SA with re-
spect to D - the mean rate of the second layer population drops
although the preferred stimulus is present at the same time (fig-
ure 3.6).
Since synchrony emerges in a self-organized manner rather
than being imposed by a common external source, coherent os-
cillations need a few γ cycles to emerge. This behaviour is most
obvious at stimulus onset (figure 3.7), where transient activation
is followed by the organization of γ activity. In particular, a sta-
ble phase relationship between an attended sending population
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in the first layer and the second layer populations takes about 9
cycles (≈ 130 ms) to be fully established, thus imposing a tem-
poral constraint on this CTC scheme. The transient of > 100 ms
is well in line with studies demonstrating that attention can only
be shifted 3 to 5 times a second [WAH00].
Especially the strength of lateral inhibition in the first layer,
which realizes competition between A and B, determines the
mode of operation of the network. Figure 3.8 A) shows the biased
competition effect and respective phase difference distributions
between first and second layer populations for different values of
peiAB . For weak competition in the "both stimuli, no attention"
case, weakly modulated monomodal phase distributions with
broad peak widths between sending and receiving populations
are observed, implying a rather continuous and "mixed" repre-
sentation of both stimuli over time in both populations C and D.
The stronger the cross coupling gets, the more bimodal, peaked
and similar the phase distributions become (figure 3.8 B)). At the
same time, the distribution of firing rates for the "both stimuli,
no attention" case are also getting more and more bimodal, indi-
cating a mode of bistable representation, where one stimulus is
exclusively represented in the second layer for an extended pe-
riod of time (figure 3.8 C)). Under attention, the attended first
layer population is almost exclusively in a favourable phase re-
lation and the non-attended one in anti-phase, with virtually no
overlap between the phase difference distributions. This holds for
all values of peiAB (figure 3.8 C)). As a consequence, the rate recov-
ery under attention is almost perfect in the bistable regime, i.e.
with strong competition in the first layer (figure 3.8 A) bottom).
The emergence of bistability is further illustrated in figure
3.9, which shows example traces of the phase difference between
populations A and C and the phase difference between B and
C when both stimuli are present, but none is attended. With in-
crease in the lateral inhibition in the first layer, the dominance
periods lengthen and the phase differences tend to be closer to
the "best" (|∆φ| = 0) and "worst" (|∆φ| = 1) case, and less in
between (compare figure 3.8 B)).
A parameter that is furthermore important in a realistic set-
ting is µ, describing relative stimulus preference, which in reality
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Figure 3.7: Temporal evolution of phase coherence. A) Wavelet power
spectrum of the mean firing rate of population Cexc (attention on SA), av-
eraged over 100 trials. About 30 ms after stimulus onset (vertical dashed
line), the population responds to the input with a strong, transient activa-
tion. Approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset, the population settles
into a stable γ rhythm with a frequency of about 70 Hz. B) Amplitude
of the phase coherence between Aexc and Cexc at a frequency of 70 Hz
when SA is attended (solid black line) and when no attention is involved
(dashed black line). The abscissa is given in units of 70 Hz cycles. At stim-
ulus onset, there is a period of almost complete "synchrony" since the
feed-forward input arrives in every trial at the same point in time, and
leads to the same initial activation. Subsequently, gamma oscillations be-
gin to emerge in both populations which are initially in a random phase
relationship (dip around 5 cycles post stimulus onset), and then become
more and more coherent in the case of attention on SA (solid line, after 9
cycles). Without attention, the phases remain on average in a random re-
lationship leading to a low phase coherence amplitude. Adapted figure
with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A
model for attentional information routing through coherence predicts
biased competition and multistable perception". The Journal of Neuro-
physiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American
Physiological Society.
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Figure 3.8: Rate- and phase-distributions depend on lateral inhibition.
A) Mean rates (lines) of population Cexc in response to one stimulus,
two stimuli present, and two stimuli while attending to one. attentional
focus is marked by the black box. Crosses around the mean rates show
single trial values, jittered horizontally. The same plot is shown for three
different strengths of lateral inhibition between A and B. With increas-
ing peiAB, the response to presenting SA and SB at the same time becomes
bimodal and the attentional rate recovery of the rates the stimuli elicit
on their own becomes nearly perfect. B) The plots show the phase dif-
ference distribution between A and C (A ⇒ C) and B and C (B ⇒ C)
when both stimuli are present for the same three values of peiAB as in A).
Monomodal phase difference distributions are observed between first
and second layer populations for peiAB = 0.05. Population A, represent-
ing the preferred stimulus SA, is more likely to be in-phase and pop-
ulation B, representing the non-preferred stimulus, more likely in anti-
phase. Increasing lateral inhibition causes the distributions to become
bimodal and more similar, indicating a bistable regime where one stim-
ulus is represented exclusively for an extended amount of time. C) The
same situation as B), but with attention on SA. The attended first layer
population is mostly in-phase with the second layer, the non-attended
mostly in anti-phase, with virtually no overlap of the phase difference
distributions. This effect is independent of the strength of lateral inhibi-
tion in the first layer. Adapted figure with permission from D. Harnack,
U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information
routing through coherence predicts biased competition and multistable
perception". The Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015).
Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological Society.
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Figure 3.9: Example traces for absolute phase differences |∆φ| between A and C (black line) and B and C (grey line)
for weak (A)), intermediate (B)) and strong (C)) lateral inhibition in the first layer. Both stimuli are present but none is
attended. The horizontal black bars indicate the time periods in which |∆φAC| < |∆φBC|, i.e. where population A is in
a more favourable position to transmit information to C than B. With rising lateral inhibition, these dominance periods
lengthen and the absolute phase differences tend to lie more closely to the edges of the spectrum, i.e. 1 respectively 0
(compare figure 3.8 B)). Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for
attentional information routing through coherence predicts biased competition and multistable perception". The Journal
of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological Society.
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depends on the placing of the stimuli in visual space, their shape,
and the recording position in the cortex. Figure 3.10 shows the
biased competition effect on firing rates over the full range of
possible values for µ. Here it is found that the general effect is
present for all values (A)), and that the intermediate response
rate - when both stimuli are present but none is attended - lies
approximately at the mean of the rates when only the preferred
or non-preferred stimulus is present (B)), as reported in the lit-
erature [RCD99; MD85]. The biased competition score, showing
how good the recovery of the single stimulus responses under at-
tention is, lies around 0.6 to 0.8 for intermediate values of µ, with
a bias for the higher, preferred rate. This non-symmetric split up
was also noted in [RCD99]. In the present model, this feature
comes about due to the way attention is applied. Increasing the
overall input to the first layer consequently increases the overall
output to the second, increasing the activity averaged over the
whole second layer.
Also information transmission is investigated for the case that
both stimuli are present and SA is attended in the same parame-
ter regimes, using the method from the original information rout-
ing experiment [Gro+15]: the spectral coherence is computed be-
tween the two competing, temporally modulated input stimuli
and the neuronal activities in the second layer. Figure 3.11 A)
shows an example of the spectral coherence for µ = 1. There is
considerably stronger information flow from the attended stimu-
lus SA to the second layer populations than from the unattended
stimulus SB.
Again the variation of the parameter µ was considered. For
sufficiently large values of µ (≥ 0.3), i.e where the stimulus SA
elicits a significant response in D (see figure 3.10 A)), the attended
stimulus clearly dominates the activity of the second layer popu-
lations, specifically for µ = 1, which corresponds to the stimulus
placement in the original experiment (figure 3.11 B)).
In addition to these primary results, also the general stability
of both effects was investigated for variations of the connectiv-
ity parameters. Figure 3.12 illustrates the biased competition of
mean rates and information routing for variations of peiAB, p
ie
CD
and piiCD. Qualitatively, the principal effects were observed across
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Figure 3.10: Biased competition effect for different values of the mixing
parameter µ, which regulates the relative stimulus preference. A) In the
second layer, mean firing rates show consistent normalization if both
stimuli are present (SA + SB) and partial attentional recovery (dashed
lines, black box marks attentional focus) to the rates the stimuli elicit
when presented alone (SA / SB) over the full range of possible values
for µ. If µ = 0, SB elicits no response in C, whereas if µ = 1, responses
elicited by SA and SB are equally strong. Shaded areas mark the 95% con-
fidence interval. B) For values of µ ≥ 0.3, i.e. where the non-preferred
stimulus elicits a non-zero response (see A)), the intermediate response
factor (IRF) is ≈ 0.5, which means that the rate when both stimuli are
presented lies approximately at the mean of the responses when only
one stimulus is presented. C) In the same range, the biased competi-
tion score (BCS) in population C, quantifying the degree to which sin-
gle stimulus responses are recovered under attention, is around 0.8 for
preferred-rate recovery (black line) and around 0.6 for non-preferred-
rate recovery (grey line), revealing a slight bias of the attentional rate
recovery for the preferred stimulus. A value of 1 would correspond to
perfect rate recovery, whereas 0 would mean that attention has no effect
on the firing rates. Adapted figure with permission from D. Harnack,
U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information
routing through coherence predicts biased competition and multistable
perception". The Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015).
Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological Society.
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Figure 3.11: Information routing dependence on µ. A) Spectral coherence example for both stimuli present and SA
attended (µ = 1). Transmission from the attended stimulus to C (left) is much higher than from the non-attended one
(right). The spectral coherence score is calculated by averaging in the non-hatched region. B) The spectral coherence
scores of all four possible transmission combinations from stimuli to second layer population are plotted against µ. Both
stimuli are presented and SA is attended. If µ = 0, i.e. SA (SB) does not elicit a response in population D (C), there is
no significant information transmission via these pathways. For µ ≥ 0.3, i.e. when the non-preferred stimulus induces
a response significantly bigger than zero (see figure 3.10 A)), the spectral coherence score is consistently higher for
information transfer from the attended stimulus to both second layer populations than from the non-attended stimulus.
Shaded areas mark the 95% confidence interval. Adapted figure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R.
Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information routing through coherence predicts biased competition and multistable
perception". The Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological
Society.
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the whole parameter space, albeit at varying strengths, showing
that the basic mechanisms are robust.
Furthermore, the susceptibility of information routing to neu-
ronal noise in this framework is probed. The amount of noise in
the system is controlled by introducing a noise factor that scales
all connection probabilities down and all synaptic weights up ac-
cordingly. This keeps the mean input to every neuron constant,
i.e. preserves important quantities like absolute rates, while in-
creasing the noise in the system by making single spikes more
influential. Figure 3.13 shows that the selectivity of information
transmission degrades gradually with increasing noise factor. The
main reason is that a certain degree of "smoothness" of the recur-
rent input is needed within the inhibitory subpopulations to gen-
erate a stable γ rhythm. As piiloc decreases, this is no longer given.
This point is illustrated in the insets of figure 3.13, that show ex-
ample traces of the mean rate of Aexc and Bexc for a noise factor
of 1 and 3.89. The coefficient of variation of inter-spike-intervals
of single spike train contributing to these mean population rates
is widely distributed in a range between approximately 0.35 and
1 as shown in figure 3.14, in line with studies on the variability
of neuronal responses in cortex [SK93; BW76]. This holds also for
conditions in which the noise factor is close to 1 and information
transmission selectivity is optimal. The decrease of stability of the
γ rhythm generated by the inhibitory subpopulations is reflected
in the notable increase in the coefficient of variation of inhibitory
neurons with the noise factor.
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Figure 3.12: Robustness of effects to parameter variations. The first row shows plots analogous to figure 3.10 A) and the
second row plots analogous to figure 3.11 B) as a function of peiAB (A)), p
ie
CD (B)), p
ii
CD (C)) for µ = 0.5. The dashed black
lines mark the default value of the respective parameters. Shaded areas mark the 95% confidence interval. Reprinted
figure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information routing
through coherence predicts biased competition and multistable perception". The Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3,
pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological Society.
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Figure 3.13: Robustness of selective information routing to noise. The
noise in the system is increased by scaling all connection probabilities
down and all synaptic weights up by the same noise factor. The plot
shows the spectral coherence score for all four information transmission
pathways for the case that both stimuli are present and SA is attended.
The mixing parameter µ is set to 1. Selectivity of information routing
from the attended stimulus to the second layer degrades with increasing
noise factor. The main reason is that as the recurrent connectivity within
inhibitory subpopulations decreases, determined by piiloc, the γ rhythms
these populations generate get less and less stable. This fact is illustrated
in the inset figures, that show example time courses of the mean activ-
ity of excitatory subpopulations in A (black) and B (grey) for noise fac-
tors of 1 and 3.89. Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack,
U. A. Ernst, and K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information
routing through coherence predicts biased competition and multistable
perception". The Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015).
Copyright 2015 by the American Physiological Society.
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Figure 3.14: Spike-train variability in the model. The coefficient of vari-
ation of inter-spike-intervals of single neuron spike trains for all excita-
tory (green) and all inhibitory neurons (blue) in the network is displayed
for various values of the noise factor. The solid lines denote mean values,
the shaded areas 75% confidence intervals. The increase of the coefficient
of variation of inhibitory neurons correlates with the decreasing stability
of generated γ rhythms. Taken all neurons together, coefficients of vari-
ation range between ca. 0.35 and 1 over the whole range of the noise fac-
tor. Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack, U. A. Ernst, and
K. R. Pawelzik. "A model for attentional information routing through
coherence predicts biased competition and multistable perception". The
Journal of Neurophysiology. 114.3, pp.1593-1605 (2015). Copyright 2015
by the American Physiological Society.
3.4 discussion
In summary, a realistic, two-layered neural network was designed,
mimicking the converging feed-forward structure of the visual
processing stream and incorporating intra-layer lateral connectiv-
ity. The mechanism for information routing relies on anti-phase
synchronization in the first layer and in-phase synchronization
in the second layer, thereby introducing a phase competition be-
tween the driving, first layer populations. Attention is conceived
in the most simple way, namely as an additional selective input
to the first layer.
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The idea of utilizing a phase competition to selectively route routing
mechanisminformation is a direct implementation of the CTC hypothesis
[Fri05; Fri09; Fri15]. The main contribution of this study is that
both hallmark effects of visual attention – biased competition
and information routing – can be successfully and robustly repro-
duced in a broad parameter regime, while single neurons show
realistic response variabilities. As an explanation a twofold mech-
anism was found: firstly, by adding input to the first layer popu-
lation processing the attended stimulus, its firing rate increases,
leading to a stronger driving current targeting the second layer
populations. At the same time, via the lateral connections, the in-
creased activity in the attended population induces a decrease of
activity in the unattended one, rendering its output to the second
layer less effective. Secondly, this bias in the input of the higher
area in favour of the attended population induces a phase rela-
tion between sending and receiving populations that facilitates
information transfer from the attended population and attenu-
ates transmission from the unattended one. This model will be
referred to as the rate-imbalance induced selective routing (RISER)
model in the following, due to the rate modulation in the first
layer causing selective routing.
In this study, biased competition and information routing were biased
competition
and
information
routing
treated as two distinct effects. However, one could interpret bi-
ased competition as information routing where the time period
for which a feature attribute is static is equal to the trial length.
In the information routing experiments, the time period of static
luminance was 10 ms. Considering this it is plausible that the
mechanisms subserving information routing can be utilized to
reproduce biased competition: essentially, the rate at which the
attended first layer population fires is mirrored by the second
layer populations, whereas the input by the unattended one is at-
tenuated. Information routing is then the generic situation with
biased competition as a boundary case.
Other models put forward to explain information routing in comparison
to related
models
biologically realistic networks of excitatory and inhibitory popu-
lations share certain commonalities: two distinct populations in
one layer are connected to one population in a second layer, and
competition between two stimuli is established ultimately by the
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fact that both first layer populations drive the same (or partly
the same) inhibitory subpopulation in the second layer, be it di-
rectly or indirectly [ZFG08; BEK08; WS12; DR05]. Of this, the
RISER model proposed here is no exception. However, the lateral
interactions are a novelty and allow the model to "self-organize"
phase relations for stimulus selection and the use of a simple at-
tentional direction signal, whereas in other approaches, either a
desired phase relation was "manually" constructed [Mas09; TS10]
or oscillations were externally imposed [ZFG08; WS12]. Build-
ing on the RISER model, [Pal+17] showed that a similar routing
scheme also works in networks which do not oscillate strongly,
but show transient bursts of γ activity.
3.4.1 Physiological plausibility
The model is structured as a self-consistent common motif in thelocus of
competition visual pathway, where input from several cortical populations in
one area impinges onto the same population in a higher area.
Thus, going upstream from the first layer to lower visual areas
will result in even smaller receptive fields that have less mutual
interactions, thereby exhibiting a negligible attentional selection
effect. Going downstream to higher areas, populations targeted
by the input will even more act as one single rather than two dif-
ferent computational units, thus the attentional selection effect
would stay constant or even enhance further. From this insight
follows that depending on size and placing of stimuli, the actual
stage at which competitive lateral interaction occurs may vary. In
the information routing experiments [Gro+15; Bos+12], activity
from V1 and V4 was recorded. Identifying the second layer with
V4, the first model layer, following the above reasoning, does not
necessarily have to correspond to V1, but could be a more down-
stream area like V2 or even a different cortical layer within V4.
For explaining γ oscillations in visual cortex, two mechanismsgamma
mechanisms are deemed plausible: interneuron network γ (ING) and pyramidal-
interneuron network γ (PING). Whether ING or PING mechanisms
underlie oscillations in the visual cortex is still debated and might
depend on task requirements [TS09; IS11; BW12; GPS15], but
a combination of both seems most likely, considering the local
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connectivity structure [HM07]. The current study focused on a
"pure" ING-mechanism (no connections between excitatory and
from excitatory to inhibitory subpopulations). However, the spe-
cific implementation of the local and lateral connectivity is not
of crucial importance. The proposed mechanism could be sup-
ported by any connectivity scheme that causes suppression and
anti-phase synchronization in the first layer and in-phase syn-
chronization in the second, while the local circuitry generates
oscillatory activity.
While the exact γ mechanism seems to be irrelevant, a cru- frequency
matchingcial constraint for effective routing to occur in this framework
is that γ frequencies in all four populations are approximately
equal. Otherwise, the phase relations could not be kept constant.
The specific value of this γ frequency need not be fixed, but may
vary depending on stimulus properties as has been shown experi-
mentally [RM10]. Stimulus-dependent changes in γ frequency do
not impede the routing mechanism as long as the frequencies of
communicating populations co-vary. Dynamic frequency match-
ing between V1 and V2 populations with overlapping receptive
fields has indeed been demonstrated recently [Rob+13]. It can
also be inferred that similar routing schemes could be used in
different frequency bands, for example in the β-range, which has
been proposed to be a channel for top-down information flow
[BM07; BM09; Mic+16; Bas+15].
Another important model aspect is the attentional gating sig- pulse-like
attention
signal
nal. Here a static additional input to the first layer is assumed.
Apart from considering energy efficiency, a gating signal that is
only used to "switch" the attentional state would also be more
aesthetically pleasing. A recent study ventured in this direction
[TS10], showing that pulses applied to an inhibitory subpopula-
tion can shift the phase of the whole population, depending on
the phase at which the pulse is applied. Simply substituting the
additional input with such a pulsatile signal would likely not
work in the RISER model, since the attentional selection causally
relies on rate differences in the first layer. However, if the system
is in the bistable regime, applying a short pulse to one popula-
tion in the first layer could tip the relation of firing rates to its
favour, setting a suitable phase for information transfer (figure
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3.9 C)). In this state, the system would remain for a relatively
long time without necessary intervention. The difference to the
model in [TS10] is that the generator of the attentional signal
does not have to "know" the phases of all involved populations
to select from.
3.4.2 Predictions of the RISER model
The model mechanisms for selective routing imply that attentionattention vs.
contrast can be traded against bottom-up stimulus saliency: if two stimuli
of different saliency elicit different firing rates in the first layer,
the weaker stimulus can not be gated unless its associated firing
rate in the first layer is enhanced by attention to be higher than
the rate elicited by the unattended one. Hence it may be possi-
ble to construct pairs of stimuli with strong enough luminance
or contrast difference such that the weaker stimulus can not be
attended any more. Whereas this has not been shown directly
to my knowledge, the prediction is supported by several stud-
ies showing that attention acts similar to a contrast gain [MT02;
RD03; CLR04]. In a setting similar to the one used for the informa-
tion routing experiment [Gro+15], this prediction could be tested
by using two flickering stimuli with the same flicker amplitude,
but different contrasts.
Since effective stimulus competition and routing in requiresdistance
depended
competition
anti-phase synchronization between the two first layer popula-
tions, a further prediction is that the phase difference between
these populations depends on the distance of the competing stim-
uli. This translates to the placing of stimuli in visual space in
retinotopically organized areas if the competing feature is loca-
tion in visual space (fully the case in the information routing
experiment [Gro+15] and partially in biased competition exper-
iments [MD85; RCD99]). More specifically, populations in close
cortical vicinity should oscillate in phase, whereas at some "opti-
mal" distance, the oscillations should be out of phase. However,
note that distance is not necessarily difference of locations, but
could be analogously defined for other receptive field dimensions
such as orientation or colour. To my knowledge, the dependency
of oscillation phases on cortical distance or tuning property in
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visual cortex while two competing stimuli are presented has not
been investigated to date.
In addition to the primary effects of biased competition and bistability
and
binocular
rivalry
selective gating, it was found that by increasing lateral inhibition
in the first layer, the system transitions into a bistable regime.
Bistability has been found as an emergent model feature in [WS12],
where it also depends on the strength of lateral inhibitory inter-
actions, albeit in the second model layer. Multistability is an in-
herent feature of a subset of oscillating, delay coupled networks
with lateral inhibition, that is not restricted to the specific real-
ization in this model. A well studied example of bistable percep-
tion is binocular rivalry – the alternating percept that is observed
when two different stimuli are presented monocularly to corre-
sponding retinal locations (see [Bla01] for a comprehensive re-
view). Current theories propose that the bistability of the percept
is at least in part attributable to interocular inhibition between
monocular neurons in V1 and/or LGN [TMB06], which concurs
with the model architecture if distance in the ocularity dimen-
sion is considered (close (same eye) or far (other eye)).
By extending the distance dependent architecture to other
stimuli dimensions, a prediction is that the locus at which rivalry
is initiated depends on the features of the stimuli that are in com-
petition, e.g. orientation differences will elicit bistable dynamics
early in the visual system, whereas the neural correlate of shape
ambiguities will be found in higher areas where neurons with
respective receptive field properties are located. Consequently it
can be expected that rivalry effects of competing stimuli that dif-
fer in several stimulus dimensions can be spread out through the
whole visual system, consistent with the explanation for binocu-
lar rivalry promoted in [TMB06].
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4OPT IMAL NETWORK CONF IGURAT ION FOR
SELECT IVE ROUT ING
4.1 introduction
A local network configuration thought to be critical for selective the RISER
model is a
good
routing
network
visual attention is the convergent fan-in structure, where sev-
eral neuronal populations in one visual area provide input to
the same population in another area. (e.g. [HEP15; Gro+15; Fri05;
MD85]). As shown in Chapter 3 and [HEP15], the RISER model
of such a network is sufficient to explain various electrophysio-
logical findings of classical attention experiments. In the model,
CTC is employed for information routing, where lateral interac-
tions serve to automatically set suitable phase relations between
oscillating populations.
Building on these previous results, the purpose of this chapter what is the
optimal
routing con-
figuration?
is now answering the question: What is the optimal network con-
figuration for efficient information routing under the constraint
of a fan-in network motif? And specifically, are there network
configurations that do not rely on oscillatory activity and phase
shifts to achieve selective stimulus routing? In comparison to the
network in chapter 3, several degrees of freedom were added, i.e.
additional local and lateral excitatory interaction, feedback pro-
jections, and variable delays.
By global optimization of a selective routing objective it is
found that indeed a network configuration which produces os-
cillations via strong local recurrent inhibition and an anti phase
relation between the sending populations through lateral inhibi-
tion is optimal. The network structure of the RISER model is part
of this optimal class of solutions. No qualitatively different net-
work configurations were found. Also the addition of feedback
projections and changing the delay between and within popula-
tions does not lead to fundamentally different routing behaviour.
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4.2 methods
For efficient parameter exploration, the spiking network used in
Chapter 3 was simplified to a rate based network formulation,
where every neuronal subpopulation can be described by one
single differential equation.
4.2.1 Network dynamics
The network dynamics are given by
τV˙(t) = −V(t) +Wr(t− d) + I(t)
r(t) = h(V(t)) .
V represents an internal activation which is passed through the
nonlinearity h() to produce the output activation r. The nonlin-
earity h() is chosen as a bounded piecewise linear function given
by
h(x) = Θ(x)Θ(1− x)x ,
with Θ denoting the Heaviside function. This produces r ∈ [0, 1]
without loss of generality. The membrane time constant τ is cho-
sen as 5 ms, as well as the delay time d. W is the coupling matrix
and I external input to the network.
To asses the selective routing of the network, he differential
equation was numerically integrated via Euler’s method with a
time step of 0.2 ms for 50 seconds.
4.2.2 Network structure
Three populations, each with an excitatory and an inhibitory sub-
population, are arranged in 2 layers where population A and B in
layer 1 provide feed-forward input to population C in layer 2, cre-
ating a fan-in network. The difference to the 4 population setup
in chapter 3 is addressed in the discussion. The detailed network
structure is determined by the coupling matrix W. Non-zero val-
ues of the matrix are the free parameters of the model. These are
the coupling weight from the excitatory subpopulation onto itself
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(weeloc), from the excitatory to the inhibitory subpopulation (w
ei
loc),
the inhibitory to excitatory subpopulation (wieloc) and from the in-
hibitory subpopulation onto itself (wiiloc) in every population A,B,
and C. Furthermore, the lateral interaction from excitatory to exci-
tatory subpopulation between populations in the first layer (weeAB)
and from excitatory to inhibitory subpopulation (weiAB). The feed
forward weight w f f from the excitatory subpopulations of A and
B to excitatory and inhibitory subpopulation of C was fixed to
w f f = 0.5. The dynamical equation for V can then be explicitly
written as
τ
d
dt


VeA
ViA
VeB
ViB
VeC
ViC


= −


VeA
ViA
VeB
ViB
VeC
ViC


+W


reA
riA
reB
riB
reC
riC


+


IeA
IiA
IeB
IiB
IeC
IiC


with
W =


weeloc w
ie
loc w
ee
AB 0 w f b 0
weiloc w
ii
loc w
ei
AB 0 w f b 0
weeAB 0 w
ee
loc w
ie
loc w f b 0
weiAB 0 w
ei
loc w
ii
loc w f b 0
w f f 0 w f f 0 w
ee
loc w
ie
loc
w f f 0 w f f 0 w
ei
loc w
ii
loc


,
where the subscript on V, r, and I signifies the population mem-
bership and the superscript whether the respective population is
excitatory (e) or inhibitory (i).
4.2.3 Input
The external input I consists of a static and a dynamic part. The
static part was set to 0.5 to excitatory and inhibitory subpopu-
lations in A and B, and to 0.25 to both the excitatory and the
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inhibitory subpopulation of C. In addition to this, populations A
and B receive uncorrelated noise signals, drawn every 10 ms from
a Gaussian white noise process with µ = 0 and σ = 0.1, symbol-
ized by SA(t) and SB(t). Without loss of generality, the dynamic
noise input to A was chosen as the attended stimulus. Hence,
both subpopulations in A received an extra static input ∆+att mod-
elling attentional drive. The input I can then be explicitly written
as 

IeA
IiA
IeB
IiB
IeC
IiC


=


0.5+ ∆+att + SA(t)
0.5+ ∆+att + SA(t)
0.5+ SB(t)
0.5+ SB(t)
0.25
0.25


The full network configuration used for the global parameter
optimization is summarized in figure 4.1.
4.2.4 Global optimization
The network described in the previous section shall be optimized
for selective information transmission from SA(t) to the activity
reC(t) of the excitatory subpopulation of C, which is quantified by
the objective function O:
O = [χ ( f (SA) , f (r
e
C))− χ ( f (SB) , f (reC))]
· σ (χ ( f (SA) , f (reA))) · σ (χ ( f (SB) , f (reB))) .
Here, f () denotes a band pass filtering between 5 and 30 Hz us-
ing two-way least-squares FIR filtering. χ() performs a cross cor-
relation on the z-scored inputs and returns the maximum of this
correlation in a causal shift window of 0 to 20 ms. The function
σ() is a sigmoid given as
σ(x) = (1+ exp(−30(x− 0.7)))−1 .
The first factor of Omeasures the difference between information
content in reC originating from SA and SB and can have values
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Figure 4.1: Network setup for routing optimization. A) Each local pop-
ulation consists of an excitatory and an inhibitory subpopulation. Be-
tween these subpopulations, all possible connections are allowed (com-
pare figure 3.2 A) in contrast). B) Three populations are arranged in two
layers to form a fan-in network structure, whereas feed forward and
feedback projections exist. Within layer 1, lateral connections from ex-
citation to inhibition and between both excitatory subpopulations exist
(compare figure 3.3 A) in contrast)
between −1 and 1. 1 signifies perfect selective routing of the at-
tended stimulus SA, and −1 perfect routing of the unattended
stimulus SB. The last two factors quantify the information con-
tent of the stimuli in the associated first layer populations and can
range between 0 and 1. These factors modulate the objective func-
tion such that networks where stimulus information is already
lost in the first layer are penalized. Thus, the highest value of
O to be expected for perfect selective information routing while
retaining information about both stimuli in the first layer is 1.
The objective function was optimized with respect to the pa-
rameters X = {weeloc,weiloc,wieloc,wiiloc,weeAB,weiAB,w f b,∆+att}. The al-
lowed range of these parameters was restricted by the boundary
values given in table 4.1. In comparison to the network setup
in chapter 3, the parameters weeloc and w
ei
loc were added to allow
for PING solutions, and w f b to investigate the effect of feedback
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projections that are known to exist. The specific choices for the
boundaries are motivated in the discussion.
parameter weeloc w
ei
loc w
ie
loc w
ii
loc w
ee
AB w
ei
AB w f b ∆
+
att
max value 0.5 2 0 0 2 2 0.5 0.3
min value 0 0 −3 −3 0 0 0 0
Table 4.1: Parameter boundaries for global optimization.
Global optimization of O(X) w.r.t X was performed using
Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes [WR06; Sha+16].
This procedure is tailored to maximize (or minimize) a noisy
black box objective function by using only few function evalua-
tions. Simply put, the method tries to exploit an assumed smooth-
ness of the mapping from X to O to find the optimum quickly.
Since this method is fairly new, the following paragraphs will
provide a quick overview.
Assume that at optimization step k, the noisy scalar measure-
ments {y1, y2, ...yk−1} of O at parameter values {X1,X2, ...Xk−1}
are known, where
yi = y(Xi) = O(Xi) + η ,
with η being a white noise process. Given this data, an estimate
O˜(X) for the whole D-dimensional parameter space X is con-
structed by a Gaussian process. A Gaussian process defines a
prior over all possible functions that can give rise to the obser-
vations {y1, y2, ..., yk−1}. It assumes that p(O(X1), ...,O(Xk−1)) is
jointly Gaussian with a mean µ(X), a standard deviation σf of
O, an observation noise standard deviation σn, and a covariance
matrix Σ with entries Σij = κ(|Xi − Xj|,λ1, ...,λD), where κ is a
smooth positive kernel function and λi a length scale in input
dimension i. From this, a posterior prediction O˜(X) can be gener-
ated for every point in X. The simple intuition behind this is that
close points in Xmap to similar valuesO(X), where the degree of
similarity depends on the length scales λi. This prediction O˜(X)
depends on the hyperparameters h = λ1, ...,λD, σf , σn, µ, which
can be optimized given the observations, since p(h|X, y) is ana-
lytically accessible. For a Gaussian process, the prediction O˜(X)
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naturally comes with the standard deviation σO˜(X) which quan-
tifies the degree of uncertainty of the prediction at X. Generally
speaking, the uncertainty grows with increasing distance from
the previously sampled points {X1,X2, ...Xk−1}.
Once O˜(X) and σO˜(X) are obtained, an acquisition function
AF(O˜(X), σO˜(X)) is maximized that evaluates at which point the
objective should be sampled next to find the maximum. Several
acquisition functions are typically used that vary in their trade
off between exploitation (focus on high O˜(X)) and exploration
(focus on high σO˜(X)). The next point Xk is thus given as Xk =
argmaxX(AF(X)). At this point, the objective is sampled, i.e. yk =
y(Xk) is obtained, and the next optimization iteration begins.
In essence, this optimization procedure assumes smoothness
of the objective, easily handles observation noise, and transforms
the problem of optimizing y(X) directly to optimizing p(h|X, y)
and AF(X). Thus it makes sense if p(h|X, y) and the acquisition
function AF(X) are computationally cheaper to evaluate than
y(X). Figure 4.2 shows a cartoon of the workflow of one opti-
mization step. An excellent introduction to the topic is given in
[WR06].
For the present application, a Matérn 5 kernel function κ was
chosen, which in input dimension d reads
κ(|xdi − xdj |) =
σ2f
(
1+
√
5|xdi − xdj |
λd
+
5|xdi − xdj |2
3λ2d
)
exp
(√
5|xdi − xdj |
λd
)
.
Here, || denotes the L2-norm.
As acquisition function, the expected improvement was used,
which, with Φ as the standard normal cumulative density func-
tion and φ as the standard normal probability density function,
can be written as
AF(X) =
(O˜(X)− ymax)Φ
(
O˜(X)− ymax
σO˜(X)
)
+ σO˜(X)φ
(
O˜(X)− ymax
σO˜(X)
)
.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the optimization procedure. The upper
plot shows the prediction O˜(X) (black line) given the observations
{y1, y2, y3, y4} (red crosses) at {X1,X2,X3,X4} in a one dimensional
example, along with the true unknown underlying objective O(X)
(red line). Note that the measurements y do not coincide with O
due to observation noise. The uncertainty σO˜(X) of the prediction is
symbolized by the grey shaded area. The length scale λ controls how
"smooth" the estimated objective O˜ is assumed to be, i.e. how quickly the
uncertainty increases with increasing distance to the measured points
{X1,X2,X3,X4}. From the prediction, the next point in X to check is
determined by maximizing an acquisition function. A exploitative func-
tion would probably pick a point right of X4, whereas an explorative
one would peak in between X1 and X4. For this example, the latter
is used. The available data is then augmented by X5 and y5 = y(X5),
and p(h|{X1,X2,X3,X4,X5}, {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5}) is maximized to
refine the prediction O˜(X), which is shown in the lower right plot.
This procedure is then repeated until some stopping criterion is reached.
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This function quantifies the expectation that the value O at X is
larger that ymax. The target ymax at iteration k was set as
ymax =

max({y1, ..., yk−1}) if max({y1, ..., yk−1}) ≥ 0.5
0.5 else
,
incorporating prior knowledge that values of y ≈ 0.5 were ob-
served upon cursory inspection before optimization. The acquisi-
tion function was numerically maximized by global pattern search
followed by numerical gradient ascent. In addition, at each opti-
mization step k with probability 0.15, Xk was chosen randomly
instead of by maximizing the acquisition function to prevent pos-
sible overexploitation.
Furthermore, smooth box priors on the hyperparameters were
implemented, given by
bp(x, a, b, c) =
1
b− a ξ(c(x− a))(1− ξ(c(x− b)))
ξ(z) =
1
1+ exp(−z) .
This prior is quasi constant between the lower boundary a and
the higher boundary b, where c controls the drop off outside
these boundaries. For µ, the parameters were {a = −0.5, b =
0.5, c = 15}, for the length scales λd {a = 0.001, b = 10, c = 15},
for σf {a = 0.001, b = 2, c = 15} and for σn {a = 0.001, b =
0.25, c = 15}.
The function p(h|X, y), i.e the probability for the hyperparam-
eters given the observed data, was maximized at each optimiza-
tion step after new data was acquired with standard gradient
ascent algorithms using 3 different starting points. One starting
point was the previous maximum of p(h|X, y), and the other two
were randomly chosen.
Each optimization run s was initialized with 5 randomly cho-
sen starting values {X1, ...,X5} and corresponding {y1, ..., y5} and
lasted kmax = 300 optimization steps. In total, smax = 200 par-
allel optimization runs were performed with different random
initial values {X1, ...,X5}. After kmax = 300 optimization steps
in run s, the final prediction O˜s(X) of that run was maximized,
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i.e. Xsmax = argmaxX(O
s) was determined, by pattern search fol-
lowed by numerical gradient ascent. Thus, this leads to 200 poten-
tially different predictions of the objective with potentially differ-
ent optimal routing network configurations Xsmax. Good routing
solutions were considered to be networks with parameters Xsmax
for which O˜s(Xsmax) ≥ 0.55.
The implementation of the full algorithm was built around
the GPML Matlab toolbox [RN10].
4.2.5 Phase analysis
Phase differences between oscillating population were analysed
analogously to chapter 3.2.6. Thus, the phase difference between
signals x(t) and y(t) is obtained via the analytic signals xa(t) and
ya(t) as
∆φ = 〈arg
(
xa(t)
ya(t)
)
〉t ,
The phase difference between the activity of populations Aexc
and Bexc for a single simulation run was calculated directly from
the activities as
∆φAB = 〈arg
(
re,aA (t)
re,aB (t)
)
〉t .
For the phase differences between Aexc and Cexc, the input to Cexc
originating from Aexc was compared to the full recurrent input
to Cexc, i.e.
JA(t) =w f f r
e
A(t− d)
JC(t) =w f f r
e
A(t− d) + w f f reB(t− d)+
weelocr
e
C(t− d) + wielocriC(t− d)
∆φAC =〈arg
(
JaA(t)
JaC(t)
)
〉t .
Accordingly, ∆φBC was determined.
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Figure 4.3: Probability distributions of the optimal parameter values for
runs s with O˜s(Xsmax) ≥ 0.55. Note that the abscissae do not always span
the full allowed parameter range (compare table 4.1).
4.3 results
In the default optimization setting, the feedback weight w f b was
set to 0. Global optimization was performed in 200 parallel runs
with randomized initial conditions, with 300 objective function
evaluations each as detailed in the methods section. 141 out of
200 runs were successful in finding a O˜s(Xsmax) ≥ 0.55. In the
following, only these successful runs are considered. Figure 4.3
shows the distribution of the parameters {weeloc, weiloc, wieloc, wiiloc,
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Figure 4.4: Validity of predictions for the routing objective. The predicted
value O˜s(Xsmax) for every good router is plotted against y(X
s
max), deter-
mined from one network simulation run. The dark (bright) grey area
corresponds to 1σO˜ (2σO˜). All predicted values are in good agreement
with the measured objective.
weeAB, w
ei
AB, ∆
+
att} of these good routers. It was found that the pa-
rameters ∆+att, w
ii
loc, and w
ie
loc mostly assume values at or close to
a parameter boundary, whereas the others have a further spread.
To verify the values of the predicted O˜s(Xsmax), the networks
were simulated at Xsmax and y was measured. Figure 4.4 shows
that the values y(Xsmax) are in good agreement with the predic-
tions by the Gaussian process regression.
Figure 4.5 displays the average power spectra of reC and the
95% confidence interval of the good routers, revealing a strong
oscillatory component in the γ frequency band in every network.
Furthermore, a stable anti-phase relation between Aexc and Bexc is
found and a higher mean activity of Aexc than Bexc. This leads to
the peaks of the full input to Cexc to slightly precede the peaks of
the incoming current from Aexc by 0.090pi, and to lag behind the
peaks of incoming current from Bexc by 0.881pi. Hence, the peaks
of attended incoming input to the peaks of the full incoming
input are nearly aligned. The values for the phase differences are
given in table 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Power spectra for single runs of each good router, simulated
for 50 seconds. The borders of the shaded area correspond to the 2.5 and
97.5 percentiles, and the black line the mean over good routers. In every
instance, a strong oscillatory component in the γ range around 60 Hz
was observed.
The fact that some parameters tend to concentrate close to a
boundary value in all successful optimization runs suggests that
these are most important in setting up the network for selective
routing. This was tested by running 500 networks with random
choices for weeloc and w
ee
AB within the boundaries given in table 4.1,
weiloc randomly chosen in the interval [0, 1], and w
ei
AB in [1, 2]. The
other parameters were fixed at wiiloc = −3, wieloc = −3, ∆+att = 0.3.
In this subspace of the full parameter space, the probability of
finding a good routing network is approximately 50%, as illus-
trated in figure 4.6.
For the results so far, the feedback weight w f b was set to 0.
The same optimization procedure was performed while allow-
ing w f b to assume values in the range [0,w f f = 0.5]. 151 out
of 200 optimization attempts were successful in producing an
O˜s(Xsmax) ≥ 0.55. The parameter distributions of good routers
with feedback were qualitatively similar to the ones without feed-
back shown in figure 4.3, whereas w f b was spread throughout
the allowed range. This indicates that w f b is not a crucial param-
eter for routing. Also, all good routing networks were found to
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Figure 4.6: Variation of non-crucial parameters does not greatly hin-
der routing. The probability of observing y is shown when taking
500 random samples from the four dimensional subspace spanned by
weeloc ∈ [0, 0.5], weeAB ∈ [0, 0.5], weiloc ∈ [0, 1] and weiAB ∈ [1, 2]. The other pa-
rameters are fixed to wiiloc = −3, wieloc = −3, and ∆+att = 0.3. The median
lies at 0.558.
express strong oscillations in the gamma range, have a higher ac-
tivity in Aexc than Bexc, show anti-phase locking between r
e
A and
reB, and similar phase differences between the three populations
(see table 4.2).
Furthermore variations of the delay d were considered. Here,
the parameter d could have discrete integer values in the range
[1 ms, 10 ms]. 110 out of 200 optimization attempts were success-
ful. Also in this case, the distribution of the parameters shown in
figure 4.3 was qualitatively reproduced, while the delay was clus-
tered around 5 ms (median: 5 ms, minimal value: 2 ms, maximal
value 8 ms). All networks again showed strong oscillations in the
γ range, with variations in the peak frequency between ≈ 40 Hz
and ≈ 100 Hz, caused by the different delays. Observations of fir-
ing rate differences and phase relations were in accordance with
the previous results (see table 4.2).
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params default default and w f b default and d
〈∆φAB〉 [pi] 0.974± 0.044 0.954± 0.019 0.968± 0.054
〈∆φAC〉 [pi] 0.090± 0.026 0.074± 0.032 0.089± 0.033
〈∆φBC〉 [pi] −0.881± 0.061 −0.879± 0.028 −0.884± 0.149
Table 4.2: Phase differences of good routers. The values show the
mean phase differences ± one standard deviation between pop-
ulations averaged over good routers for 3 different optimization
settings. Left column: optimization over the default parameters
{weeloc,weiloc,wieloc,wiiloc,weeAB,weiAB,∆+att}. Middle column: optimization over
the default parameters and w f b. Right column: optimization over the
default parameters and the delay d.
4.4 discussion
In summary , it was shown that oscillating feed forward networks the RISER
model is an
optimal
selective
router
with lateral interaction in the first layer are optimal for selec-
tive information routing. Both pure ING (weiloc = 0) and mixed
ING/PING solutions (weiloc > 0,w
ii
loc < 0) can exhibit similarly high
routing selectivity. Pure PING networks (weiloc > 0,w
ii
loc = 0,w
ie
loc <
0) were not found. This is probably due to the fact that strong re-
current inhibition is more potent in generating a stable γ rhythm.
However, the lack of any pure PING networks among the optimal
routers does not mean that these are necessarily "bad" routers,
just suboptimal in this setup. The RISER model of chapter 3 is con-
tained in the set of optimal solutions. Networks that employ a
routing mechanism not relying on oscillatory activity were not
found.
In this simple model, it is theoretically understandable why oscillations
are crucialno other mechanisms exist: pure shifts in the mean rates of the
first layer populations, which occur in non-oscillatory regimes,
have no effect on selective information transmission, since the
chosen objective function is insensitive to the mean. Thus, non-
oscillatory solutions would have to make use of the nonlinearity
of h() around 0 by silencing the non-attended first layer popula-
tion. This trivial solution is forbidden, though, by the formulation
of the objective function. Under this constraint, selective routing
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can only be brought about by oscillations which can modulate the
effective influence. Input arriving during a period where VeC < 0
will fail to elicit a response in reC, and thus have a lower effective
influence on Bexc than input which arrives during periods where
VeC ≥ 0. Also, a bare minimum routing setup, as given by a pure
ING network, with no extra recurrent local and lateral excitation
is conceivably most effective, since these extra connections would
add delayed reverberations of SA and SB to the network, which
can amount to more "noise" on the representation of the signals
in the first layer.
Consequently, the most important parameters for informa-routing
networks
are robust
tion routing are the local recurrent inhibitory weights (wiiloc,w
ie
loc)
which generate oscillations, lateral coupling in layer 1 from ex-
citation to inhibition (weiAB) which sets a suitable phase relation,
and the additive attentional rate bias ∆+att. Variations in the other
parameters when choosing optimal values for the former do not
lead to a dramatic decrease in the routing performance (figure
4.6), showing that a routing network configuration is fairly ro-
bust. This was already observed in the spiking network formula-
tion in chapter 3. It is plausible that moderate variations of the
parameters not directly involved in the routing mechanism do
not hamper performance significantly: Variations in the overall
excitation mostly shifts average activations, against which the ob-
jective function is insensitive.
4.4.1 Relation to the RISER model
In comparison to the model used in the previous chapter 3, the
network was simplified to a rate-based formulation. It was con-
firmed beforehand that both information routing and biased com-
petition can be observed in this reduced description. The network
structure was then further simplified by modelling only one sec-
ond layer population instead of two. This is motivated by the fact
that if the feed forward weights from A and B to C are equally
strong, as assumed here, both second layer populations essen-
tially behave as one and can thus be conflated. This comes at the
expense of biased competition no longer being observable, but as
it was argued before, biased competition can be seen as a special
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case of information routing. Thus the focus in this study lies on
information routing and equality of feed forward weights was
chosen to reduce the parameter space.
4.4.2 Parameter ranges
The allowed parameter ranges in which networks can be realized
(see table 4.2) were chosen for specific reasons. By simulating
networks outside this range, it was determined that:
1. Recurrent excitation (weeloc,w
ee
AB,w
ee
f b) far above the range can
lead to runaway excitation, such that the rate dynamics are
stuck at max(r) = 1. This leads to the objective function
being 0.
2. Stronger than allowed recurrent inhibition (wiiloc,w
ie
AB) does
not change the oscillatory pattern significantly. In addition,
sustained oscillations occur at wiiloc ≈ −1.5 such that the
chosen range ensures approximately equal parameter space
sizes for oscillatory and non-oscillatory network configura-
tions.
3. If ∆+att becomes too large, the chance of driving r
e
A to 1 is
high, entailing low values of the objective.
4. If both ∆+att and w
ei
AB are above the chosen range, the chance
of silencing the non-attended population grows, which also
implies an objective close to 0.
In summary, the parameter ranges were set such that oscillatory
and non-oscillatory networks are contained to a similar degree,
while making sure that the objective function is different from 0
in a significant hypervolume of X. Were the latter not the case,
any optimizer (including a human observer) would struggle to
find an optimal solution. However, it is not guaranteed that out-
side of the boundaries no different routing solutions exist since
the parameter space could only be spot-checked due to the com-
putational load. But given the above reasoning, it is unlikely.
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4.4.3 Flexibility
The objective function contains terms which penalize selectivesuppression
of non-
attended
information
incurs less
flexibility
routing setups where the information about the non–attended
stimulus is lost in the first layer. These terms were added for
several reasons.
Most importantly, losing information about the non-attended
stimulus corresponds to strong suppression of activity of Bexc.
Complete suppression of neuronal activity under attention has
not been observed experimentally, so this criterion ensures bio-
logical plausibility.
Why this strong suppression does not occur can be motivated
from the model dynamics: In additional simulations it was found
that if Bexc is strongly suppressed, the time after which informa-
tion from SB is represented in r
e
C after an attentional switch from
stimulus SA to SB is longer than when population Bexc is active
during attention to SA. Thus it hinders flexible switching of at-
tention.
Secondly, it has to be borne in mind that although the three
population network is studied in isolation here for simplicity, in
reality this motif is embedded in a much bigger network. If infor-
mation about the non-attended stimulus is now completely lost
through the interactions in layer 1, it is also not accessible for
other possibly parallel computations for which the information
might necessary. So being completely "blind" to non-attended in-
formation seems suboptimal from a computational point of view.
4.4.4 Certainty of optimality
Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes is a relatively new
optimization technique, and the claim of minimization of neces-
sary function evaluations to reach an optimum is not yet analyti-
cally supported. Also, many variations exist. The algorithm used
here was chosen since average convergence for a similar type has
been recently proven [Sri+09]. Additionally, it was shown empir-
ically that Bayesian optimization outperforms other state of the
art black box function optimizers if only 10D to 100D function
evaluations are allowed [HHL13], with D being the dimension
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of the parameter space. Thus the confidence that the results in-
deed show solutions close to the global maximum of the objective
within the allowed parameter range is high.
4.4.5 Dependence on modelling choices
The activities of the networks investigated in this chapter were de- simple
spiking
networks
have not
shown non-
oscillatory
routing
scribed by population average firing rates to reduce computation
time. Where the rejection of selective routing schemes without os-
cillations for networks in this formulation seems sound, it is still
possible that in the simplification step from a spiking descrip-
tion including many neurons per population, necessary proper-
ties are lost which would allow for different routing mechanisms.
Several studies have investigated stimulus propagation and com-
putation in multi-layer spiking networks in the absence of oscilla-
tions, highlighting the theoretical benefits of this network mode
[SN98; RTN02]. Especially in [VA05] the neuronal realization of
several logical gates and switches in non-synchronized recurrent
spiking networks were explored. However, switches that satisfy
the requirement of non-vanishing information content of both
signals in the first layer were not described.
A routing scheme that does not rely on ongoing oscillations as routing by
transient
synchro-
nization is
suboptimal
the solutions found here, but uses spiking neuronal networks that
are "sitting at the edge of synchrony" and show transient, strong
γ fluctuations was described in [Pal+17]. Selective routing from
two populations which converge onto the same, third population
also does not require lateral interaction in the first layer. Simi-
lar transiently oscillating network states are possible in the rate-
based formulation used in the present study, but were not picked
out by the optimization algorithm since they have an objective far
below 0.55. Preliminary analysis of the routing selectivity of such
transiently oscillating spiking networks without lateral interac-
tion as captured by the spectral coherence – the measure used in
the original information routing experiment [Gro+15] and chap-
ter 3 – also revealed that the routing selectivity is worse than
for the RISER model from chapter 3 (Udo A. Ernst, personal com-
munication). The authors of [Pal+17] used a different measure to
quantify routing not directly comparable to spectral coherence.
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If further model assumptions are relaxed, indeed routing net-non-linear
dendrites
can support
routing
without
oscillation
works can be found that neither rely on ongoing nor transient
oscillations. In [BSE14], selective routing between two successive
layers was demonstrated, reproducing a range of attentional ef-
fects on receptive field properties of visual neurons. However,
necessary assumptions in this model are the existence of three
distinct subpopulations in each population: A stimulus driven
subpopulation, a control subpopulation involved in the local com-
putation of complex attentional signals, and a gating subpopula-
tion which features non-linear dendrites. The latter essentially
augments the network by a third in-between layer where selec-
tive gating can occur. Thus it seems that while non-oscillatory
routing can be achieved, it comes at the cost of highly increased
complexity. This might seem unnecessary, given that neuronal
populations readily express oscillatory behaviour.
5ATTENT IONAL INFLUENCE IN SELECT IVE
ROUT ING
5.1 introduction
In the previous chapters 3 and 4, network structures support-
ing selective information routing were exhaustively investigated,
where two stimuli are separately processed in a first model layer,
but converge onto the same population in the second layer. The
focus in this chapter is now on the influence attention directly
exerts on the populations in the network.
The effects attention has on the activity of neuronal popula- attentional
effects on
oscillations
and
synchrony
tions can be described in terms of synchronization and mean fir-
ing rate. The synchronization effects have already been reviewed
in chapter 3: an increase of power in the γ frequency band of
neurons with a receptive field that overlaps with an attended
stimulus has been described [Tay+05; Fri+01; Fri+08]. In a setting
where a target and a distractor stimulus are inside the receptive
field of a neuron, γ synchronization between this neuron and neu-
rons in earlier areas that exclusively process the target stimulus
was found [Gro+12; Bos+12; Gro+15].
The rate effect of biased competition, reproduced in chapter attentional
rate effects3, concerns the second layer of the routing setup (compare fig-
ure 3.1), where several stimuli fall inside of the receptive field
of the neuron. When attentional effects on mean firing rates of
populations corresponding to the first model layer were investi-
gated, i.e. in a situation with a single stimulus inside the receptive
field, while only one stimulus was presented, usually small to
moderate firing rate increases were reported in V1 [IG99; Thi+09;
Her+08], V2 [Luc+97; Buf+10], and V4 [MM99; RPD00], with a ten-
dency toward higher effect sizes in higher visual areas [Luc+97;
Buf+10]. The rate effects of attention on V1, V2, and V4 neurons
become more profound if one or more nearby other stimuli are
present outside of the classical receptive field of the recorded
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neuron [Mot93]. In V1, presentation of a nearby distractor stim-
ulus can strongly enhance attentional rate increases of the pop-
ulation processing the attended stimulus when compared to the
single stimulus case [Mot93; LPG04; IG99]. More dramatically,
some neurons even show an attentional rate effect only when
neighbouring stimuli are present, and none for a single stimulus
[IG99]. In addition, attention can evoke an activity suppression
on the neurons processing the non-attended stimulus [Hop+06;
Syl+08; SA14].
To date the functional relation between effects on the mean fir-the RISER
model
causally
links both
effects
ing rate in both model layers and on the temporal properties of
the activity in the γ range is unclear. The RISERmodel necessitates
a mean rate increase of the target and at least an indirect sup-
pression of the distractor representation in the first model layer,
which causes suitable γ phase relations that support selective in-
formation routing. The latter also leads to the biased competition
rate effect in the second model layer. As such, it is a promising
proposal that unifies effects on mean rates and synchronization
and causally links them in one framework.
Apart from the effects that arise from selective attention, an-locus of
attentional
interven-
tion
other important question is how these effects are brought about
and at which locus attentional processes intervene with neuronal
processing. There is substantial debate in this matter. Investigat-
ing attentional effects in V4, V2 and V1, it was found that changes
in firing rate and γ power were most pronounced and occurred
with shortest latency in V4, weaker and later in V2 and least pro-
nounced and latest in V1 [Buf+10]. The authors infer that atten-
tional mechanisms first target higher visual areas and then oper-
ate via feedback projections on lower areas. Supporting evidence
for this hypothesis was delivered by showing that neurons in the
frontal eye field, a putative source for top-down attentional sig-
nals, induced an attention-dependent γ frequency coupling with
neurons in V4 [Gre+09].
On the other hand, very fast attentional rate effects have been
observed already in subcortical LGN neurons that directly project
to V1, in fact too fast to be caused by cortical feedback [MCW08;
KLZ13]. Furthermore, it is evident that stimuli filling two neigh-
bouring V1 receptive fields, but sharing the same V4 receptive
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field, can still be attentionally discriminated [Gro+12; Bos+12;
MD85]. The spatial granularity of attention being on the order of
V1 receptive field sizes is also supported by a large body of psy-
chophysical literature (e.g. [MLF08; EH72; LaB83; Dow88]). This
rather suggests that lower visual areas are natural candidates for
attentional mechanisms to target directly.
Following the latter hypothesis, the RISER model incorporates prediction
to testattention as a mean firing rate increase of neurons processing
an attended stimulus over neighbouring competing stimuli in a
lower area (V1 or V2) that project to the same neuron in a higher
area (V4). A prediction of this model is that a higher rate of the
lower area neurons processing the attended stimulus than other
lower area neurons processing nearby distractor stimuli is the
crucial prerequisite for attentional selectivity to occur. At first
glance, this is compatible with studies that find increased atten-
tional rate effects in V1 under presentation of additional nearby
stimuli [Mot93; LPG04; IG99]. This prediction holds under the
assumption that both layer 1 populations drive the layer 2 popu-
lation equally strongly. For symmetry reasons, such a V4 popula-
tions most likely exists for any two V1 or V2 populations.
If the prediction from the model is correct, stimulus manipu- attention vs.
stimulus
contrast
lations that have an effect on neurons’ firing rates should be able
to interfere with the desired attentional rate modulations, which
attention has to compensate for in order for routing to function.
This was critically tested in an established attention task, where
a target stimulus is presented with a similar, nearby distractor
stimulus [Gro+12], and activity was measured in V1. The task
was modified by presenting the stimuli at different contrasts: the
contrast of the target was chosen to be lower than the one of the
distractor, creating a stimulus driven rate imbalance in favour of
the distractor. It is found that attentional modulations adjust to
this situation in a twofold way: the rate difference in favour of
the distractor population is overcome as predicted by increasing
the target population rate and decreasing the distractor popula-
tion rate. The same situation was investigated for a target and a
distractor with equal low or high contrast. Also here, firing rates
show distractor suppression and target facilitation.
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In addition, a second effect was discovered. The amount of
distractor suppression only depends on the distractor’s contrast,
whereas target facilitation flexibly adjusts to the task demand.
Taken together with different temporal developments of suppres-
sion and facilitation, this suggests that they are brought about
by distinct mechanisms. This interpretation is supported by accu-
mulating evidence from non-invasive electrophysiology and psy-
chophysics (e.g.[Noo+16; Luc95]). A revised version of the RISER
model is presented in the discussion, incorporating these novel
findings.
5.2 materials and methods
5.2.1 Surgical procedures and training
Intracortical recordings of V1 neurons were performed on an adult
rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) that had been already trained
on a similar task [Tay+05; Gro+12; Gro+15], and had undergone
surgery to place a recording chamber over V1. All procedures and
animal care were in accordance with the regulation for the wel-
fare of experimental animals issued by the federal government of
Germany and were approved by the local authorities.
5.2.2 Recording
Intracortical recordings in the upper layers of visual area V1 were
performed using an epoxy-insulated tungsten micro-electrodes
(125 µm diameter, 1 - 3 MΩ, FHC Inc., Bowdoin, ME, USA).
The electrode signals were amplified 4000 fold (4 fold by a wide-
band preamplifier MPA32I and 1000 fold by a PGA 64, 1− 5000
Hz, both Multi Channel Systems GmbH, Germany) and digitized
with 25 kHz sampling rate. The receptive field for each recording
session was mapped manually based on MUA and LFP-responses,
while the animal performed a fixation task.
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5.2.3 Task
The monkey performed a variation of an established, highly at-
tention demanding shape tracking task used for previous studies
[Tay+05; Gro+12; Gro+15]. Visual stimuli were presented on a 20
inch CRT-monitor with a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and a
refresh rate of 100 Hz. The screen was placed 90.5 cm in front of
the monkey sitting in a custom-made primate chair. Visual stim-
ulation comprised a fixation point and up to four simultaneously
presented complex shapes. Figure 5.1 A) shows the sequence of
stimuli and events of a single trial: first, the spatial cue appeared,
which indicated the position of the relevant stimulus in the up-
coming trial. The cue consisted of a ring (1 degree in diameter,
0.04 degree line width) centred over the position of the upcom-
ing target stimulus. After 2.0 s, a central fixation square appeared
with a side length of 0.15 degree, requiring the animal to fixate
and initiate the trial by pressing a lever. Following the initializa-
tion of the trial, the spatial cue disappeared and after 1050 ms,
three or four differently shaped stimuli appeared, all at a similar
eccentricity between 2.5 and 3.5 degree of visual angle. Either one
or two adjacent stimuli, the centres separated by 1.5 degree of vi-
sual angle, were located in the lower right visual field quadrant.
This quadrant was where receptive fields of recorded neurons
were located. The other two stimuli appeared at positions point-
mirrored through the screen centre in the upper left visual field
quadrant. Stimuli at all locations could serve as target.
The initial complex shapes at each stimulus location were pre-
sented statically for 510 ms and subsequently started to morph
continuously into other complex shapes. A single morphing cy-
cle, i.e. morphing completely from one shape into another, lasted
1.0 s. All shapes were taken randomly with equal probability out
of a set of 12 shapes (figure 5.1 B). The reappearance of the ini-
tial shape at the cued stimulus location required the monkeys
to release the lever within a time window ranging from 310 ms
before the shape’s complete reappearance to 400 ms afterwards.
The initial shape at the cued location reappeared either as the
third, fourth or fifth shape with equal probability. The appear-
ance of the target’s initial shape at the distractor locations and
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the reappearance of the distractors’ own initial shapes had to
be ignored. Throughout the whole trial, the eye was monitored
by video-oculography (IScan Inc., Woburn, MA, USA) and the
inferred direction of gaze was not allowed to deviate from the
screen centre by more than 0.5 degree. If the monkey released
the lever within the response window, it was rewarded with a
small amount of diluted fruit juice. If fixation was broken or a
response occurred outside of the response window, trials were
aborted without reward.
The stimuli were presented at different contrasts. The back-
ground luminance of the screen was set to 0.51 cd/m2, and the
stimuli could be presented at seven higher luminance values yield-
ing Michelson contrasts of 0.12, 0.16, 0.22, 0.26, 0.32, 0.48, and
0.64. In the first part of each recording session, the contrast re-
sponse function was acquired by presenting only one stimulus in
the lower right quadrant inside the receptive field of the record-
ing site, while the monkey performed the shape tracking task
on one of two simultaneously presented stimuli in the upper
left quadrant. The stimuli in the upper left quadrant were pre-
sented at maximal contrast of 0.64, while the stimulus inside the
recorded receptive field was presented at all possible contrasts.
From the resulting contrast tuning curve, two contrasts were cho-
sen for the high contrast and the low contrast stimulus, such that
the low contrast stimulus elicited ≈ 50% of the response to the
high contrast stimulus. The choices of the low contrast ranged
between 0.22 and 0.32. The high contrast was always either 0.48
or 0.64.
The second part of each session comprised a number of differ-
ent stimulus configurations, where one stimulus or two stimuli
with different contrast combinations were shown in the lower
right quadrant, while always two stimuli were presented in the
upper left one. The details can be found in table 5.1.
Only one V1 site was recorded at a time. The purpose of the
experiments was to investigate the behaviour of two V1 popu-
lations at the same time, one with a receptive field centred on
the target and one on the nearby distractor stimulus. To gener-
ate statements about this situation, it is assumed that V1 popu-
lations have equal properties at different locations, and thus the
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Figure 5.1: Task organization. A) In the beginning a location cue (green circle) is presented to guide attention to this
location. The cue then disappeared and the monkey was required to accept the trial by pressing a lever within the
initialization period. After that, fixation on the the red dot in the centre or the screen had to be held throughout the
trial. In the following static period, four shapes at four locations with equal eccentricity (3◦ at shape centre) to the screen
centre were presented. These shapes started morphing, and after 1 second completed the morphing into a new shape.
This was repeated up to four times. The monkey had to report the reappearance of the initial shape presented during
the static period at the cued location. Thus, the first morph cycle is not attentionally relevant since the initial shape could
not reappear here. Drawings are not to scale. B) All 12 shapes used for stimulation.
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location rec nei rec nei rec nei rec nei rec nei
target no no no no no no no no yes no
contrast low low high high low high high low low high
rate ll hh lh hl lh
location rec nei rec nei rec nei rec nei rec nei
target yes no no yes yes no no yes no yes
contrast low low low low high high high high high low
rate ll ll hh hh hl
Table 5.1: Task conditions and recorded stimulus configurations. In total, 10 stimuli configurations were recorded. The
first three rows detail the stimulus configuration at the recorded (rec) and neighbouring (nei) site and whether one
of the stimuli was the target stimulus. The fourth row shows the symbol for the firing rate recorded for the different
configurations. By convention, the first letter denotes the contrast of the recorded site, the second the contrast at the
neighbouring site, and the bar denotes which stimulus was the target. The other two stimuli in the non - recorded upper
left visual quadrant were always shown at maximum contrast and one of them was the target, if neither the recorded or
the neighbouring stimulus was.
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behaviour of neurons for a specific condition at the neighbouring
site is similar to the behaviour of neurons at the recorded site
when recorded and neighbouring stimuli and target assignments
are switched. Consequently, firing rates observed in the stimulus
configurations in table 5.1 can be combined to represent the be-
haviour of both recorded and neighbouring site at the same time.
For example, while lh is the rate observed for a low contrast tar-
get with a high contrast nearby distractor, the population active
at the distractor site is assumed to fire at the rate hl at the same
time.
In addition to these stimulus configurations, another condi-
tion was recorded to make sure that the neighbouring stimulus
did not lie within the classical receptive field of the recorded neu-
rons. For this purpose, a high contrast target was presented at
the neighbouring location. For all results, only sessions were anal-
ysed where this condition did not elicit a firing rate significantly
different (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) from the baseline
rate, which was extracted from the fixation period.
The firing rates in table 5.1, e.g. lh, by default refer to mean
rates of this stimulus configuration over a recording session. If all
sessions are combined and stimulus configuration means over all
pooled trials are taken, it is denoted by capital letters, e.g. LH.
5.2.4 Data analysis
The raw data, recorded at a sampling rate of 25 kHz, was band
pass filtered between 300 Hz and 12 kHz, after 50 Hz power line
noise was removed. To obtain the MUA, putative action potentials
recorded by the electrode were detected with a simple threshold-
ing method [QNB04]. First, the noise standard deviation σn of
the signal x, consisting of all concatenated recordings from the
whole session, was estimated as
σn = m
( |x|
0.6745
)
,
where m denotes the median. This estimation was performed for
each recording session separately. The data was then thresholded
at kσn, where k was chosen for each session by visually assess-
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ing the signal to noise ratio. Peaks above this threshold were
counted as action potentials. A peak at time index t occurred
when xt−1 < xt ∧ xt > xt+1. When multiple peaks were sepa-
rated by less than 1 ms, the peak with the highest xt was counted
and the others rejected. Each morph cycle was considered as one
trial. If not stated otherwise, firing rates of morph cycles 2 and 3
were pooled, since the target could not reappear at the end of the
first morph cycle and thus no attentional allocation was needed
during this period.
5.3 results
The mean firing rates of every recoding session of the V1 popu-
lations for the condition of low and high contrast nearby stimuli
without target allocation (lh and hl), and with the low contrast
stimulus being the target (lh and hl) are shown in figure 5.2. In
the former, the rate hl was higher than lh in all 27 sessions (di-
amonds), as expected from the single-stimulus contrast tuning.
This difference is significant in all cases (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-
sum test). If the low contrast stimulus was the target, an increase
of the population rate lh was observed in all sessions compared
to lh. This rate increase co-occurred with a decrease of the distrac-
tor population rate hl compared to hl in all but one case (circles).
This leads to 25 out of 27 sessions showing either no significant
rate difference between lh and hl, or a significantly higher target
population rate lh (6 cases). In two cases, a significantly higher
distractor population rate hl was observed. Pooling over all ses-
sions shows that the grand average target rate LH is significantly
larger than the grand average distractor rate HL (p < 0.001,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). With LH = 17.63 Hz, HL = 32.42 Hz,
LH = 28.59 Hz, and HL = 26.44 Hz, the absolute mean target
rate increase is LH − LH = 10.96 Hz respectively the relative
increase LH/LH − 1 = 62.16%. Effect sizes of distractor modula-
tion are HL− HL = −5.98 Hz and HL/HL− 1 = −18.44%. The
bar plot insets display LH, HL, LH and HL.
Figure 5.3 shows the same as figure 5.2 for two neighbour-
ing low contrast stimuli. In the absence of a target, the rates
ll for both populations are exactly on the equality line, since
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these rates were only measured once and the neighbouring pop-
ulation was assumed to show the same firing rate. For a low
contrast target and a low contrast distractor, the target popula-
tion rate ll increased in 26 out of 27 sessions compared to ll,
and the distractor population rate ll decreased in 23 of 27 ses-
sions. All sessions show a higher rate of the target population
than the distractor population, where the difference is signifi-
cant in 24 of 27 cases (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The
whole population average rates are LL = 20.78 Hz, LL = 29.01
Hz, and LL = 18.58 Hz. The effect sizes of target allocation are
LL− LL = 8.23 Hz or LL/LL− 1 = 39.60%, and LL− LL = −2.22
Hz or LL/LL− 1 = −10.68%.
In figure 5.4 again the the same is plotted, but for two neigh-
bouring high contrast stimuli. When a high contrast target was
paired with a high contrast distractor, the target population rate
hh increased compared to hh in 13 of 17 sessions, and the distrac-
tor population rate hh decreased compared to hh in 16 of 17 ses-
sions. The target rate was always higher than the distractor rate,
significantly so in 16 out of 17 cases (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-
sum test). The whole population average rates are HH = 31.12
Hz, HH = 38.21 Hz, and HH = 24.72 Hz. The absolute and rel-
ative effect sizes of target allocation are HH − HH = 7.09 Hz,
HH/HH − 1 = 22.78%, HH − HH = −6.40 Hz, and HH/HH −
1 = −20.56%.
The rate changes between target and corresponding non-target
conditions are further analysed in figure 5.5. The absolute rate in-
crease a population experiences when becoming a target is signif-
icantly higher in the low contrast target, high contrast distractor
condition compared to the equal contrast conditions (p < 0.05,
ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer criterion). The rate decrease on the
population that became the distractor was significantly higher
when the corresponding stimulus had a high contrast than when
it had a low contrast (p < 0.05, ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer cri-
terion).
In a second step, the firing rates in trials where errors oc-
curred were analysed. In error trials, a response was given out-
side of the response window, either too early or too late, indicat-
ing incorrect attentional allocation leading to a wrong or missed
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Figure 5.2: Firing rates of V1 neurons representing neighbouring low
and high contrast stimuli. The abscissa represents the rates of popula-
tions with a low contrast stimulus in its receptive fields (lh, diamonds),
and the rates in the same situation when the low contrast stimulus was
the target (lh, circles). Same recording sessions are linked by grey lines.
The ordinate show the corresponding rates hl and hl of the population
directly stimulated by the high contrast stimulus from the same record-
ing session. In all sessions, hl was bigger than lh (diamonds, one per
recording session). The dotted line marks rate equality. If the low con-
trast stimulus became the target, lh was increased in all sessions when
compared to lh and the distractor population rate decreased in all but
one session (circles). A filled symbol denotes a significant difference be-
tween lh and hl respectively lh and hl (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum
test). The grey bars in the inset represent LH and HL and the red ones
LH and HL. The average low contrast target population rate LH is sig-
nificantly higher than the high contrast distractor population rate HL
(p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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Figure 5.3: Firing rates of V1 neurons representing neighbouring low
contrast stimuli. The dotted line marks rate equality. Without target, the
rates were equal by definition (diamonds). If one stimulus became the
target, the target rate ll was increased in all sites but one session and the
distractor rate ll decreased compared to ll in 23 of 27 sessions (circles).
A filled symbol denotes a significant difference between rates (p < 0.05,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The grey bars in the inset represent LL and the
red ones LL and LL, obtained by pooling over recording sessions.
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Figure 5.4: Firing rates of V1 neurons representing neighbouring high
contrast stimuli. The dotted line marks rate equality. Without target, the
rates were equal by definition. If one stimulus became the target, the
target rate hh was increased in 13 of 17 sessions and the distractor rate
hh decreased compared to hh in 16 of 17 cases (circles). A filled symbol
denotes a significant difference between rates (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-
sum test). The grey bars in the inset represent HH and the red ones HH
and HH, obtained by pooling over recording sessions.
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Figure 5.5: Average rate effect of target allocation on populations rates in
all contrast combinations. The bars on the top show the average rates in
all conditions. The light grey upward bars show the rate increase a popu-
lation experienced when becoming a target. The darker grey downward
bars represent the average rate decrease a population was subjected to
when becoming a distractor. Error bars show 1.96× SEM and the aster-
isks denote significant differences. The target population rate increase
is significantly higher in the low contrast target, high contrast distractor
condition (left) when compared to the other two (p < 0.05, ANOVAwith
Tukey-Kramer criterion). The rate decrease of a population when becom-
ing a distractor is significantly lower when the corresponding stimulus
is of low contrast (middle) (p < 0.05, ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer crite-
rion).
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detection. Figure 5.6 reveals that the rate relation between lh and
hl follows a different pattern than when the trial was successful.
In total, only 7 out of 27 sessions showed a higher rate for the
target stimulus population, which is the reverse of the pattern
observed in successful trials (compare circles in figure 5.2). In 3
sessions, the distractor population rate hl was significantly higher
than the target population rate lh. Pooling data from all sessions,
the average rate of the distractor population HL was significantly
higher than the target population rate LH (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). This pattern inversion does not occur in the cases
of equal target and distractor contrast. Here, all target popula-
tion rates were still higher than the distractor population rates.
For this error analysis, only the firing rate in the last cycle before
the response was used since only during this cycle the attentional
allocation has surely failed.
The error frequency, i.e. the # of error trials / # of all trials, av-
eraged over recording sites, was 33.11% in the low contrast target,
high contrast distractor trials, 31.65% in the low contrast target,
low contrast distractor trials, and 16.82% in the high contrast tar-
get, high contrast distractor trials. The latter is significantly differ-
ent from the former two (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test with
Bonferroni correction). Only considering error trials where the
monkey responded before the response window, corresponding
to an active wrong decision, the error frequencies were 17.58%
(low contrast target, high contrast distractor), 13.89% (low con-
trast target, low contrast distractor), and 8.00% (high contrast
target, high contrast distractor). Here, all pairwise comparisons
reveal a significant difference.
Up to this point, firing rates from task cycles 2 and 3 were
combined for the analyses. Now the focus is on the temporal
evolution of the attentional rate effects during a trial.
First the average firing rate differences between the two stim-
ulated V1 populations was investigated with and without target
allocation. The time periods of the trial are defined in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.7 A) shows LH − HL and LH − HL during the static
periods and cycles 1 to 3. The rate difference was highest and
in favour of the high contrast stimulus for both LH − HL and
LH−HL during the static period. However, whereas without tar-
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Figure 5.6: Firing rates of V1 neurons in the low contrast target, high
contrast distractor condition in trials where errors occurred. The dotted
line marks rate equality. the target rate lh was higher than the distrac-
tor rate hl in 7 out of 27 cases. A filled symbol denotes a significant
difference between rates (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The three
significant rate differences all show a higher distractor rate. Compare
circles in figure 5.2 for the same rates in successful trials.
get allocation the rate difference LH − HL did not change from
cycle 1 to 3 and stayed in favour of the high contrast stimulus, in
the low contrast target, high contrast distractor condition the rate
difference LH − HL did, to a point where the target population
rate LH was above the distractor population rate HL during cycle
2 and 3. Notably, these are the periods in which attentional inter-
vention would be expected most since the target shape cannot
reappear at the end of cycle 1. As shown in figure 5.7 B), the tar-
get population rate was always above the distractor population
rate for equal contrast conditions, with an increased difference in
cycle 2 and 3.
Also during the static period a higher rate of the target popu-
lation could be expected to route the target stimulus to a higher
visual area for later comparison. However, this was not the case
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Figure 5.7: Temporal evolution of rate differences between neighbouring
populations. A) shows the rate differences between the low contrast pop-
ulation and the high contrast population (LH − HL, brighter grey), and
the same differences with target allocation to the low contrast stimulus
(LH − HL, darker grey), temporally broken down into static period and
cycles 1 to 3. Error bars show 1.96× SEM (standard error of the mean).
In both conditions, the rate imbalance in favour of the high contrast pop-
ulation was highest in the onset period. The difference LH − HL did
not change between the cycles. However, it did when the low contrast
stimulus was the target (LH− HL) to a degree where the target rate was
greater than the distractor rate in cycles 2 and 3. B) Rate differences in
the low contrast target, low contrast distractor condition (middle grey)
and in the high contrast target, high contrast distractor condition (dark
grey). Both conditions show a rate difference in favour of the target pop-
ulation throughout the periods, with the tendency to an increased differ-
ence in cycles 2 and 3.
in the low contrast target, high contrast distractor condition (fig-
ure 5.7 A). Figure 5.8 shows the time course of average pooled
firing rates within the static period for this condition. A first tran-
sient response is followed by a period of insignificant difference
between target and distractor population rates. Thus, the high
difference between HL and LH in favour of the distractor popu-
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Figure 5.8: Average time courses of low contrast and hight contrast pop-
ulation rates during the static period. A) The high contrast population
rate HL is higher than the low contrast rate LH during the whole static
period. B) Rates LH and HL during the static period. Averaged over the
full static period from 1.05 to 1.55 s, the distractor population rate is
higher than the target rate (figure 5.7 A)). However, this higher resolu-
tion plot shows that there is a period of insignificant difference between
LH and HL after the initial transient response. The red shadings repre-
sent 1.96× SEM. The black lines show the mean rates LH and HL from
A).
lation averaged over the whole static period is mostly due to the
strong stimulus onset transient.
Also, the development of rate effects over time between target
and corresponding non-target conditions was investigated. Fig-
ure 5.9 shows a time resolved version of figure 5.5. The contrast
dependent distractor population suppression did not change sig-
nificantly over time in all contrast pairings and was already present
during the static period. The same does not hold for the target
population rate increase: In the low contrast target, high contrast
distractor condition, a high rate increase during the static period
was followed by a significantly lower increase in cycle 1, in turn
again followed by a significantly higher rate increase in cycle 2.
In the low contrast target, low contrast distractor condition, the
rate increase was relatively low during onset and cycle 1, and
then grew significantly towards cycle 2 and 3. A similar pattern
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Figure 5.9: Time resolved version of figure 5.5. Error bars represent
1.96× SEM and asterisks denote significant differences. The distractor
population rate suppression exhibited no significant changes across time
periods. The attentional rate increase was high during the onset period
in the low contrast target, high contrast distractor condition (left), de-
creased significantly during cycle 1 and increased again to cycle 2 and
3 (p < 0.05, ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer criterion). For an equal low
contrast distractor, rate increases were relatively low during onset and
cycle 1, and increased significantly to cycle 2 and 3 (p < 0.05, ANOVA
with Tukey-Kramer criterion). A similar patter could underlie the obser-
vation in the high contrast target, high contrast distractor case, but the
rate differences are not significant.
can be seen in the high contrast target, high contrast distractor
condition, albeit without significant differences.
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5.4 discussion
The results show that under attention the rate of the target pop- target rate
> distractor
rate
ulation is increased while the rate of the distractor population
is decreased such that the target population rate lies above the
distractor population rate in all tested conditions. If the differ-
ence to the distractor population rate is high (low contrast target,
high contrast distractor), the attentional rate increase of the tar-
get population is higher than when the distractor population has
a similar rate. In the low contrast target, high contrast distractor
condition, errors occur when the prerequisite of the target popu-
lation rate being larger that the distractor population rate is not
fulfilled.
At this point, it shall be noted that the predicted rate imbal- populations,
not single
neurons
matter
ance in favour of the target population is an explicit require-
ment on populations, not single neurons. Consider the case of
a strongly colour tuned neuron with a preference for red and
no response to blue. Further assume that a blue stimulus is pre-
sented at the recorded and a red stimulus at the neighbouring
site. This neuron, when part of the recorded ensemble will show
no response. If it is in the neighbouring populations, it will be
maximally active. It is not plausible that this neuron is now el-
evated by attention at the recorded site and suppressed at the
neighbouring site such that it is more active at the recorded site.
It is more plausible that the rate imbalance is defined between
the subsets of neurons that encode the respective stimuli well,
i.e. the blue preferring neurons in the recorded ensemble and
the red preferring neurons in the neighbouring ensemble. This
also explains why finding some sessions where lh < hl is not
detrimental to the statement, and rather the pooled average is
of importance. It might have occurred that a small set of neurons
was recorded in a session which were suboptimally driven by the
stimuli.
To alleviate this potential confound as much as possible, the
contrast feature was chosen to manipulate neurons’ responses.
Contrast tuning is one of the most thoroughly investigated tun-
ing properties in early visual cortex. Although there is hetero-
geneity from cell to cell, the overwhelming majority of neurons
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described so far shows a monotonically increasing response with
contrast irrespective of other tuning properties (e.g. [Alb95; AH82;
Bon91; CH94; Alb+02]). This pattern is unaffected by the mean
luminance of the stimulus [GAC07]. Thus, if a reasonably active
subset of neurons was recorded, it is to be assumed that these
neurons also participate in the population response to a stimulus
which differs in contrast.
Taken together, this data is consistent with the prediction thatdata is
consistent
with RISER
model
prediction
a higher rate of the target population is a prerequisite for se-
lective attentional information routing. A further case in point is
that the contrast difference was chosen close to the point at which
the monkey refused to perform the task, presumably because it
got too difficult for larger contrast differences. Incidentally in the
low contrast target, high contrast distractor condition, the target
population rate is barely larger than the distractor population’s,
whereas the difference is much bigger for equal contrast condi-
tions. Also, the error frequency is highest for the low contrast
target, high contrast distractor condition. Thus it is plausible that
the point at which the monkey refuses to perform the task is the
point where the target population rate cannot be increased over
the distractor population rate. An error frequency difference ob-
served between the low contrast target, low contrast distractor
and the high contrast target, high contrast distractor conditions
could be explained by the task with low contrast stimuli being
naturally harder: not only the distractor has to be gated out, but
also the target perceived in the first place, which was close to the
perceptual threshold for the human experimenter.
However, establishing a rate excess of the target population
over the distractor population does not guarantee successful task
performance: errors in equal contrast conditions can also occur
when a higher target population rate is given. Possibly the re-
spective errors have different causes in processing stages beyond
V1. A possible explanation in the CTC framework would be that
although the mean rates in V1 were properly set up for selec-
tive routing, the phase relations between communicating V1 and
V4 populations were temporarily disturbed, possibly by transient
rate fluctuations. Conversely, successful performance does entail
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a higher target rate, consistent with the assumption that the rate
imbalance in favour of the target is a necessary condition.
The rate changes brought about by attention, which are neces- suppression
and
facilitation
stem from
different
processes
sary to abolish the rate differences between target and distractor
population, exhibit a quite complex pattern. During the task rele-
vant cycles 2 and 3 (figure 5.5), attentional suppression of the dis-
tractor population seems to be independent of the firing rate of
the target population, and to scale with the firing rate of the dis-
tractor population in the absence of attention. The rate increase
of the target population does not scale with target or distractor
rate, rather with the difference between the two: it is higher in the
low contrast target, high contrast distractor condition than when
target and distractor are of the same contrast. Importantly, the ab-
solute effect sizes of target facilitation and distractor suppression
do not co-vary, which would be expected if they are signatures of
the same mechanism. Furthermore, when analysing the temporal
evolution of attentional rate effects, it is found that the suppres-
sion is constant over a trial and already present during the static
period. On the other hand, in the low contrast target, low con-
trast distractor condition the attentional increase develops over
the trial such that it is maximal during cycles 2 and 3 when the
target stimulus can possibly reappear (figure 5.9). In the low con-
trast target, high contrast distractor condition, a similar pattern
shows, with the difference that a strong attentional rate increase
occurs during the static period. This extra increase could be ex-
plained by the need to route the target shape for later compar-
ison to determine the shape’s reappearance. Indeed, within the
static period, a time window exists with insignificant difference
between target and distractor rate where this routing could take
place (figure 5.8).
Taking both the different time courses and the different pat-
terns of effect sizes into account, they imply that suppressive
and facilitatory attentional effects originate from two distinct pro-
cesses: A stimulus driven, ’bottom up’ distractor suppression,
and a cue driven, ’top-down’ target facilitation which can be flex-
ibly adjusted to task demands. This finding, to my knowledge,
has not been described on a population rate basis before.
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However, there is accumulating supporting evidence for thissupporting
evidence
from other
studies
hypothesis from behavioural studies and non-invasive electro-
physiology. In a psychophysical study trying to dissociate stimu-
lus driven and cue driven attentional effects [CG98], it was found
that especially stimulus driven attention leads to a decrease of
discrimination performance at distractor locations close to the tar-
get. The authors hypothesize that this is due to a lower saliency
of the distractor stimulus. A lower distractor saliency is akin to a
lower perceived contrast brought about by a decreased distractor
population rate. Results from [Luc95] also suggest that facilita-
tion and suppression are functionally distinct processes: Investi-
gating the effects of distractor suppression and target facilitation
in electroencephalography (EEG) time courses, it was found that
both appear at different times and can be observed in the absence
of one another. A further recent result from EEG studies is that
inter-individual differences in the visual working memory capac-
ity between subjects correlate with different attentional strategies.
Subjects with a high visual working memory capacity both em-
ploy target facilitation and distractor suppression, whereas sub-
jects with a low capacity fail to show distractor suppression, and
only target representations are enhanced [Gas+16; Gul+14]. This
is a further case in point that distractor suppression and target fa-
cilitation arise from different mechanisms, and are not two sides
of the same coin. Recently, by investigating attentional changes
on reaction times, it was reported that target cueing leads to flex-
ible target facilitation, whereas distractor cueing is ineffective for
distractor suppression, suggesting that target facilitation is a top-
down process, whereas distractor suppression is not [Noo+16].
The RISER model developed in chapter 3 can be updated toRISER
model is
compatible
with
independent
suppression
and
facilitation
incorporate independent attentional facilitation and suppression.
In addition to the ∆+add applied to the excitatory and inhibitory
subpopulation of the first layer population processing the attended
stimulus, ∆−add is subtracted from the excitatory and inhibitory
drive to the population representing the non-attended stimulus.
Figure 5.10 shows attentional rate effects corresponding to figure
5.5 with ∆+att = 0.3 in the low contrast target, high contrast distrac-
tor condition and 0.2 in the other conditions, and ∆−att = −0.15 in
the conditions with a high contrast distractor and −0.075 in the
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Figure 5.10: Reproduction of effects on target and distractor population
rates in the RISER model. According to the experimental findings, an
additional attentional signal ∆−att was incorporated which decreases the
input to the input to the first layer population processing the non at-
tended stimulus. The parameters are wiiloc = w
ie
loc = −3, weiAB = 1.5, and
w f f = 0.5. Furthermore ∆
+
att = 0.3 in the low contrast target, high con-
trast distractor condition and ∆+att = 0.2 in the others. ∆
−
att was set to
−0.15 in the conditions with a high contrast distractor and −0.075 in
the low contrast target, low contrast distractor condition. For the model
setup, please refer to figure 4.1.
low contrast target, low contrast distractor condition. A simpli-
fied pure ING rate-based model (chapter 4) was simulated with
wiiloc = w
ie
loc = −3, weiAB = 1.5, w f f = 0.5 and all other weights set
to 0.
5.4.1 Locus of attentional intervention
A further point of consideration is the target of the attentional sig-
nal. This study highlights the importance of firing rate relations
at a cortical stage where stimuli are still separately processed
(here V1), but project to the same population in a higher area (here
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V4), consistent with the RISER model. However, as already notedlocus of
attentional
interven-
tion might
depend on
stimulus
configura-
tion
in the introduction, a backward progression of latency and size
of attentional effects was described, being fastest and strongest
in V4, and latest and weakest in V1 [Buf+10]. This apparent dis-
agreement can be potentially explained by differences in tasks:
The stimuli used in the experiment in [Buf+10] were set up far
apart as to not cause biased competition in the recorded V4 neu-
rons. However, I conceptualize attention as a mechanism to re-
solve competition. An attentional signal would be most effective
at the stage of strongest competition, i.e. layer 1 in the model, be-
fore both stimuli are integrated in a successive processing stage.
Thus it follows that also the area attention targets depends on
the stimulus and task configuration. Given the specific stimulus
setup, this target area could well be V4 in the aforementioned ex-
periments, meaning that V4 would correspond to layer 1 in the
RISER model. Whereas the results from the present study advo-
cate the validity of this rationale for the locus of attentional in-
tervention, it cannot be completely clarified. For this purpose,
recordings with different stimulus distances would be necessary
to probe whether increasing distance leads to similar rate effects
as observed here in higher cortical areas.
5.4.2 Previous studies on contrast and attention
The idea that contrast and attention might apply similar mech-
anisms is founded on the observations that sustained attention
can be described as a contrast gain in a range of studies [LC06;
MT02; RD03; CLR04]. Notably, in [RD03] a similar situation was
investigated where two stimuli of different contrast were placed
in the receptive field of a V4 neuron. The authors report that the
stimulus mainly represented in the V4 neuron is the one of higher
contrast and hypothesized that the visual system is hard-wired to
select the stimulus of highest contrast among competitors. They
further hypothesize that attention has to overcome the contrast
imbalance such that the lower contrast stimulus can be prefer-
entially processed. The present study complements this finding
in showing that, indeed, attention compensates for the contrast
imbalance by intervening in V1 populations that project to V4.
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5.4.3 Alternative routing mechanisms
In [Fri15] it was hypothesized that an increase in γ synchrony
paired with a slight increase in the population γ frequency of the
attended layer 1 population is sufficient to selectively route infor-
mation. The attended population would then transiently entrain
the layer 2 population and during these locked phases slightly
precede activity incoming from the non-attended layer 1 popula-
tion. Whereas a slight increase of the γ frequency in a local pop-
ulation in the RISER model due to attentional facilitation could
also occur, this alternative routing scheme would need only lit-
tle attentional mean rate effects in layer 1. Especially, a necessary
increase of the target population rate over the distractor popu-
lation rate would not be expected. However, the present results
showing strong rate effects in layer 1 are consistent with the rate
imbalance in favour of the target population being a necessary
condition for selective routing, and thus rather fit into the frame-
work of the RISER model.
5.5 acknowledgements
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performed by Lukas Rausch and Eric Drebitz in the Kreiter lab. I
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6CONCLUS ION AND OUTLOOK
This concludes the part on attentional mechanisms of selective
routing. The purpose was to develop a network model and in-
vestigate dynamics on these networks that could subserve flexi-
ble information processing. As a simple example of this flexible
processing, a experimentally well researched attention paradigm
was used as a starting point where three or four distinct popula-
tions, two in a lower network layer and one or two in a higher
layer, engage in collective dynamics.
In chapter 3 a model for selective routing, dubbed the RISER
model, was proposed and shown to reproduce several electro-
physiological effects of attention that were not reconciled before.
It implements the previously formulated CTC hypothesis in a spe-
cific way such that flexible routing configurations self-organize
and can be guided by simple attentional signals. This model was
shown to be optimal for selective information routing. A model
specific prediction was tested and confirmed in a specifically de-
signed electrophysiological experiment.
Additionally, details of how attention influences activity in
this network could be disentangled. The data from the experi-
ment suggests that target facilitation and distractor suppression
are mediated by distinct mechanisms, which is supported by psy-
chophysical and EEG studies. The RISER model can incorporate
such a dual mechanism without problems.
In short, a good candidate circuit underlying flexible process-
ing in the primate brain was developed and the understanding
of attentional mechanisms furthered. Since no striking counter ar-
guments are known to me, I would even speculate that the RISER
model is a canonical switch motif that might be implemented
throughout the brain. Chapter 3 was published in a similar form
[HEP15], and chapters 4 and 5 are being prepared for publica-
tion. For the latter, data from a second monkey is needed which
is being recorded at the moment.
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The validity of the RISER model could further be probed by in-
vestigating γ-phase relations between competing first layer pop-
ulations. A clear prediction is that populations close enough to
enter competition under attention will engage in anti-phase γ-
oscillations, whereas populations further apart will not. To date,
such distance dependent phase relations have not been investi-
gated to my knowledge. Along the same lines, also target facilita-
tion and distractor suppression should occur at different cortical
stages for different stimuli distances. This could be tested in the
same experiment.
For future work, the RISER model can be used as a testbed
to determine the effects of artificial stimulation in the cortex. In
an ongoing study, the effect of stimulation with short electrical
pulses in different subpopulations is investigated to determine
whether they can be used to interfere with attentional allocation
[LE16]. Similar experiments are being performed in primate stud-
ies in the Kreiter lab, which, if successful, would further bolster
the oscillation phase based routing theories.
After the local circuitry for routing has been established, it re-
mains to be shown that several RISER modules can be combined
in parallel to form a coherent model of two successive visual
areas with receptive fields spanning the whole visual field. I hy-
pothesize that the network can be set up by a distance depen-
dent lateral interaction profile such that strong oscillations are
only evoked in locations where different stimuli are close to each
other. At other locations, where single stimuli are present and no
competition has to be resolved, the network would operate in a
rather stochastic spiking mode. Hence, oscillations could be used
as much as necessary and as little as possible. Such a mode of op-
eration is favourable since strong stereotypic intrinsic dynamics
can be detrimental for information representation.
Part II
THEORY OF EFFECT IVE INFLUENCE

OUTL INE PART I I
This second part of the thesis delves deeper into the question of
how effective influence can be defined in a complex dynamical
system, resulting in the presentation of the novel theory of topo-
logical causality.
First, chapter 7 lays out the mathematical foundation for the
following. Chapter 8 then contains the theory of the novel def-
inition of effective influence and showcases some applications,
as well as discusses important properties. This chapter was pub-
lished in similar form [Har+17]. The second part ends in chapter
9, which gives a conclusion and an outlook.

7MATHEMAT ICAL FOUNDAT IONS
The novel theory of effective influence will be related to the es-
tablished methods of Granger causality and convergent cross-
mapping. These two measures are introduced in the following,
along with Takens’ theorem, which is the foundation for both
convergent cross-mapping and the newly developed measure.
7.1 granger causality
Granger causality (GC) [Gra69] is a statistical concept for the de-
tection of causal links between two stochastic variables x1 and x2
which generate discrete time series. It holds for stochastic linear
systems, i.e. it assumes that the time series of x1, x2 can be written
as a linear autoregressive model of the form
x1(t) =
p
∑
k=1
w11,kx1(t− k) +
p
∑
k=1
w12,kx2(t− k) + η1(t)
x2(t) =
p
∑
k=1
w22,kx2(t− k) +
p
∑
k=1
w21,kx1(t− k) + η2(t) ,
where p is the model order. The residuals η1, η2 are assumed to
be noise processes. The idea is that if knowledge about the past
of x2 yields an advantage for predicting x1(t) over a prediction
based on the past of x1 alone, then x2 has an influence on x1. Or
’x2 Granger causes x1’. Given that some coefficients in w12,k are
non-zero, the rationale is easy to see: not knowing about influ-
ence from x2 to x1, i.e. assuming that the coefficients w12,k are 0
while they are not, effectively absorbs ∑
p
k=1 w12,kx2(t − k) into
η1(t), leading to a larger non-deterministic residual η1(t) and
hence a worse prediction of x1(t). The coefficients being non-
zero can be tested by an F-test against the null-hypothesis, where
the logarithm of the statistic is related to the size of coefficients
[Gew82].
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Specifically, let exi(t)|xi(t − 1), ..., xi(t − p) be the prediction
of xi(t) based on the past values of xi alone, and
exi(t)|xi(t −
1), ..., xi(t− p), xj(t− 1), ..., xj(t− p) the prediction including the
past of xj. The prediction errors E(xi) and E(xi, xj) averaged over
the whole time series can then be written as
E(xi) = 〈[xi(t+ 1)−e xi(t+ 1)|xi(t), ..., xi(t− p)]2〉t ,
and
E(xi, xj) =
〈[xi(t+ 1)−e xi(t+ 1)|xi(t), ..., xi(t− p), xj(t), ..., xj(t− p)]2〉t
Granger causality, following [Gew82], is then quantified as
CGj→i = log
(
E(xi)
E(xi, xj)
)
. (7.1)
Now for a simple example of a autoregressive system with
order p = 1, the model reads
x1(t) = w11x1(t− 1) + w12x2(t− 1) + η1(t)
x2(t) = w22x2(t− 1) + w21x1(t− 1) + η2(t) .
Since everything is linear and the influence from system 2 to sys-
tem 1 is mediated by the coupling weight w12, C
G
2→1 will be pro-
portional to this coupling weight: The larger the weight, the more
the prediction accuracy for x1(t) will increase through knowl-
edge of x2(t− 1).
The concept of separability is fundamental here. It reflects inGC requires
separability the notion that possible explanations, or causes, for x1, can be
either considered or not for prediction of x1(t). Mathematically,
this is due to the linear stochastic nature of the system which al-
lows w12x2(t− 1) to be absorbed in the noise η1(t). This means
that a coupled system {x1, x2} can be decomposed into its com-
ponents, such that each component x1, x2 on its own has less in-
formation than the full system.
For simplicity only 2 coupled variables were used here, but
the concept holds for an arbitrary amount.
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7.1.1 Transfer entropy
Transfer entropy [Sch00] can be seen as an information theoretic
formulation of GC for auto-regressive processes [BBS09]. How-
ever, it is more general in the sense that it does not require lin-
earity of the system. As GC, however, it relies on separability and
the components being random variables.
7.2 takens’ theorem
Takens’ theorem [Tak81] makes a statement about attractor recon-
structability of dynamical systems from the individual system
components. It can be phrased as follows:
Let the (multidimensional) states x1 and x2 of two compo-
nents of a deterministic dynamical system be governed by
x˙1 = f1(x1,w12µ2(x2))
x˙2 = f2(x2,w21µ1(x1))
where µi(xi) denote fixed scalar functions and wij coupling con-
stants. A component here refers to a mutually coupled set of vari-
ables. The trajectories (x1(t),x2(t)) form an invariant manifold,
an attractor, in the phase space of the joint dynamical system. A
manifold in a delay coordinate space visited by
r
xi
φi
(t) = (φi(xi(t)), φi(xi(t+ τ)), . . . , φi(xi(t+ (m− 1)τ)))
is topologically equivalent, meaning that a homeomorphic map-
ping between both manifolds exists, if wij 6= 0 and the embed-
ding dimension m is sufficient. If m > 2d, where d is the dimen-
sionality of the attractor of the joint dynamical system, it is cer-
tainly sufficient. Here, φi is a measurement function depending
on a scalar component of xi, which will be omitted to simplify
the notation: rxi := rxiφi . A recent addition to the theorem shows
that by transitivity, a surjective smooth mapping from rxi (t) to
r
xj(t), denoted by Mti→j, exists iff wij 6= 0 [CGS15].
This means that the attractor of a mutually coupled dynami-
cal system can be reconstructed by observing dynamics in a time-
delay coordinate space from each single component. Crucially,
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the system is in general not separable, since each component con-dynamical
systems are
generically
not
separable
tains the information of the full system attractor. Thus, homeo-
morphic mappings between the reconstructions and the original
attractor and amongst each other exist. Also here, only two com-
ponents are used for simplicity, but the theory encompasses arbi-
trarily many components.
As an example consider the famous Lorenz system [Lor63]
given by
x˙1(t) = 10(x2 − x1) (7.2)
x˙2(t) = x1(28− x3)− x2
x˙3(t) = x1x2 − 83x3
Figure 7.1 shows a trajectory in the phase space of the sys-
tem and trajectories in time-delay coordinate systems based on
x1 and x2. The characteristic "butterfly" shape of the original at-
tractor shows as well in the reconstructions, albeit a bit warped
and bent. The homeomorphic map between all manifolds ensures
that they can be morphed into each other only by "stretching and
squeezing" and without "ripping", figuratively speaking.
7.3 convergent cross-mapping
The recently proposed procedure of convergent cross-mapping
(CCM) [Sug+12] checks for the existence of a topology preserving
mapping Mti→j between two reconstructions r
xi and rxj to infer
the existence of a causal link i → j. It is stated as follows:
For a given time point t one finds the set of k nearest neigh-
bours
{rxi (txi1 ), ..., rxi (txik )}
to rxi (t). The time indices {txi1 , ..., txik } of these points are used to
determine the corresponding points
{rxj(txi1 ), ..., rxj(txik )}
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of Takens’ theorem. The trajectory in the original
phase space of a Lorenz system (eqs 7.2) (up) visits the distinct "butter-
fly" shape of the attractor. Trajectories in time lagged coordinate spaces
of x1 (down left) and x2 (down right) reveal a topologically equivalent
shape.
on rxj . If a topology preserving mapping Mti→j exists, these latter
points should lie close to rxj(t). To test this, a linear prediction
e
r
xj(t) =
k
∑
l=1
alr
xj(txil )
is generated, where the coefficients al are monotonously decreas-
ing functions of the distance |rxi (t) − rxi (txil )|. If now the num-
ber of available data points – or as the authors put it: the library
length L – increases and the correlation ρj→i between predictions
e
r
xj(t) and true values rxj(t) converges to 1, a causal link from xj
to xi is assumed. The authors also observe that stronger coupling
seems to imply higher convergence speed [Sug+12].
The rationale is that if a mapping exists, projecting neighbour-
hood onto neighbourhood, the prediction of points on one recon-
structions from neighbourhoods in the other should improve as
the attractor "fills in" with data points.
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Inferring the existence of a causal in link in the direction j → i
the from the existence of a mapping i → j in the opposite direc-
tion might seem counter-intuitive at first. To clarify one might
consider the following argument. If a coupling wij from xj to xi
exists, then information about the trajectory of xj is contained in
xi. This entails that r
xj can be reconstructed from rxi , i.e a map-
ping Mti→j exists.
8TOPOLOGICAL CAUSAL ITY
8.1 introduction
Part I of this thesis showed how modulations of effective influ- state
dependency
of effective
influence
ences in neuronal networks are crucial for selective information
processing. Neuronal networks can be modelled as non-linear dy-
namical systems. The CTC mechanism is a good example of how
this non-linearity allows for modulations of effective influences
that would not be possible in linear systems: due to a non-linear
activation function mapping membrane potential to firing rate, a
neuron can be more or less receptive for incoming input. If the
neuron’s membrane potential is close to the firing threshold, an
input might cause a spike which otherwise would not occur if
the membrane potential is further away from threshold. Thus it
is clear that the influence exerted across a synapse does not only
depend on the strength of the synapse, but also on the state of
the system. Or differently put, the effective influence is generated
from the interplay of the system’s structure with its dynamics.
This state dependency is a generic property of non-linear dy- analyses of
non-linear
systems
often use
unfit
measures
namical systems and is at odds with the assumptions of Granger
causality (GC). However, many studies, also discussed previously
in part I, that investigate influences between neuronal popula-
tions resort to linear stochastic measures such as GC (e.g. [Bas+15;
Bos+12; Mic+16]), probably due to the lack of a viable alternative.
A linear measure can be assumed to be reasonable if the causal-
ity is certain to be unidirectional, such as when the influence of
an external signal to neuronal populations is investigated (Spec-
tral coherence used in [Gro+15] and chapters 3 and 4). However,
in the general case GC was shown to produce erroneous detec-
tion of influences from electrophysiological data [SP17a], which
recently incited a vigorous debate [FSM17; BBS17; SP17b]. I want
to address in the following how a suitable alternative measure
for effective influence in generic non-linear dynamical systems
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can be formulated that does not suffer from the shortcomings of
applying a measure to a situation for which it is not designed.
The remainder of this chapter is adapted with permission
from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik.
"Topological causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review
Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American
Physical Society.
Historically, influence between system components and the"cause" and
"effect" are
generically
entangled ...
concept of causality are tightly connected. Discussions about the
nature of causality range back to the beginnings of natural phi-
losophy [AriBCa]. In recent formalizations it refers to situations
where states x1 of one system part influence states x2 of another
part [AP08]. It is often assumed that some aspects of x1 vary in-
dependently of x2, and that the flow of information in the overall
system is essentially unidirectional. This premise is at odds with
non-linear dynamical systems studied in e.g. physics, ecology,
economy and neuroscience: generally, two system parts, e.g. two
brain areas, will have bidirectional interaction and cyclic infor-
mation flow [BWD12]. The classical notion of causality becomes
problematic here since cause and effect are entangled.
This entanglement is reflected in Takens’ theorem [Tak81;... proven
by Takens’
theorem
Pac+80], which proves that in generic smooth deterministic dy-
namical systems, the overall state is reconstructable from any
measured observable. In other words, if x1 and x2 interact bidi-
rectionally, each x1(t) and x2(t) alone contain the full informa-
tion about the whole system constituted by x1 and x2. That is, the
system cannot be separated into subsystems and rather behaves
as a whole. In consequence, the question for causal relations can
not be answered by classifying component systems as "cause" or
"effect", but rather asks for the asymmetry and strength of influ-
ence among these components.
Mathematically sound and agreed upon definitions of these
quantities in dynamical systems are lacking. A novel approach
tailored to entangled dynamical systems, introduced in the next
section, provides the foundation for exactly that. As a key insight
it was discovered that local distortions in the mappings between
state space reconstructions based on different observables reflect
the time or state dependent efficacy of causal links among the
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underlying system components. Measures of effective influence
derived from this relation are analytically accessible for simple
systems and for more complicated ones can be estimated in a
model free, data driven manner.
8.2 theory of topological causality
Let the (multidimensional) states x1 and x2 of two system com-
ponents be governed by
x˙1 = f1(x1,w12µ2(x2))
x˙2 = f2(x2,w21µ1(x1)) ,
where µi(xi) denote fixed scalar functions and wij coupling con-
stants. Takens’ theorem states that a unique mapping Mi→j from
reconstruction rxi to reconstruction rxj exists iff wij 6= 0 [Tak81;
CGS15].
Assuming that these mappings are differentiable, Mti→j de-
notes the local linearisation (Jacobian Matrix) of Mi→j at the ref-
erence point t: Given that {txi1 , ..., txik } are the time indices of the
nearest neighbours on rxi to the reference point rxi (t), Mti→j is
the linear approximation of the mapping which projects
{rxi (txi1 ) , ..., rxi (txik )} to {rxj (txi1 ) , ..., rxj (txik )} .
In practice, the expansion eti→j of M
t
i→j will be analysed, which is
determined by the singular values σtk(M
t
i→j) of M
t
i→j larger than
one:
eti→j = ∏
k
max (1, σtk(M
t
i→j)) .
To illustrate how the expansions of these mappings between expansions
between
reconstruc-
tions relate
to the
effective
influence
reconstructions relate to directed effective influence, consider the
following thought experiment: First, a system with unidirectional
interaction is observed, i.e. w21 6= 0;w12 = 0. By virtue of Takens’
theorem, a unique mapping M2→1 from reconstruction rx2 to rx1
exists. However, M1→2 does not exist, since x1 has no informa-
tion on x2. This is illustrated in figure 8.1 A) by a joint manifold
(rx1 , rx2) lying ’folded’ over rx1 but uniquely over rx2 . Note here
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that maybe counter-intuitively the influence from x1 to x2 is re-
flected in the ’backward’ mapping M2→1: the existence of M2→1
implies coupling from x1 to x2.
Now increasing w12 while keeping w21 > w12 leads to mu-
tual but asymmetric interaction. Reconstructions rx1 and rx2 will
both reveal the same global system state. However, the weaker
coupling from x2 to x1 implies that the region of r
x2 states consis-
tent with a small region of rx1 states around rx1(t) is larger than
vice versa at most reference points t: Both rx1 and rx2 are driven
away from their state at time t by a combination of internal dy-
namics and the external influence from the other variable, but
r
x2 is more so due to the stronger coupling w21. This entails that
et1→2 > e
t
2→1, and a joint manifold (r
x1 , rx2) lying uniquely over
both reconstruction spaces, but more "steeply" over rx1 (figure 8.1
B).
If w12 is now decreased again to approach zero, e
t
1→2 will
increase until it diverges at the point where (rx1 , rx2) folds in
on itself as seen from rx1 (compare figure 8.1 A). This happens
at w12 = 0, where the mapping M
t
1→2 looses uniqueness and
corresponding points to neighbours in rx1 lie scattered over the
whole dynamical range of rx2 . Thus infinite expansion equates to
the non-existence of the corresponding mapping.
Consequently, when the couplings among x1 and x2 vanish
altogether, both component systems will behave independently
and the density of the resulting joint manifold factorizes. When
observed from reference states rx1(t) and rx2(t), the mappings
can be considered infinitely expanding in both directions, since
for most reference points close neighbours correspond to distant
points in the respective other space. This situation is illustrated
in figure 8.1 C).
In these expositions it was assumed that the scalar observ-expansion
invariance
through
quantile
transforma-
tion
ables xi = φi(xi) have been transformed to their quantiles q(xi) =
F(xi) prior to time-delay embedding, where F(xi) = P[Xi ≤ xi]
is the cumulative density function for the invariant measure of
xi. This eliminates expansions not caused by directed influences
but arising from the numerical representation of the scalar time
series or from the measurement function φ. Using the fact that
smooth scalar injective transformations φ are either monotoni-
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? ? ?
Figure 8.1: The relation of points rx1 (t) and rx2 (t) on multidimensional
manifolds illustrated in 1-D. The joint manifold represented by (rx1 , rx2 )
can be interpreted as the function mediating the mappings Mi→j be-
tween both spaces, and local linearisation Mti→j of the mappings as the
slope around a reference point. A) When only w21 6= 0, a one-to-one
mapping M2→1 from rx2 to rx1 exists, but not in the reverse direction:
r
x2 (t) is not uniquely determined for all states rx1 (t). Locally, Mt1→2
can be attributed a diverging expansion property, since close neighbours
of a given point rx1 (t) correspond to distant parts of the joint density
(rx1 , rx2 ). The dashed lines visualize non-uniqueness. B) Here, both cou-
plings are non-zero, but w21 > w12. Larger independence of x1 implies
a stronger expansion by Mt1→2 than by M
t
2→1 at most reference points,
which is indicated by the higher slope of (rx1 , rx2 ) when seen from rx1 .
C) If no coupling exists, expansion diverges in both directions. Reprinted
figure with permission from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann,
and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological causality in dynamical systems". Phys-
ical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the Ameri-
can Physical Society.
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cally increasing or decreasing, they have no effect on the singular
values of the Jacobian based on the quantile transformed observ-
ables. Thus, in the following, quantile transformations are rou-
tinely performed by kernel density estimations of the invariant
densities p(xi) [BA97].
Following these topological considerations, I hypothesize that
local expansions of the mappings between reconstruction mani-
folds of two observables can be utilized for graded measures of
the directed causal effective influences between component sys-
tems represented by these observables, where eti→j is inversely
related to the strength of the effective influence j → i.
The relation between expansion and effective influence can bea simple
analytical
example
made fully explicit with coupled one dimensional time-discrete
maps for which two dimensional time-delay embeddings are suf-
ficient. Consider the system given by
x1(t+ 1) =
g1(t)︷ ︸︸ ︷
x1(t)[r1(1− x1(t))−w12x2(t)] (8.1)
x2(t+ 1) = x2(t)[r2(1− x2(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
g2(t)
−w21x1(t)]
which has served as a model of ecological systems [Sug+12]. Here,
Mti→j based on raw data is accessible analytically for every point
in state space.
The linearised mapping Wti→j of small perturbations around
(xi(t), xi(t+ 1))
T to rxj(t), such that
(∆xj(t),∆xj(t+ 1))
T = Wti→j(∆xi(t),∆xi(t+ 1))
T
is
Wti→j =
1
wijxj(t)(
g′i(t)− wijxj(t) −1
(g′i(t)− wijxi(t))(g′j(t)− wjixj(t))− wijwjixi(t)xj(t) −(g′j(t)− wjixi(t))
)
with gi(t)
′ = ri(1 − 2xi(t)) being the derivative of the internal
dynamics of xi w.r.t. xi(t). This leads to one non-zero singular
value
σ =
1
|wijxj(t)|
√
([g′i(t)− wijxj(t)]2 + 1)([g′j(t)− wjixi(t)]2 + 1)
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The effect of quantile transformation is captured by modifying
Wti→j to
Mti→j =
(
p(xj(t)) 0
0 p(xj(t+ 1))
)
Wti→j
(
p(xi(t))
−1 0
0 p(xi(t+ 1))
−1
)
with p() denoting probability density. The non-zero singular value
of Mti→j then becomes
σt
(
Mti→j
)
=
1
|wijxj(t)|χ (8.2)
χ =
1
|p(xi(t))p(xi(t+ 1))|√
[p(xj(t+ 1))(g
′
i(t)− wijxj(t))]2 + p(xj(t))2√
[p(xi(t+ 1))(g
′
j(t)− wjixi(t))]2 + p(xi(t))2
Thus, the expansion depends explicitly, and implicitly via the
derivations of the internal dynamics, on system states xi(t) and
xj(t). For small wij, the factor χ converges to a fixed value, such
that the whole expression is dominated by 1/|wijxj(t)|.
This example illustrates two important points. First, the weights
are inversely proportional to the respective expansions and
limwij→0 e
t
i→j = ∞, in line with the heuristic considerations. And
second, the effective influence will not only depend on the cou-
pling weights, but also on the system’s state: Mt1→2 is strongly
expansive for low x1 values, and M
t
2→1 for low values of x2, so
that different regions in state space could be characterized by dif-
ferent influence dominance.
To measure such state dependent asymmetry of effective in- state
dependent
asymmetry
of effective
influences
fluence let the index −1 ≤ αt ≤ 1 be defined as
αt =
log(et1→2)− log(et2→1)
log(et1→2) + log(e
t
2→1)
This definition is motivated by the relation of the log expansions
to loss of certainty in information theoretical terms (further dis-
cussed in section 8.5.1). Note, however, that depending on the
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particular system and the purpose of analysis other choices can
be more useful. Figure 8.2 A) shows that the asymmetry index
αt in this example fluctuates considerably over time as the sys-
tem explores the state space. This change of influence dominance
gives rise to various dynamical regimes among the time courses
of rx1 and rx2 , which are also obvious to see in x1(t) and x2(t)
proper since the dimensionality of the system is low (figure 8.2
B)). Specifically, when e.g. the influence from x1 to x2 is stronger
than in the reverse direction (blue region), i.e. et1→2 > e
t
2→1, the
trajectory of x2 shows stronger fluctuations than the one of x1.
Averaging over states visited during the dynamics yields a
mean asymmetry index:
α =
〈log(et1→2)− log(et2→1)〉t
〈log(et1→2) + log(et2→1)〉t
.
For the case of bidirectional coupling, which enforces Mt1→2 =
(Mt2→1)
−1, this expression simplifies to
α =
〈log(det(Mt1→2(Mt1→2)T))〉t
2∑k〈| log(σtk(Mt1→2))|〉t
,
which underlines the dissimilarity to approaches using the log-
arithm of |det(M)| [Jan+12]. Figure 8.2 C) shows α for differ-
ent combinations of coupling weights. The fact that α 6= 0 for
w12 = w21 reflects the difference between the dynamical equa-
tions for x1 and x2 and highlights again that the expansion is not
a mere proxy of the coupling weight, but actually measures the
effective influence exerted along the causal link.
However, the log determinant in α does not differentiate be-state
dependent
effective
influence
tween the qualitatively different situations of balanced strong
and balanced weak influence. For this purpose the topological
causality (TC) is defined as
Cti→j =
1
1+ log
(
etj→i
)
Ci→j =
1
1+ 〈log
(
etj→i
)
〉t
.
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Figure 8.2: Example of state dependent asymmetry. A) The state space
dependent αt in a system given by equations (8.1) is shown for w21 =
0.05;w12 = 0.02 and r1 = 3.8; r2 = 3.6. B) A segment of α
t and the
corresponding time courses of x1 and x2 for the same coupling weights.
Different regimes of dominant influence direction give rise to different
dynamical motifs. If αt is close to 0 for subsequent time points (light
grey), x1 and x2 synchronize. If α
t varies strongly around 0 (dark grey),
x1 and x2 desynchronize. When the causal effective influence from one
variable to the other is dominant, here from 1 to 2 (blue), the trajec-
tory of x2 shows higher amplitude excursions than the one of x1. C)
The mean asymmetry index α for the same system with varying cou-
pling strengths. Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack, E.
Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological causality
in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017).
Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
C ∈ [0, 1] satisfies the following fundamental intuitions about
causality: TC from component system i to j vanishes if no causal
link exists (wji = 0), and for small couplings it is a monotonous
function of the coupling weight. Also here alternative definitions
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with the same properties are possible. In general, C and Ct de-
pend on the coupling weights as well as on the current state of
the system.
8.3 numerical methods
In cases where the dynamical system model does not allow for an
analytical linearisation of the mappings between reconstructed
spaces, or the model itself is not known, the local mappings and
hence their expansion can be estimated in a purely data-driven
manner. After optimal embedding parameters m and τ are esti-
mated for the quantile-transformed time series, for which a range
of methods exists [BK15a], the k neighbouring points
{rx1(tx11 ), ..., rx1(tx1k )}
to a reference point rx1(t) are found under exclusion of the tem-
poral neighbours within τ(m− 1). Estimations of the expansions
are then obtained by two consecutive principal component anal-
yses to increase numerical robustness.
A first principal component analysis is used to reduce the
dimension of the set of points of nearest neighbours
{rx1(tx11 ), ..., rx1(tx1k )}
and the set of corresponding points
{rx2(tx11 ), ..., rx2(tx1k )}
individually: Let m1pca and m
2
pca be the number of components
contributing 99% to the explained variance for each set of points
and mpca = max(m1pca,m
2
pca). Then X
x1
1 and X
x1
2 denote the k×
mpca matrices of representations of
{rx1(tx11 ), ..., rx1(tx1k )} and {rx2(tx11 ), ..., rx2(tx1k )}
in the individual component spaces.
In a second step, a principle component analysis is performed
on the combined k× 2mpca reconstruction [Xx11 ,Xx12 ]. Let P de-
note the 2mpca × 2mpca matrix containing the principal compo-
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nent coefficients. Mt2→1 is then estimated by solving the equation
system
Mt2→1 =


P1,1 . . . P1,mpca
...
...
...
Pmpca ,1 . . . Pmpca ,mpca


︸ ︷︷ ︸
Px1

Pmpca+1,1 . . . Pmpca+1,mpca
...
...
...
P2mpca ,1 . . . P2mpca ,mpca


−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P
−1
x2
where Pxi contains the xi projections of the mpca components of P
that carry the largest variance. The singular values, and thus the
expansion can now be derived from Mt2→1, and M
t
1→2 is found
analogously.
For estimating a chance level the neighbours
{rx1(tx11 ), ..., rx1(tx1k )}
in the initial reconstruction are mapped N times to a set of ran-
domly chosen points
{rx2(trand1 ), ..., rx2(trandk )}
in the other reconstruction. The 5%-quantile of the expansions
found in these N trials is taken as the chance-level expansion.
Note that the principal component analysis steps, which in-
crease numerical stability, make the procedure look quite involved,
whereas it essentially just estimates the linear mapping between
two sets of data points.
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8.4 application examples
As an example of a more complex case that is not analyticallytime-
resolved
effective
influence
tractable consider a system of coupled Rössler equations [Rös76]
described by
x˙i(t) = − fiyi(t)− zi(t) + ∑
j
Ωij (8.3)
y˙i(t) = fixi(t) + 0.1yi(t)
z˙i(t) = 0.1+ zi(t)(xi(t)− 14) ; i = 1, . . . , n
with coupling functions Ωij. If not stated otherwise, { f1, f2, f3}
were set to {0.99, 0.85, 0.67}. As measurements from the individ-
ual systems q(yi) were used. Figure 8.3 A) and B) show causal-
ity measures for a bidirectionally coupled system (n = 2) with
Ωij = wijzj(t). When choosing the coupling function in this way,
strong causal influence i → j is only expected if the driving zi
component deviates from 0. Both αˆt and Cˆti→j capture this tempo-
ral structure, which is not obvious from the time courses of the
used measurements y1, y2 (figure 8.3 C)).
In order to serve as satisfactory definitions, the proposed in-causal
transitivity
is
guaranteed
dices must meet fundamental requirements of causality that can
be demonstrated by examining simple network motifs. One pre-
requisite is transitivity, meaning that "if 1 influences 2 and 2 in-
fluences 3, then 1 influences 3". Since Mt3→1 = M
t
2→1M
t
3→2, it can
be shown that
Ct1→3 ≥ Ct1→2Ct2→3 if w21 6= 0∧ w32 6= 0
Ct1→3 = 0 else
meaning that transitivity is mathematically guaranteed. Figure
8.4 A) shows numerically estimated Cˆ1→3 for a system of 3 cou-
pled Rössler equations. Only w21 and w32 were varied and other
coupling weights fixed to zero.
Another required property is the ability to distinguish sharedshared
input is not
confused
with true
interaction
input from true interaction. This is formally guaranteed if the re-
ceiving systems both retain independent degrees of freedom, i.e.
do not synchronize completely. To show that also estimated TC
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Figure 8.3: Example of time-dependent influences. Two bidirectionally
coupled Rössler systems (equations 8.3) with w21 = 0.2;w12 = 0.6 and
Ωij = wijzj(t). The time series of 10
5 data points were embedded with
dimension m = 13. αˆt and Cˆt2→1 are shifted to be aligned with the tempo-
ral mean t+ 1/2(m− 1)τ of the corresponding reconstructions rxi (t). A)
Local asymmetry αˆt of 104 points shown on projections of the attractor to
each system. B) Cˆt2→1 (black) for 200 consecutive time steps and the corre-
sponding time series of z2 (orange). The grey dashed line marks chance
level. C) Time series y1 and y2 used to estimate Cˆ
t
2→1. Reprinted figure
with permission from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and
K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological causality in dynamical systems". Physical
Review Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American
Physical Society.
reflects this property, consider a system described by equations
(8.3) (n = 3) with coupling functions Ωij = wij(xj(t) − xi(t)),
where only w13 6= 0 and w23 6= 0, generating a divergent net-
work motif. Here, { f1, f2, f3} were set to {0.99, 0.97, 0.98}. With
increasing coupling from x3 to x1 and x2, the latter two synchro-
nize more strongly, masking the actually absent interaction. Fig
8.4 B) shows that Cˆ1→2 is nearly independent of the common
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Figure 8.4: Causality properties. A) Transitivity. A unidirectionally cou-
pled chain is realized by a system of equations (8.3) (n = 3) with only
w21 6= 0 and w32 6= 0 and Ωij = wijxj(t). Cˆ was averaged from 103
randomly selected data points from time series of 105 points with an
embedding dimension m = 13. A bivariate increase of the excess of
Cˆ1→3 over chance level (CL) is observed, consistent with the theoretical
prediction. B) Common input investigated in a system of equations (8.3)
(n = 3) with Ωij = wij(xj(t)− xi(t)) and only w13 = w23 6= 0. Cˆi→j is
estimated with an embedding dimension m = 7. Cˆ1→2 and Cˆ2→1 (not
shown) depend weakly on the common input and only become signifi-
cant (marked by ∗) in the presence of high redundancy between 1 and
2, signified by a high Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). Reprinted
figure with permission from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann,
and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological causality in dynamical systems". Phys-
ical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the Ameri-
can Physical Society.
drive, and becomes significant only in the presence of substantial
correlations.
To demonstrate the applicability to real experimental time se-application
to experi-
mental
data
ries, EEG data [Nun+99] was analysed for which a predominant
information flow from frontal to dorsal channels was identified
[Nol+08]. The data is freely accessible at http://clopinet.com/
causality/data/nolte/. It contains EEG recordings from 10 sub-
jects with 19 electrodes per subject at a sampling rate of 256 Hz,
with each recording lasting around 1 minute. The average asym-
metry αˆ was calculated for every channel pair within each sub-
ject. The data was low pass filtered with a stop-band at 3 Hz to
remove slow drifts. Embedding parameters optimally represent-
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Figure 8.5: TC applied to EEG data. αˆ is shown between all possible pairs
of 19 channels of the EEG recording, averaged over 10 subjects. The asym-
metry from one channel to all others is plotted within the small circles,
where the location of the target corresponds to the position of the data
point in the small circles. The small circles are positioned at the approx-
imate location of the corresponding electrode on the skull. Plotting rou-
tine adapted from [Nol+08]. Reprinted figure with permission from D.
Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological
causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301
(2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
ing the system [BK15a] were found to be m = 6; τ = 6. Figure 8.5
shows the αˆ averaged over subjects. The circles are positioned at
the approximate electrode locations on the skull, where the val-
ues plotted inside the circles show αˆ with respect to the electrode.
A predominant influence from frontal to dorsal electrodes is ap-
parent, consistent with previous findings on the same dataset
(compare figure 4 in [Nol+08]).
8.5 further properties of topological causality
Since TC and the derived measures of effective influence are com-
pletely novel, the following section will go deeper into some im-
portant properties and considerations for possible applications.
First, a connection with information theory will be established
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which supports the choice of the expansion as the central mea-
sure of TC. Next, the robustness of estimated effective influences
is investigated to variations of the embedding parameters and the
available length of the time series. The relationship between TC
and the related measure of CCM is also discussed, and finally TC,
CCM and GC applied to a test linear stochastic system to assess the
performance of TC and CCM, tailored to non-linear deterministic
dynamical systems, under these circumstances.
8.5.1 Connection with information theory
The expansion of the mappings between reconstructions captured
by TC is directly related to loss of certainty between states mea-
sured with finite precision. More explicitly: let there be two ran-
dom variables X,Y defined on X ,Y ⊂ [0, 1]N . Let these random
variables be related by the bijective map Φ : X 7→ Y . In this sit-
uation information loss only arises between discretizations of X
and Y that model measurements with finite precision.
For simplicity let the discretizations Xn,Yn be uniform, corre-
sponding to hypercubes of side length 2−n. Of interest is now the
uncertainty about measurements of Y that are consistent with a
measurement of X. A measurement Xn = xn corresponds to a
region (hypercube) of consistent states of X, whose image under
Φ gives rise to possible observations of Yn that form the sup-
port of the conditional distribution of Yn given the realization xn,
supp PYn |xn =: Yn|xn . This leads to
H(Yn|Xn) = EXn [H(Yn|Xn = xn)]
= − ∑
xn∈X N
p(xn) ∑
yn∈Yn|xn
p(yn|xn) log p(yn|xn)
≤ ∑
xn∈X N
p(xn) log |Yn|xn | = H˜(Yn|Xn) ,
where H˜ denotes the entropy with respect to p˜Yn |xn ∼ UNI(Yn|xn),
i.e the consistent states in Yn are equiprobable. The inequality is
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tight. An elementary calculation gives log |Yn|xn | ∼ ex→y(x) in the
limit n → ∞, so that
lim
n→∞ H(Y
n|Xn) ≤ lim
n→∞ H˜(Y
n|Xn) ≈ eX→Y .
This result shows that after introduction of a discretization it
is not the log determinant (used in [Jan+12]) but the log expan-
sion that relates to conditional entropy. The intuition is that one
cannot recover information that is lost by the discretization along
axes corresponding to singular values smaller than one. This is
illustrated in figure 8.6. The log determinant relates to the differ-
ence H(Yn|Xn) − H(Xn|Yn) and thus only measures the asym-
metry of information loss.
8.5.2 Dependency of TC on embedding parameters and neighbourhood
size
To demonstrate the robustness of estimated TC measures to vari-
ations in the embedding parameters m andτ, a Rössler system
(equations 8.3, n = 2, w12 = 0.2;w21 = 0.05 and Ωij = wijxj(t)) is
simulated for 105 time steps. Cˆ1→2 and Cˆ2→1 are calculated from
1000 randomly selected points with k = 20. Whereas the absolute
values of Cˆ can vary, figure 8.7 shows that the correct relation
Cˆ1→2 > Cˆ2→1 is found even when the embedding parameters
m, τ deviate strongly from the optimal parameters m = 5; τ = 17.
Crucially, instances of Cˆ1→2 < Cˆ2→1 are not found throughout
the parameter space. The same holds true when k is varied. Fig-
ure 8.8 A) shows that over a wide range of neighbourhood sizes,
the relation between Cˆ1→2 and Cˆ2→1 is preserved. However, the
bigger k, the more the temporal resolution in Cˆti→j is lost (trivial,
not shown).
It was also investigated how the time series length T influ-
ences Cˆi→j. The findings are shown in figure 8.8 B). Cˆi→j tends
to increase the sparser the time series get, which is reasonable
since the bigger the subspace formed by the nearest neighbours
around rxj(t) is in relation to the full manifold reconstruction,
the smaller the maximal possible ej→i(t) will be. However, the
relative effective interaction is still qualitatively correctly detected
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Figure 8.6: Expansion determines information loss. Starting from an ob-
served value in Xn (or Yn) the region of consistent X (Y) states are shown
in dashed red rectangles and are transformed with the indicated map-
pings. The discretized measurements that can arise from this region are
shown in black and the number of possible values is given by the expan-
sion of the mappings. A) Mx→y is more expanding in the one direction
than shrinking in the other. For one Xn value, there are ex→y = 3 pos-
sible values of Yn, while only ey→x = 2 values of Xn are possible when
starting with one value of Yn. This asymmetry of information loss is con-
tained in the determinant |Mx→y| = 32 > 1. B) and C) demonstrate
that situations with the same value for the determinant of the Jacobian
behave qualitatively different. In B) there is the same amount of informa-
tion lost when projecting from Xn to Yn and from Yn to Xn, whereas no
information is lost at all in C). Reprinted figure with permission from D.
Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological
causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301
(2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
even for very short time series. For practical applications figure
8.8 B) suggests that reliable values for the expansions are obtain-
able when they stop to change with increasing length of the time
series. For the present example this would correspond to about
T = 3000 (Note that T is the length of the actual time series prior
to embedding).
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Figure 8.7: Robustness of TC to changes in the embedding dimension and time delay. A), B), C) show Cˆ1→2, Cˆ2→1, and
Cˆ1→2 − Cˆ2→1 for a Rössler system given by equations 8.3 (n = 2) with w12 = 0.2;w21 = 0.05 and Ωij = wijxj(t). The
system was simulated for 105 time steps and Cˆ was calculated from 1000 randomly selected points with k = 20. The
colour bar on the left applies to all subplots. D), E), F) Same as A) B) C), but for the excess over chance level (CL).
Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological
causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical
Society.
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Figure 8.8: Robustness of TC to variations in time series length and neigh-
bourhood size. A) Cˆ1→2 and Cˆ2→1 averaged over 1000 random reference
points for the same Rössler system as in figure 8.7. k is varied while m, τ
are set to their optimal values m = 5; τ = 17. The orange (blue) dashed
line shows the chance level for Cˆ1→2 (Cˆ2→1). kmax equals the full length
of the embedded time series, i.e. 105 − τ(m− 1). B) Cˆ1→2 and Cˆ2→1 for
the same Rössler system with increasing time series length T with fixed
m = 5; τ = 17; k = 10, averaged over min(2000, T − τ(m− 1)) random
reference points. Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack, E.
Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological causality
in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017).
Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
8.5.3 Relation between TC and CCM
The recently proposed procedure of convergent cross-mapping
(CCM) evaluates the correlation ρi→j between a linear prediction
of rxj(t) based on the set of points {rxj(txi1 ), ..., rxj(txik )} which
correspond to the k nearest neighbours to rxi (t) on rxi and the
true rxj(t). If the correlation converges when increasing the num-
ber of available data points (called the library length) L, a causal
link from j → i is assumed (see also section 7.3). The procedure
is related to TC in that it also draws on Takens’ theorem and the
existence of topology preserving mappings between reconstruc-
tions. The authors of the original paper also observe that stronger
coupling seems to imply higher convergence speed [Sug+12].
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In relation to TC, it is first noted that there is no clear corre-
lation between prediction error and expansion for a fixed library
length L. For this consider the case that {rxj(txi1 ), ..., rxj(txik )} lie
on a quasi-linear subspace around rxj(t). It is now possible to
shift the points {rxj(txi1 ), ..., rxj(txik )} in this quasi-linear subspace
such that they change their distance to rxj(t), which corresponds
to changing the expansion of Mti→j, while retaining the same lin-
ear prediction of rxj(t) (see figure 8.9).
However, I expect a monotonous relationship between the
convergence speed of ρ as a function of L and the expansion,
since the more expansive a mapping is, the more data points are
needed such that {rxj(txi1 ), ..., rxj(txik )} lie close enough around
r
xj(t) to allow for a good linear prediction. This convergence
should be observable even when the embedded system has ex-
tended linear subspaces if very small library lengths are consid-
ered and the prediction errors are averaged over all observed
system states and randomized libraries, which is the standard
procedure in CCM.
This is tested in four simple systems of coupled maps for
which the analytical expansions are available, namely coupled
logistic maps with multiplicative interaction
x1(t+ 1) = x1(t)[3.8(1− x1(t))− w12x2(t)] (8.4)
x2(t+ 1) = x2(t)[3.8(1− x2(t))− w21x1(t)] ,
coupled logistic maps with additive interaction
x1(t+ 1) = (1− w12)x1(t)4(1− x1(t)) + w12x2(t) (8.5)
x2(t+ 1) = (1− w21)x2(t)4(1− x2(t)) + w21x1(t) ,
coupled shift maps
x1(t+ 1) = (1− w12)mod(2x1(t), 1) + w12x2(t) (8.6)
x2(t+ 1) = (1− w21)mod(2x2(t), 1) + w21x1(t) ,
and coupled tent maps
x1(t+ 1) = (1− w12)(1− 2|x1(t)− 1/2|) + w12x2(t) (8.7)
x2(t+ 1) = (1− w21)(1− 2|x2(t)− 1/2|) + w21x1(t) .
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Figure 8.9: Illustration that different expansions eti→j can lead to the
same linear prediction of rxj (t). Assume that the points rx1 (t) and rx2 (t)
(large black dots) and the nearest neighbours {rx2 (tx21 ), ..., rx2 (tx2k )} to
r
x2 (t) (small black dots) are visited by systems with different expansion.
It is clear that different expansions, corresponding to different mappings
Mt2→1 (blue: more expansive, orange: less expansive) can lead to the
same linear prediction of rx1 (t) (black circle) as long as they lie in the
quasi-linear surround of rx1 (t) (grey area). Reprinted figure with permis-
sion from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik.
"Topological causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters
119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
For all maps an embedding dimension of 2 is sufficient, and the
analytical solution can be found by simple algebraic manipula-
tion analogous to the procedure sketched in section 8.2. To ob-
tain the convergence curves ρi→j(L), the CCM toolbox was used
provided by the authors of [Sug+12] available at
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rEDM/vignettes/
rEDM_tutorial.html.
The convergence curves ρi→j(L) were fit to 1− a exp(−θi→jL) to
obtain the convergence time constants θi→j. Figure 8.10 shows
analytical and estimated expansions and convergence time con-
stants for all four systems while keeping one coupling weight
fixed and varying the other. Indeed, higher convergence speed
seems to correlate closely with smaller expansion.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of TC and CCM. Different systems given by equations 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7 were simulated for
104 time steps with w21 = 0.05 and varying w12. The first row shows analytical results for the average log expansion,
the second row estimated expansions with neighbourhood size k = 5, both averaged over all available states, and the
third the time constants θ derived from CCM. The convergence curves that underlie the estimation of θ were computed
with library lengths ranging between 5 and 104 − τ(m− 1), where for every length 10 randomized libraries were drawn
and averaged. For all embeddings m = 2 and τ = 1 was used. Reprinted figure with permission from D. Harnack, E.
Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topological causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters
119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
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To compare an average asymmetry measure derived from the
convergence time constants θ, a slightly different definition of α
is used than the one stated before:
αTC =
exp(〈log(eti→j)〉t)− exp(〈log(etj→i)〉t)
exp(〈log(eti→j)〉t) + exp(〈log(etj→i)〉t)
.
This choice was made since it yields good agreement with
αCCM =
θj→i − θi→j
θj→i + θi→j
(8.8)
Note that the main quantity of TC is the expansion, such that
the exact definitions of the derived measures α, αt,C,Ct allow
for some freedom as long as they are bounded correctly and
monotonously depend on changes in the underlying expansions.
Here the choice made is sensible since the analytical solutions of
the expansion for systems given by equations 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7 can
be written in a form
eti→j =
1
wij
χ(wij,wji, xi(t), xj(t))
(compare equations 8.2), where χ is symmetric in i and j. It is thus
to be expected that exp(〈log(et1→2)〉t) and exp(〈log(et2→1)〉t) are
directly proportional to the coupling weights w12 and w21 with
the same proportionality constant that stems for the temporal
averaging of χ. This is why, as a side note, these values are also
compared to an asymmetry measure derived form the coupling
weights as
αw =
wji − wij
wji + wij
Note that the expected proportionality of expansions to coupling
weights is not the generic case, but due to the linear interaction
terms in these test systems. Figure 8.11 shows that all different
asymmetry measures correlate strongly. This leads to the conclu-
sion that the relative convergence times based on CCM are actually
good estimators of the relative average expansions.
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of asymmetry indices based on analytical ex-
pansion (αTC), time constants from CCM (αCCM) and coupling weights
(αw) for systems given by equations 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7, simulated for
104 time steps for various combinations of w21 and w21, each ranging
between 0.005 and 0.1. The different colours show the results for differ-
ent systems, where the grey dots are the projections of the whole point
cloud to the relative subspaces. Reprinted figure with permission from
D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R. Pawelzik. "Topo-
logical causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review Letters 119.9,
p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.
8.5.4 Comparing TC to GC and CCM for linear systems
After this general comparison, the performance of TC and CCM
is also assessed in the context of linear stochastic systems, for
which Granger causality (GC) is the theoretically sound method
of choice. This is of general importance if measured systems
are noisy, are only weakly non-linear, or have piecewise linear
regimes. As an example for a linear stochastic dynamical system
a vector autoregressive model is considered, described by
x1(t+ 1) = δ[(1− w12)x1(t) + w12x2(t)] + η1(t) (8.9)
x2(t+ 1) = δ[(1− w21)x2(t) + w21x1(t)] + η2(t) ,
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where w12 and w21 are coupling parameters, δ < 1 is a damp-
ening constant to keep the time series stationary, and ηi(t) is
spatially and temporally uncorrelated Gaussian noise N (0, σi).
A measure for asymmetry based on GC is introduced as
αGC =
CG2→1 − CG1→2
CG2→1 + C
G
1→2
,
with CGi→j as defined in section 7.1, equation 7.1. Figure 8.12
shows comparisons of αGC with αTC, αw and αCCM ( section 8.5.3,
equation 8.8) for simulations with δ = 0.95, σ1 = σ2 = 0.1 and
different combinations of coupling weights 0.005 < wij < 1.0.
Whereas - as expected - GC captures the coupling asymmetry
in the model (figure 8.12 C), so does TC (figure 8.12 A). Analyti-
cal results (black dots) are calculated by constructing the pertur-
bation matrix from equations 8.9 under the assumption that the
noise terms do not contribute (i.e. using the expected mapping).
Estimated results (blue dots) are obtained by using the maximally
possible neighbourhood size since the reconstructions are purely
linear here.
Figure 8.12 B) shows the results when using the second and
third most significant component of P instead of the first two
(see section 8.3), which gives results closer to the theoretical pre-
diction, most likely because the first component carries the auto-
correlation of the variables. This hints toward possible improve-
ment of the estimation algorithm for the expansions in linear
stochastic systems. But, importantly, this example shows that TC
does not yield misleading results when the system is stochastic
and linear.
CCM fails to detect the causal relations (figure 8.12 D)), which
is due to the fact that the ρi→j(L) curves in this case often show
no clear convergence. This can be understood by considering that,
no matter which library size is chosen, the points to predict rxj(t)
from and the true rxj(t) lie on a (noisy) linear space in rxj (com-
pare figure 8.9). For fitting ρi→j(L) library lengths L between 5
and 100 were used, since ρi→j only changes strongly in this range.
The curves ρi→j(L) were then fit to the model b− a exp(−θi→jL),
with b being the average of ρi→j(L) for 50 < L < 100 to account
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Figure 8.12: Mean asymmetry for three causality measures, TC (A,B), GC
(C) and CCM (D), derived for time series from equations 8.9 of length 104
with varying coupling parameters w12 and w21 between 0.005 and 1.0
and δ = 0.95. The time series were transformed to their quantiles before
further analysis. The estimated values are plotted against αw =
wji−wij
wji+wij
A) For estimation, the maximum neighbourhood size k = 104− τ(m− 1)
and embedding parameters τ = 1 and m = 2 are used (blue). Black dots
show the analytical prediction. B) Same as A), but using the second and
third most significant component of P instead of the first two. C) GC is
calculated with p = 1. D) The same embedding parameters as for TC,
τ = 1 and m = 2, are used and the convergence curves were computed
with library lengths L ranging between 5 and 100. Reprinted figure with
permission from D. Harnack, E. Laminski, M. Schünemann, and K. R.
Pawelzik. "Topological causality in dynamical systems". Physical Review
Letters 119.9, p.098301 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the American Physical
Society.
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for the strongly varying asymptotic values of ρi→j across the cou-
pling weight combinations in this example.
A comparison between GC and TC for non-linear systems was
not conducted since the basic premise of separability that GC theo-
retically needs would be violated. Hence there is ample evidence
of classical GC failing in non-linear systems (e.g. [SP17a; Sug+12]).
8.6 discussion
In this chapter, the theory of topological causality (TC) was devel-TC provides
mathemati-
cally sound
definition of
effective
influence
oped, which provides a mathematically well defined framework
to measure effective influence in generic deterministic dynami-
cal systems. It is based on the central insight that expansions of
mappings between time-delay state space reconstructions from
different observables systematically reflect effective, state space
dependent influences among parts of non-separable determinis-
tic dynamical systems. Measures of effective influence were pre-
sented analytically in simple examples, and showcased numeri-
cally for more complex mathematical models and experimental
EEG data. In further investigations, a link to information theoreti-
cal approaches was discovered, and applicability also to predom-
inantly stochastic systems.
Being tailored systems which preserve information betweenTC works
for linear
stochastic
systems
coupled components, TC seems complementary to methods for
determining causal influences in stochastic systems. Most promi-
nent examples are Granger causality (GC) [Gra69] and transfer en-
tropy (TE) [Sch00], which are conceptually related [BBS09]. Both
are based on the reduction of uncertainty in one time series by in-
cluding past information from the other. However, the approaches
of GC/TE and TC are not independent: In stochastic linear systems,
the observed dynamics in a time delay coordinate space can be
interpreted as samples from a probability density of consecutive
sequences of length m (if 1/τ equals the sampling rate) in the ob-
servables. And an expansive mapping between probability densi-
ties induces information loss. Formally, expansion can be directly
related to loss of certainty between states measured with finite
precision. In stark contrast to the usual applications of GC/TE, TC
exploits the expansion of the "backward" mapping from "effect" x2
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to "cause" x1 for determining the effective influence from x1 to x2.
In a preliminary investigation it was observed that TC can indeed
detect effective influences in predominantly stochastic systems,
raising the intriguing possibility that it is well suited for both
deterministic and stochastic systems (figure 8.12). Supporting ev-
idence to analyse the backward mapping in stochastic systems is
given by [Hau+12], who apply GC in this way and find similar
results compared to the classical GC.
To overcome the limitations of GC when dealing with non- TC encom-
passes and
extends
previous
measures
separable dynamical systems, several approaches have been based
on relations among state-space reconstructions. For example, tests
for the existence of directed unique mappings between recon-
structed manifolds can be used as an all-or-nothing criterion to in-
fer causal links [LPS91; CA09; MAC14; Sug+12; CGS15; PCH95],
to which TC represents an extension since it allows for grad-
ual quantification of the influence. TC is most closely related
to the empirical procedure of convergent cross-mapping (CCM)
[Sug+12] that yields interesting results in a range of applications,
e.g. [Sug+12; Wan+14; Taj+15; Nes+15].
The CCM measure relies on errors when predicting one recon- TC vs CCM
struction manifold from another: the slower the convergence of
the prediction error of rxi from rxj with increasing time series
length, the weaker the causation xi to xj. I suspect that this ef-
fect is a consequence of the expansion: the more expansive the
mapping Mj→i locally is, the more its non-linearities will hamper
predictions with a given finite number of data points. Something
similar was observed in [Jia+16], however without establishing
the link to the expansion of the mappings. In other words, I
argue that CCM evaluates deviations from the assumption that
the mapping {rxi (txi1 ), ..., rxi (txik )} to {rxj(txi1 ), ..., rxj(txik )} is lin-
ear and therefore is an indirect estimate of the underlying effec-
tive influence (figure 8.10), which TC measures directly through
the expansion. Supporting this, it is found that CCM convergence
speeds do not share the ability of TC to detect influences in linear
stochastic systems (figure 8.12).
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9CONCLUS ION AND OUTLOOK
The scientific motivation of this part was to find a measure to
quantify effective influence between interacting neuronal popula-
tions. It led to the formulation of topological causality (TC), a the-
ory which provides a stringent mathematical basis for effective in-
fluence measures in generic dynamical system, which are objects
of study in a wide variety of fields such as ecology, climatology,
economy and neuroscience. Notably it provides a foundation and
expands upon the CCM procedure that gained considerable trac-
tion recently in detection of causal links from experimental time
series. The contents of chapter 8 were published in similar form
[Har+17].
One aspect which was only cursorily touched upon was the
applicability of TC in the presence of noise. Whereas numerical in-
vestigations suggest that stochasticity does not pose a principal
problem, a proper mathematical proof is lacking in this exposi-
tion. The issue is actively researched in follow-up projects in the
Pawelzik lab, along with improvements of the numerical meth-
ods.
A natural next step is to apply TC to neuroscientific data from
experiments similar to the ones presented in chapters 3 and 5.
This is pursued at the moment in the form of a master’s thesis.
Once a robust toolbox is ready for release, I envision this
work to contribute significantly by enabling detection of previ-
ously concealed interactions. Especially state-dependent tracking
of effective influences in a complex system holds the potential to
identify time points where the desired effect of an intervention
is maximal. This could be used to control systems where some
states on the attractor are undesirable, such as epileptic brain
states or extinction events in ecosystems.
Closing the circle and coming back to experiments on flexible
information routing, the TC approach holds the potential to shed
more light onto how the involved populations are communicat-
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ing. Possibly, communicating populations join a transient com-
mon attractor which should be characterized by a strongly state
dependent feed forward effective influence if the CTC hypothesis
is true. Attention would then be conceptualized as an interven-
tion which drives the system towards these states. Since, as noted
earlier, analysis of communicating populations under attentional
conditions were so far almost exclusively analysed using Granger
causality, there is room for possibly surprising results.
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